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Zusammenfassung / Abstract
Zusammenfassung
Aktuelle Methoden zur dynamischen Modellierung von biologischen Systemen sind fu¨r Benut-
zer ohne mathematische Ausbildung oft wenig versta¨ndlich. Des Weiteren fehlen sehr oft genaue
Daten und detailliertes Wissen u¨ber Konzentrationen, Reaktionskinetiken oder regulatorische
Effekte. Daher erfordert eine computergestu¨tzte Modellierung eines biologischen Systems, mit
Unsicherheiten und grober Information umzugehen, die durch qualitatives Wissen und natu¨rlich-
sprachliche Beschreibungen zur Verfu¨gung gestellt wird.
Der Autor schla¨gt einen neuen Ansatz vor, mit dem solche Beschra¨nkungen u¨berwunden wer-
den ko¨nnen. Dazu wird eine Petri-Netz-basierte graphische Darstellung von Systemen mit einer
leistungsstarken und dennoch intuitiven Fuzzy-Logik-basierten Modellierung verknu¨pft. Der Pe-
tri Netz und Fuzzy Logik (PNFL) Ansatz erlaubt eine natu¨rlichsprachlich-basierte Beschreibung
von biologischen Entita¨ten sowie eine Wenn-Dann-Regel-basierte Definition von Reaktionen.
Beides kann einfach und direkt aus qualitativem Wissen abgeleitet werden. PNFL verbindet da-
mit qualitatives Wissen und quantitative Modellierung.
Abstract
Current approaches in dynamic modeling of biological systems often lack comprehensibility,
especially for users without mathematical background. Additionally, exact data or detailed know-
ledge about concentrations, reaction kinetics or regulatory effects is missing. Thus, computatio-
nal modeling of a biological system requires dealing with uncertainty and rough information
provided by qualitative knowledge and linguistic descriptions.
The author proposes a new approach to overcome such limitations by combining the graphi-
cal representation provided by Petri nets with the modeling of dynamics by powerful yet intuitive
fuzzy logic based systems. The Petri net and fuzzy logic (PNFL) approach allows natural langua-
ge based descriptions of biological entities as well as if-then rule based definitions of reactions,
both of which can be easily and directly derived from qualitative knowledge. PNFL bridges the
gap between qualitative knowledge and quantitative modeling.
xvi Zusammenfassung/Abstract
Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction
Systems biology as a field of research is concerned with studying of biological systems as a
whole to understand their structure and dynamics ([1] p. 315, [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). The parts of bio-
logical systems have been revealed to a great extent by various “-omics”: genomics, proteomics,
metabolomics, transcriptomics, etc ([7] with various links to data repositories). High-throughput
technologies like micro-arrays [8, 9, 10], next-generation sequencing [11, 12, 13], and mass spec-
trometry [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] have been used to collect comprehensive data sets. Now, systems
biology aims to infer the molecular networks and mechanisms that connect these parts and cause
the phenotypic properties of biological systems [19].
One of the central questions of systems biology is how the complex dynamical behavior
of a system emerges from individual interactions between biological molecules. Although this
behavior emerges from their interplay, it is not predictable by studying the properties of single
molecules or processes alone ([1] p. 310, [20, 21]). To study the dynamic behavior of a system,
one has to investigate the dynamic interplay of molecules. This interplay can be studied in silico
using computational models of the system.
1.1 Models of Biological Systems
Models of biological systems represent aspects of natural phenomena in a simplified way. The
value of such models is determined by their usefulness to explain empirical observations in a way
that makes predictions possible ([22] p. 90). Such predictions must allow verification or falsifi-
cation by empirical observations ([22] p. 244). Every biological system - an organism, a cell, a
cellular compartment, a signal transduction pathway, a part of a pathway - is constituted of enti-
ties and interactions. A model of such a biological system is an abstract, simplified representation
of this system and includes abstract, simplified representations of entities and interactions.
Entities The abstract term entity may refer to any kind of species, actor, subject, or part of a
biological system, as well as to all kinds of aggregations of these. Thus, the term entity might
refer to a single, specific biological molecule, for example a specific transcription factor Ai which
currently binds to a certain stretch of DNA in contrast to the other transcriptions factors of the sa-
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me species A1,A2, . . . ,An which are also denoted as individual entities. But the term entity might
also refer to the whole set of transcription factors of the same kind A, which is an aggregation of
the individual molecules. Biological molecules and sets of similar biological molecules can be
seen as entities, but likewise can be parts of molecules like a gene as a part of the chromosomal
molecule or aggregations of diverse molecules, like a cell as the aggregation of its various diffe-
rent constituting parts. Not only biological molecules or aggregates of these can be entities of a
biological system, but also any other factors like for example the environmental conditions can
be seen as an entity of a system as well.
At any given time, a biological system is in a certain state. The current state of a system is
defined by the current states of the entirety of entities that are part of the system. In turn, the
current state of an entity is defined by its current state with respect to properties of this entity.
Each entity possesses a variety of properties that describe it. For example, a protein has a mass,
a shape, a location within the cell. The set of proteins of a specific species has a concentration in
mol or the proportion of phosphorylated proteins as a property. A gene has an expression level,
which in fact describes the amount of the according mRNA, but nevertheless can be seen as a
property of the gene. A cell has a type, e.g. blood or liver cell, and is in some phase of the cell
cycle. The cellular environment has a temperature, a pH-level, etc. The current state of an entity
with respect to a property can be specified by a numerical or linguistic value. Thus, the current
state of an entity is defined by the collection of numerical/linguistic values of all its properties.
Interactions Entities in a biological system interact. Kinases phosphorylate other proteins or
themselves, transcription factors regulate genes, mRNA is degraded, small molecules diffuse
(both can be seen as a self-interactions or interactions with the environment), the environmental
conditions influence enzymatic reactions, etc. In short, all kinds of (cellular) processes can be
seen as interactions between pairs of entities or between sets of entities. Interactions between
entities cause the dynamics of a biological system. Without them, the system would be static.
In general, a set of entities affects another set of entities via an interaction. The entities of the
first set can be denoted effectors, those of the latter set targets. The same entity can be present in
both sets. It can be effector and target at the same time. Through the interaction of effectors and
targets, the state of the targets is changed depending on the current state of the effectors. This
state change typically affects only a subset of the properties of the targets and is influenced only
by the current states of a subset of properties of the effectors.
System Dynamics Entities and interactions primarily provide a static description of a system.
They define relevant actors, their connectivity, possible paths of effect propagation, etc. If tem-
poral and spatial dimensions are additionally considered, the dynamics of a system emerge from
the interactions of entities. The current state of a system is defined by the states of its entities.
Interactions like regulation of expression, enzymatic conversion, or transport processes cause
state changes. A system’s dynamics can be seen as trajectories of these state changes in time and
space.
These dynamics are complex and can not be directly derived from a static description. Espe-
cially feedbacks cause a high degree of complexity. They can provide robustness and stability,
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cause oscillations, or enhance, damp, or shutdown signal flow. Such a complex behavior can on-
ly be uncovered by studying the dynamics of a system. Thus, such a study is essential to gain
insights into a system’s properties and to allow predictions about its reaction to perturbations.
1.1.1 Abstraction and Representation
Every model of a biological system includes abstract representations of entities and interactions.
Entities are represented by a selection of their properties and the associated values. Thus, a mo-
del includes a representation of the state of each entity with respect to some but typically not
all properties. Most often, each entity is represented by a single state only, e.g. its concentrati-
on, expression level, or fold change. In computational models, states are typically represented
as numerical values. The abstractions of interactions represent the effector-target relationships
between entities. Most often, they also define quantitatively how the states of effector entities
affect the states of target entities. In computational models, interactions are typically represented
by mathematical functions.
Irrespective of the actual applied modeling technique (Section 1.2), all models can be gra-
phically represented as networks of nodes and edges. As we consider biological systems as col-
lections of entities and interactions, any biological system is inherently structured as a network,
and likewise is implicitly or explicitly any model of such a system. How a network is actually
derived from a model depends on the modeling technique and the desired type of network. For
example, nodes could correspond to entities and edges to interactions, or both entities as well as
interactions are nodes, e.g. as realized in Petri nets.
In general, only those states of entities and those interactions are included in a model that are
of interest for the creator of the model. I.e. a model is built with a purpose and ideally includes
exactly those entities and interactions that serve this purpose. Models are used for:
• Visualization of current knowledge in terms of entities and interactions that are relevant
for a system.
• Structural analysis of the network, e.g. connectivity, degrees, clustering, or cycles.
• Analysis of a system’s behavior given different initial states, parametrizations of functions,
perturbations during execution, etc.
• Tests of hypotheses about the system by comparison to (new) experimental data
One can distinguish two basic types of models: static models and executable or dynamic mo-
dels ([23] p. 10). A static model is equivalent to a graphical representation of entities and their
interactions, for example as a network. It gives an idea about the connectivity of the underlying
network and might as well provide basic information about the type of effector-target relati-
onships, e.g. whether an effector acts activating or inhibiting on a target. They do not provide
enough information to allow for a calculation of state changes, i.e. to predict future states based
on the current states. Static models are suited to visualize or represent our knowledge of a system,
for example as a figure in scientific literature. They can be very well suited to perform structural
analysis of the model’s underlying network.
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Dynamic models are more complex models. They have to provide enough information to
allow for the simulation of a system. States and interactions have to be defined such that given
some initial states one has to be able to calculate state changes and thus future states. In dynamic
models, interactions are represented as functions that can be evaluated based on the current states
of effectors to calculate the state changes for their targets. These models can be used to learn how
the observed behavior of a system arises, and can be used for in silico studies of the effects of
perturbations. As dynamic models can be easily converted to static models without additional
information, they can be used for anything that static models can be used for.
Models are built based on current knowledge and hypotheses about a system’s entities and in-
teractions. Hereby, the term knowledge denotes all kinds of available information, which can be
roughly divided into two categories. First, experimental data, i.e. empirical observations of states
and interactions during various experiments. Second, prior knowledge, i.e. knowledge about en-
tities and interactions that can be obtained from scientific literature or other readily available
sources. Examples for experimental data are concentration or expression levels of molecules
at certain time points during experiments, binding affinities of molecules, conversion rates, etc.
Prior knowledge might include reaction rates, the role of entities for example as transcription fac-
tors, knowledge about the chemical composition of a medium, etc. Models are built manually by
an expert or user, by applying an automated or supervised reverse-engineering procedure, or by a
combination of these. Model creation is usually done within a mine-model-mine cycle ([20],[23]
pp. 17,[24, 25]):
• knowledge about a system is collected and hypotheses are formulated
• a model is created based on the knowledge and hypotheses
• new knowledge is collected and the model is compared to this knowledge
• hypotheses are modified and a new model is created, etc.
A good or adequate model of a biological system matches currently available prior knowledge
and reproduces currently available experimental observations. If a model contradicts prior know-
ledge or data, this contradiction has to be justified. For example, if the network structure of the
model contradicts prior knowledge but the simulated data matches experimental data, then one
can conclude that the current knowledge about network structure is inaccurate and should be
modified. Thus, the observed contradiction is justified by the explanation of experimental data
and results in the modification of the current hypothesis about network structure.
1.1.2 Reverse-Engineering
One of the main goals of research of biological systems is to reverse-engineer networks from ex-
perimental data and to use them to investigate physiological and pathological mechanisms ([26]
p. 222 , [27, 28]). Reverse-engineering is an inverse problem - it is the process of obtaining
effector-target relationships between entities based on experimental observations. Although the
actual molecular mechanisms of effector-target relations are hardly measurable, their effects can
be observed in large-scale biochemical data. The observed effects allow conclusions about the
underlying relations between entities [29].
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Reverse-engineering of a dynamic model corresponds to creating a candidate model and
using it to simulate data. If the simulated and experimental data are similar, the created dyna-
mic model can be considered as an adequate representation of the true biological system, the
reference system. Such reverse-engineered models are only approximations of the reference sy-
stem, as the created models will be simplifications of the reference: relevant entities might be
missing and the applied functions might be insufficiently complex. As measurements are typi-
cally incomplete, erroneous, and noisy, even a perfect model of the system might not be able to
reproduce the experimental data perfectly.
The number of data-points necessary for reverse-engineering depends on the complexity of
the (computational) modeling technique that is used for inference, the number of effectors that
act on each target, the measurement error and signal-to-noise ratio, etc [27]. Very simple models
that only represent functional associations between entities without defining any dynamics, i.e.
static models, require the least amount of data. For example, pairwise correlation based clustering
approaches require about log(n) measurements of all n entities [30]. More involved approaches
that allow a dynamic simulation of processes but still are significant simplifications of a system
already require a number of measurements that grows exponentially with the number of invol-
ved entities. For example, 2n measurements of n genes are necessary to obtain all functions of
Boolean models, or about 2K if the number of effectors is restricted to K [30]. Models that in-
clude continuous representations of states and allow for non-linear effects require even higher
amounts of data than do linear or Boolean models, and typically the number of required mea-
surements surpasses the number of those available [28, 29]. Functional relationships between
effectors and targets can only be successfully assessed if the effector-induced changes in the
target’s states surpass the experimental and measurement noise (signal-to-noise ratio) [27]. All
common high-throughput technologies suffer from noise: micro-array measurements are influ-
enced by hybridization effects or dye-related signal correlation bias, next-generation-sequencing
is influenced by unspecific sequence alignments and PCR bias, mass spectrometry is impaired
by a lack of detection sensitivity and data reproducibility [31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
1.2 Computational Modeling in Bioinformatics
A wide variety of computational techniques has already been applied for modeling of biologi-
cal systems. These techniques differ in their level of detail, their representation of entities and
interactions, their graphical representation of the system, and allow for different types of analy-
sis. The choice of a computational technique depends on the purpose of model building and the
availability of biological knowledge [36, 37, 38].
Static models are used to represent the topology of a biological system, i.e. the network
structure that emerges from entities and their interactions, and have for example been derived
based on DNA-binding motifs [39, 40, 41], co-expression clustering [42, 43, 44, 45, 46], pair-
wise correlation, mutual information, or other correlation coefficients [47, 48, 49, 50, 51], nested
effects [52, 53], or Bayesian inference [54, 55, 56].
Dynamic models are representations of a system that allow for the inference of dependent
variables as functions of independent variables, where these variables are representations of states
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of entities [27]. Thereby, these models can be used to predict the behavior of a system at future
time points starting from an initial state that is derived from empirical data [27, 29]. In fact, the
ability of a computational model to generate experimentally testable hypotheses is a major quality
criterion. Dynamic modeling techniques have been extensively reviewed [57, 58, 59, 60, 61,
62, 63]. Some of the most common modeling techniques are based on Boolean or multi-valued
logic [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70], Petri nets [71, 72, 73, 74], or differential equations [75, 61, 76,
77, 78, 79]. Dynamic computational models have been widely used to study biological systems,
for example apoptosis pathways [80, 81, 82], yeast cell cyclce [83, 84, 85, 86], mammalian cell
cycle [87, 88, 89], mouse and drosophila embryonic pattern formation [90, 91, 92, 93], C. elegans
and A. thaliana development [94, 95, 96, 97, 98], or biosynthesis of metabolites [99, 100, 101].
In the following, two techniques will be shortly discussed as they are relevant to this work:
discrete logic models and models based on ordinary differential equations (ODE models).
1.2.1 Discrete Logic Models
Discrete logic models are radical simplifications of biological systems. In such models, it is
assumed that entities can be described as being in two or more discrete states with respect to
a property. If all entities are in one of two states, e.g. on or o f f , 1 or 0, present or absent,
then discrete logic models are typically referred to as Boolean models, whereas if entities can
be in one of three or more states, discrete logic models can be referred to as multi-valued logic
models. The domain of discourse of any property is discretized using strict borders according to
the number of desired states. For example, the domain of discourse of all concentrations, R≥0,
can be discretized based on a threshold concentration c, such that all concentrations that are
greater than c are described as on while all concentrations lower or equal than c are o f f . Hereby,
on and o f f can be seen as sets, and all possible concentration values are assigned to either of
them. If an entity is described as being in state on with respect to its concentration, then this
means that the entity’s concentration is greater than c and in the set on. A specific threshold, e.g.
c = 10 mol, has to be chosen only if empirical data has to be discretized, e.g. to be compared to
a model’s predictions, or to be used to assign initial states. If a model is purely theoretical, such
specific thresholds are only implicitly assumed. A discretization can be based on various aspects,
but the most important are:
• Experimentally observed, typical abundances. If several typical value ranges for the abun-
dance of an entity have been observed in experiments, then a discretization might reflect
these different typical abundances. For example, an entity is either in state on (highly abun-
dant) or o f f (lowly abundant), as applies for the independent variable y in Figure 1.1(left).
• Functional implications. If the concentration of an entity is in a certain value range, then it
has a certain effect to its targets, and this effect is considerably different if the concentration
is within another value range. For example, the state on of an activator implies that its target
is in state on as well, while the state o f f implies that the target is o f f , as applies for the
dependent variable x in Figure 1.1(left).
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Figure 1.1 Discretization issues. (Left) A discretization of states, e.g. into on and o f f , can be mea-
ningful if the values of the independent variable y (target’s state) achieve clearly distinct values for most
values of the independent variable x (effector’s state) and if the intermediate values appear rarely. In such
a case, it is obvious how a discretization should be performed. (Center) If there is a continuous depen-
dency between y and x, a discretization is not adequate and results in spurious switches of discrete states
although the underlying values changed only slightly. Furthermore, it is not clear how x or y should be
discretized. (Right) There are not only extreme cases, but also mixed cases. Here, a discretization might
be meaningful, but the aforementioned issue persists.
Thus, if an entity is described by discrete states, then a unique interpretation is inherently asso-
ciated with each state, i.e. an interpretation with respect to e.g. abundance or functionality. The
future states of entities are determined by the current states of their effectors through logical
functions
yt+1 = f (xt1, . . . ,x
t
K)
Such logical functions correspond to rule tables that map all possible combinations of effector
states to states of the target entity. For example, if in a Boolean model a target entity has K
effectors, then each one the 2K combinations of effector states is either mapped to on or o f f .
Repeated evaluation of logical functions creates a trajectory of states. The dynamics of a system
correspond to the trajectories of all entities.
A discretization of an intrinsically continuous property like a concentration is meaningful,
if the concentration of an entity is actually found to be in few, distinct value ranges, and if the
concentration switches between these value ranges so fast that intermediate concentrations values
are rarely found or have no significant biological meaning. For example, a transcription factor
could be found to be either expressed or not depending on the observed cell type [28]. This
transcription factor could exhibit a switch-like, non-linear dependency on its effectors. Patterns
of expressed and non-expressed transcription factors then specify cell types. These pattern may
switch during differentiation, and such behavior can be successfully modeled by discrete logic
models [30].
A major drawback of discrete logic models is that they can not represent intermediate states
and thus they are not suited to model small or slow state changes and easily generate spurious
results [28, 61]. For example, the concentration of a metabolite increases cumulatively as long
as an according producing reaction occurs that converts an educt to the metabolite. If during this
process, the metabolite’s concentration exceeds the threshold c, the discretization switches imme-
diately from o f f to on although the actual concentration changed only marginally (Figure 1.1).
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1.2.2 Ordinary Differential Equations Models
Ordinary differential equations (ODE) models allow for a complex representation of systems.
The states of entities are represented as continuous, real-valued variables, thus allowing for arbi-
trary small state changes. State changes during infinitesimal time intervals are defined by linear
or non-linear differential equations.
yt+dt = yt +
dy
dt
,
dy
dt
= f (xt1, . . . ,x
t
K)
Thus, the new state of an entity is defined by summation of its current state and the state change.
The effective state changes are determined by the current states of effectors, the applied reaction
rate functions, and their parametrization. Due to the flexibility in the composition of reaction rate
functions and their parametrization, complex dependencies of effector and target entities can be
realized in ODE models.
saturating
x
dy
/d
t
linear
x
dy
/d
t
accelerating
x
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/d
t
Figure 1.2 Obscured functionality. All three curves were created using the Hill equation with x∈ [0,1],
c = 1, and k = 3. In all three cases, x has an increasing effect to dy/dt, but these effects are qualitative
different. (Left) With parameter n = 0.3, the effect is saturating at high x. (Center) With n = 1, the effect
is continuously increasing. (Right) With n = 5, the effect is accelerating with increasing x. This different
qualitative behavior is not obvious from the equation alone, especially for users without an extended
mathematical background.
A major drawback of ODE models is that the functional dependencies between entities are not
easily interpretable, especially for users without an extended mathematical background [61]. The
functionality of a system strongly depends on its parametrization. It may exhibit a significantly
different behavior for different parametrizations, not only in a quantitative, but also in a quali-
tative way. For example, a commonly used and relatively simple representation of a functional
dependency is based on the Hill equation
dy
dt
= c · x
n
Kn+ xn
Depending on the parameters K and n, the qualitative effect of x to dy/dt can be significantly
different, ranging from saturating to accelerating (Figure 1.2) or from continuous to stepwise
effects (like in Figure 1.1). Thus, not even a “simple” functional dependency between a single
effector and its target can be comprehended by an examination of the according function alone,
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much less can the full model. The interpretation of the model by a user is only facilitated if
the model’s creators explicitly provide additional information, or if the user performs additional
analysis, for example by creating figures that display functional dependencies.
Analogously, ODE models do not offer an inherent interpretation of states. The continuous
variables can achieve arbitrary values that do not stand out in any obvious aspects. An inter-
pretation occurs not until the ODE model is additionally illustrated or is augmented by further
analysis. For example, the different functional implications of the value ranges of independent
variable x in Figure 1.2 (right) only become apparent through investigating and explicitly visua-
lizing its effect to dy/dt.
signal
product
cofactor
activate product
actiavate cofactor short signal burst
slow signal decay
permanent signal
signal molecule
cofactor molecule 
product molecule
Figure 1.3 A simple feed-forward motif. A signal affects the concentration of a co-factor, while the
concentration of a product is affected by both signal and co-factor (bottom left). The experimental data
was simulated using a simple system of ODEs with mass-action kinetics, normal-distributed noise and
three different decay rates for the signaling molecule (top). The reaction of the system after the addition
of the signaling molecule at time point 30 is investigated. Dotted, dashed and solid lines indicate the
measurements of the three different simulated experiments. Concentration (range axis) and time (domain
axis) have arbitrary units.
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1.3 Qualitative Knowledge
Knowledge about biological entities and of most kinds of biological data is typically incomplete
and imprecise. This is caused by the size and complexity of biological systems and processes
(biological noise) and by the inexactness of measurements, post-processing methods, or other
kinds of technical noise [29]. So, when considering biological data, one typically works with
average values characterized by smaller or larger variances. And most of the time, some kind
of best guess (e.g. median) is considered as the truth, for example as the true concentration of
a protein. Often enough, one not even knows the correct scales of biological data or has only a
rough idea about the concentrations or other properties of biological entities. In addition to the
uncertain data, scales and exact quantities may not even be of great importance in a biological
system, for example with respect to its stability [59].
Let us consider a small exemplary system consisting of three proteins (Figure 1.3). The appa-
rent information of the experiment consists of the measured concentrations during the observed
time interval. However, the crucial point is to get an idea of the qualitative behavior of the system.
The knowledge that can be deduced from this experiment is, that the concentration of a co-factor
started to increase after a signal was inserted into the system. And only when both signal and
co-factor are present, they induce the creation of the product. As soon as the signal is decayed,
co-factor and product are decayed as well until they reach a low concentration. Such qualitative
descriptions of a system can be converted into if-then rules that reflect the system’s behavior,
without the need to specify mathematical functions (Figure 1.4). Typically, such “natural lan-
guage” based descriptions of knowledge explicitly or implicitly include or refer to some kind of
discrete (and not continuous, real-valued) descriptions of objects, for example low, medium, and
high concentrations.
“When the signal is inserted, first the cofactor is induced as then 
the product can be created.
Only if signal or cofactor are decayed, the product level decreases.”
IF signal is high THEN cofactor is high.
IF signal is low THEN cofactor is low.
IF signal is high AND cofactor is high THEN product  is high.
IF signal is high AND cofactor is low THEN product  is low.
IF signal is low AND cofactor is high THEN product  is low.
IF signal is low AND cofactor is low THEN product  is low.
Figure 1.4 If-then rules describe processes. Linguistic or “natural language” descriptions of (obser-
ved) processes can easily be reformulated to if-then sentences. The behavior of the feed-forward motif
observed in the three experiments can be described with sets of if-then rules defining the effects of the two
processes indicated in Figure 1.3. Such if-then rule sets could be used to specify functions. They are easy
to create and interpret.
We argue that it is not advisable to use ordinary sets to represent such linguistic terms, as the
strict boundaries of ordinary sets are not intuitive. For example, the domain of possible concen-
trations of proteins can be normalized to the interval [0,1]. The full interval could be divided
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into three distinct sub-intervals [0,0.25), [0.25,0.75), and [0.75,1] such that concentrations wi-
thin the borders of these sub-intervals are then characterized by the terms low, medium and high
(Figure 1.5, left). Defining the set of highly concentrated proteins as “the set of proteins present
at a level of more than 0.75” is unsatisfactory as this strict border might be artificial. It is diffi-
cult to argue, that a protein present at 0.750 is highly concentrated while it would not be highly
concentrated at a level of 0.749. Therefore, it would be much more natural to define these sets
with fuzzy borders (Figure 1.5, right).
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Figure 1.5 Discretization of concentrations. The (normalized) domain of possible protein concentra-
tions can be divided in sharp intervals, i.e. discretized by ordinary sets low, medium, and high (left). A
specific concentration, e.g. 0.75, is assigned to a single set. An inexact or “fuzzy” discretization can be
done by allowing for a gradual change of memberships (right).
So, it seems quite promising to develop a computational approach which allows for a straightfor-
ward conversion of qualitative knowledge and descriptions into an executable model. Hereby, the
first step is to find a suitable mathematical representation of discrete, inexact natural language
terms that describe states of entities. The second step is to find a mathematical representation
of functions that allows for a straightforward incorporation of qualitative knowledge based on
natural language, and that will thereby facilitate an interpretation of the functionalities.
1.4 Our Contribution
In this work, we introduce a new modeling technique called PNFL modeling. It joins Petri nets
and fuzzy logic (PNFL) in an innovative way and can benefit from properties of both technolo-
gies. Our intention is to develop a modeling technique that allows for the creation of inherently
easy to interpret models, i.e. models that facilitate the understanding of states and processes. Still,
these models should be powerful enough to simulate complex dynamic behaviors. PNFL models
should be easier to interpret as ODE models and more powerful than discrete logic models.
This work is divided into two main parts that demonstrate that PNFL models are a suitable
tool for modeling biological systems and that PNFL models can be used to reverse-engineer
biological systems based on empirical data.
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In part one, the Petri net and fuzzy logic modeling technique is introduced and defined and
it is shown that PNFL is suited to model and analyze the behavior of biological systems. Here-
by, the PNFL technique is stepwise introduced in the four main sections of part one. Section 2
describes how states of biological entities are represented using fuzzy sets (published in [102]).
The use of fuzzy sets is illustrated by representing concentrations, fold-changes, and expression
values. Section 3 describes how the functionalities of interactions are represented as fuzzy logic
systems (published in [102]). It is shown how fuzzy logic systems can be designed such that they
mimic commonly used functionalities like mass-action kinetics, Hill-functions, and logic gates.
Section 4 defines PNFL models and shows how they can be used to model and analyze biologi-
cal systems (published in [103]). Section 5 applies PNFL to model a prokaryotic transcription-
translation system (published in [104]). A PNFL model is compared to an ODE model of the
same system and it is shown how these models can be utilized to make predictions that allow for
hypotheses testing.
In part two, we demonstrate how PNFL models can be reverse-engineered from empirical
data. Therefore, we describe a non-deterministic genetic algorithm that can successfully reverse-
engineer small PNFL models (Section 6, published in [105]). In addition, we present methods
that improve prediction results for larger networks (Section 7) and post-process the predictions
of non-deterministic reverse-engineering algorithms (Section 8).
To facilitate readability, we include basic definitions of fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic systems, etc
within the sections of part one. An in-depth theoretical background about fuzzy logic and appro-
ximate reasoning is provided in the appendix (Section A).
Part I
Modeling with Petri Nets and Fuzzy Logic

Chapter 2
Fuzzy Sets Describe States of Biological
Entities
At every point in time, biological entities like proteins, RNAs, cells, etc are in specific states with
respect to certain properties. For example, such properties could be the concentrations of proteins
in cells or compartments, fold-changes of mRNA species between different conditions, relative
abundances of transcript isoforms, or the current phase of the cell cycle. To some extent, these
properties can be measured or assessed in experiments. This gives us quantitative or qualitative
information about the the current state of an entity. Of course, this information is often inaccurate
or erroneous. Examples for obtained information:
1. Fluorescence measurements of proteins provide intensity levels, which might be converted
into estimates of molar concentrations. This gives us absolute quantitative information
about the proteins’ concentrations at a certain time point, i.e. their concentration states.
2. RNA-seq or micro-array measurements of a transcriptome provide mRNA expression or
intensity levels, which might be converted into fold-changes with respect to expressi-
on/intensity levels obtained from a reference experiment. This gives us relative quantitative
information about the change of mRNA expression, i.e. the fold-change states of mRNAs.
3. Visual assessment of cells provides information about their phenotypes, i.e. whether these
cells exhibit a certain phenotype or not. This gives us qualitative information about these
cells, i.e. their phenotypic state.
All observations and the derived states have a domain of discourse D, i.e. their values are ta-
ken from a defined range or set of possible values. We denote values x ∈ D as crisp values, in
contrast to fuzzy values as introduced below. The domain of discourse depends on the type of
observed property, the type of measurements or assessments, and the type of post-processing of
the observed data. For example:
1. Concentrations might be in R≥0 in combination with a unit like mol, or might be relative,
unit-less abundances in [0,1].
2. Expression changes might be log-fold-changes in R.
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3. Cell phenotypes might be taken from a discrete, finite categories set, e.g. cell cycle phases
{G0,G1,S,G2,M}.
Computational models of biological systems have to represent the current states of biological
entities. Based on these representations, a system’s behavior can be predicted or investigated
(Section 1.1).
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Figure 2.1 Fuzzy sets describe states. Assume that some measurements of protein concentration du-
ring an unspecified time interval are given (left panel). We quantify protein concentration as relative ab-
undance. The domain of discourse comprises all real numbers in [0,100] (unit %). The interval [0,100]
can be fuzzy discretized using three fuzzy sets that represent states of low (µlow), medium (µmedium), and
high (µhigh) concentrations (right panel). The fuzzy sets map relative concentrations (x-axis) to member-
ship values (y-axis). This three fuzzy sets constitute a fuzzy concept, and fuzzification of concentration
x ∈ [0,100] results in a fuzzy value < µlow(x),µmedium(x),µhigh(x) >. This fuzzy value represents the
current state of an entity with respect to a property (e.g. concentration) that in turn is described by the
according fuzzy concept.
The representation of states with respect to certain properties can be based on fuzzy sets (Sec-
tion A.2, [106]). They refer to aspects of the underlying biological property, e.g. “low concen-
trations”, “medium concentrations”, or “high concentrations”, an can be interpreted as a fuzzy
discretization of the according domain of discourse D. A fuzzy set µ maps all states x ∈D to the
interval [0,1], i.e. it assigns a membership value to each x that defines the degree of membership
of x to the fuzzy set:
µ : D→ [0,1]
The process of mapping a crisp value to a membership value is called fuzzification (Section A.2).
If a state has a high degree of membership to a fuzzy set (high membership value) then the
according aspect of the biological property applies to this state to a high degree. For example,
fuzzy sets describing low concentrations assign high membership values to small x∈D and small
membership values to large x ∈ D (Figure 2.1). Thus, a single fuzzy set provides a membership
value that represents a state with respect to single aspect of a biological property.
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To describe a state with respect to several properties, several fuzzy sets that have the sa-
me domain of discourse can be combined. Such combinations - called fuzzy concepts - can be
represented as tuples < µ1, . . . ,µn >. Such a fuzzy concept is a collection of fuzzy sets that de-
scribe the state of a biological entity with respect to the same property, e.g. concentration or
fold-change. Fuzzyfication of a crisp value x ∈ D by the fuzzy sets of a fuzzy concept gives us
a vector < µ1(x), . . . ,µn(x)> with entries µi(x) ∈ [0,1]. This vector is the actual representation
of the state with respect to the fuzzy concept. This vector is called fuzzy value. Fuzzy values are
used as inputs for fuzzy logic systems (Section 3). State changes and thus a systems behavior
is computed based on the fuzzy value representation. The unified description of continuous as
well as discrete properties, like concentrations and phenotypic states, by fuzzy values allows for
a combination of such properties in fuzzy logic systems.
The number and shape of fuzzy sets that are joined to a fuzzy concept can be freely chosen
according to design needs, e.g. depending on the type of biological property, available expe-
rimental data, or desired level of abstraction (Section 2.2). No matter how a fuzzy concept is
designed, a fuzzy value < µ1(x), . . . ,µn(x)> derived by fuzzification of a crisp value x ∈ D has
the following properties:
1. ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} : µi(x) ∈ [0,1]
2. ∑ni=1 µi(x) ∈ [0,n]
Where property 1 corresponds to the definition of fuzzy sets and property 2 is derived from
property 1 and the definition of fuzzy values. Fuzzy sets that constitute a fuzzy concept may
overlap arbitrarily and a crisp value could have a high degree of membership to several fuzzy
sets. However, we advise that fuzzy concepts should be designed such that ∑ni=1 µi(x) = 1 holds.
On the one hand side, this guarantees that the domain of discourse is covered by fuzzy sets which
is important for the use of the fuzzy concept in fuzzy logic systems (Section 3). On the other hand,
this follows a quite natural and intuitive interpretation of a fuzzy value. This interpretation is that
a biological entity has to be in some state, thus the fuzzy value has to be non-zero, and that the
“membership potential” of a state is shared out to one or several fuzzy sets, thus the fuzzy value
should sum to one.
A straightforward way to cover the full domain of discourse with fuzzy sets is to use unboun-
ded fuzzy sets, i.e. fuzzy sets that assign a membership value of 1 to all crisp values larger (or
smaller) than a given threshold (Section 2.1.4). Using triangle- or trapezoid-like fuzzy sets as
defined in Section 2.1 to constitute a fuzzy concept ensures that the induced fuzzy values always
sum to exactly one.
Each fuzzy value < µ1(x), . . . ,µn(x)> can be mapped to a crisp value y¯ ∈D. This process is
denoted defuzzification. In general, defuzzification derives a “most typical” crisp representative
of a given fuzzy value. A common, intuitive, and computational simple defuzzification approach
is height defuzzification (Section A.3.3). Here, the crisp value y¯ is obtained by calculating a
weighted average of typical representatives of those fuzzy sets that constitute the respective fuzzy
concept:
y¯ =
∑nj=1 y¯ j ·µ j(x)
∑nj=1 µ j(x)
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where y¯ j is the center of gravity of fuzzy set µ j and used as its typical representative. Depending
on the design of the fuzzy concept, the original crisp value x and the defuzzified value y¯ can be
identical. This is discussed in the following section, where we introduce some common shapes
of fuzzy sets and according fuzzy concepts. These “most typical” crisp representatives can be
straightforwardly used for visualization and are used to store the current state of an entity in
PNFL models (Section 4).
2.1 Common Shapes of Fuzzy Sets
Any function µ : D→ [0,1] is a fuzzy set over the domain of discourse D. But for the application
in modeling of biological systems, some basic shapes of fuzzy sets are especially suited. We will
discuss triangle-, trapezoid-, and Gaussian-like fuzzy sets with the real numbers R as domain
of discourse (Figure 2.2). Most often, e.g. when considering concentrations, expression levels,
or fold-changes, the domain of discourse is naturally R or a subset thereof. Other domains of
discourse of states of biological entities can generally be mapped to the domain of real numbers
R, e.g. numerical values 1,2,3, . . . can be used to represent purely qualitative states like cell phe-
notypes. Further, we will discuss unbounded fuzzy sets, i.e. fuzzy sets that assign a membership
value of 1 to all x ∈ D that are larger or smaller than defined thresholds. Such fuzzy sets are
especially suited to ensure that the domain of discourse is fully covered by a fuzzy concept.
2.1.1 Triangle-like Fuzzy Sets
The membership function of a triangle-like fuzzy set is defined as (Figure 2.2A):
µ tri(x) =

0 if x≤ l
x−l
mp−l ·m if l < x < mp
m if x = mp
r−x
r−mp ·m if mp < x < r
0 if r ≤ x
Parameter m ∈ [0,1] specifies the maximum of µ tri and is typically 1. Parameters l,r,mp ∈ R
(left border, right border, maximum point) specify the shape and location of the triangle-like
fuzzy set with respect to the domain of discourse. Defuzzification is usually performed using
the center of gravity of the triangle-like fuzzy set. This corresponds to mp if the triangle is
isosceles, i.e. if mp− l = r−mp. We advise to use mp as pseudo center of gravity also for non-
isosceles triangular shapes, as this facilitates interpretation of defuzzified values. It is obvious
that l ≤ x,y ≤ r ∧ |x−mp| 6= |y−mp| ⇔ µ tri(x) 6= µ tri(y) holds for triangle-like fuzzy sets.
Thus, the membership value of a state x is sensitive to changes in x as long as the fuzzy set
covers x, i.e. if x is between l and r. From a functional perspective, using triangle-like fuzzy sets
results in systems that are sensitive to state changes, i.e. small variations in states of effectors
can be propagated to their targets. Furthermore, using triangle-like fuzzy sets is advantageous if
a one-to-one mapping of a crisp value to its fuzzy value is desired.
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Figure 2.2 Common shapes of fuzzy sets. Bold lines show functions µ(x), except if µ(x) = 0, then
lines are omitted. Leftmost and rightmost fuzzy sets are designed as unbounded fuzzy sets (Section 2.1.4).
A) Triangle-like fuzzy sets are defined by specifying their left and right border (l and r), as well as the
point where µ tri(x) reaches its maximum (mp). Small variations in crisp values cause changes in the corre-
sponding membership values (e.g. crisp values a and b). Thus, triangle-like fuzzy set based representations
are very sensitive to state changes. Although two different crisp values might have the same membership
value with respect to a single fuzzy set, they will usually have different fuzzy values when a fuzzy concept
of triangle-like fuzzy sets is considered (e.g. b and c). B) Trapezoid-like fuzzy sets are defined by specify-
ing left and right border (l and r), as well as left and right maximum point (mpl and mpr). Although these
fuzzy sets are sensitive to changes of crisp values if they are located between a border and the according
maximum point (crisp value a), they are insensitive to changes between left and right maximum point (b
and c). If a fuzzy concept is designed of trapezoid-like fuzzy sets as shown here, according fuzzy values
are identical as well. C) Gaussian-like fuzzy sets are defined by their maximum point mp and a parame-
ter w specifying the width of the bell-curve (not shown). They are a natural representation of noisy data
centered around a specific value.
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Proposition Assume a fuzzy concept consisting of n triangle-like fuzzy sets µi with increasing
maximum points mpi and left and right borders defined as follows: l1 arbitrary, r1 = mp2. ∀i,
1 < i < n : li = mpi−1, ri = mpi+1. ln = mpn−1, rn arbitrary (e.g. as in Figure 2.2A). Then
fuzzification of any value x ∈ [mp1,mpn] using a fuzzy concept as defined above, and subsequent
height defuzzification with centers of gravity equal to the maximum points, results in a crisp
value y¯ = x.
Proof Fuzzification of x ∈ [mp1,mpn] results in a fuzzy value < µ1(x), . . . ,µn(x)>. Per defini-
tion, at most two entries can be non-zero. Without loss of generality, assume that these are µi(x)
and µi+1(x). Thus, the defuzzified value y¯ is defined as:
y¯ =
∑nj=1 y¯ j ·µ j(x)
∑nj=1 µ j(x)
=
mpi ·µi(x)+mpi+1 ·µi+1(x)
µi(x)+µi+1(x)
(2.1)
As per assumption mpi ≤ x and x≤ mpi+1, Equation 2.1 can be written as:
y¯ =
mpi · ri−xri−mpi +mpi+1 ·
x−li+1
mpi+1−li+1
ri−x
ri−mpi +
x−li+1
mpi+1−li+1
(2.2)
Per definition of left and right borders, Equation 2.2 equals:
y¯ =
mpi · mpi+1−xmpi+1−mpi +mpi+1 ·
x−mpi
mpi+1−mpi
mpi+1−x
mpi+1−mpi +
x−mpi
mpi+1−mpi
= mpi · mpi+1− xmpi+1−mpi +mpi+1 ·
x−mpi
mpi+1−mpi = x
Thus, a fuzzy concept as defined above allows a one-to-one mapping of a crisp value to its fuzzy
value, q.e.d.
2.1.2 Trapezoid-like Fuzzy Sets
The membership function of a trapezoid-like fuzzy set is defined as (Figure 2.2B):
µ tra(x) =

0 if x≤ l
x−l
mpl−l ·m if l < x < mpl
m if mpl ≤ x≤ mpr
r−x
r−mpr ·m if mpr < x < r
0 if r ≤ x
Parameter m∈ [0,1] specifies the maximum of µ tra and is typically 1. Parameters l,mpl,mpr,r ∈
R (left border, left and right maximum point, right border) specify the shape and location of
the trapezoid-like fuzzy set with respect to the domain of discourse. If the trapezoidal shape is
symmetric, the center of gravity is at mpl + mp
r−mpl
2 . As mp
l < x,y < mpr ∧ x 6= y⇔ µ tra(x) =
µ tra(y) holds, trapezoid-like fuzzy sets are robust against changes of x within the top base, i.e.
different crisp values may have identical membership values. Trapezoid-like fuzzy sets can be
used to define regions where the exact value of a state is not crucial or irrelevant for a systems
behavior, e.g. when a model with a high level of abstraction is created.
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2.1.3 Gaussian-like Fuzzy Sets
The membership function of a Gaussian-like fuzzy set is defined as (Figure 2.2C):
µgau(x) = m · e−
(x−mp)2
2w2
Parameter m ∈ [0,1] specifies the maximum of µgau and is typically 1. Parameters mp,w ∈ R
specify the maximum point and control the width of the curve and the center of gravity is at
mp. Gaussian-like fuzzy sets are especially suited to represent noisy data centered around a
specific value e.g. when representing fold-changes derived from expression data. Please note that
∀x ∈R : µgau(x) 6= 0. Thus, membership values of Gaussian-like fuzzy sets are always non-zero.
2.1.4 Unbounded Fuzzy Sets
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Figure 2.3 Unbounded fuzzy sets. If the domain of discourse is unbounded, e.g. the real numbers, and
should be covered by fuzzy sets, it is reasonable to include unbounded fuzzy sets to a fuzzy concept (e.g.
Figure 2.5 left). These fuzzy sets assign a membership value of 1 to all crisp values above or below a
defined threshold. As the centers of gravity for this type of fuzzy sets are in infinity, it is mandatory to
define a pseudo center of gravity for defuzzification to allow meaningful results.
Unbounded fuzzy sets assign a membership value of 1 to all states of the domain of discourse
that are larger (or smaller) than a given threshold. Given the real numbers as domain of discourse,
these sets extend to either positive or negative infinity. We present two types of unbounded fuzzy
sets: trapezoid-like unbounded fuzzy sets and Gaussian-like unbounded fuzzy sets (Figure 2.3).
The membership functions of trapezoid-like unbounded fuzzy sets are defined as:
µ trale f t(x) =

1 if x≤ mp
r−x
r−mp if mp < x < r
0 if r ≤ x
µ traright(x) =

0 if x≤ l
x−l
mp−l if l < x < mp
1 if mp≤ x
Where µ trale f t is unbounded left of mp and µ
tra
right is unbounded right of mp. The membership
functions of Gaussian-like unbounded fuzzy sets are defined as:
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µgaule f t(x) =
1 if x≤ mpexp− (x−mp)22w2 if mp < x µgauright(x) =
exp−
(x−mp)2
2w2 if x < mp
1 if mp≤ x
Note that the centers of gravity of unbounded fuzzy sets are either −∞ or ∞, thus defuzzification
can not be reasonably performed using these. We advise to use parameter mp as pseudo center
of gravity instead.
2.2 The Design of Fuzzy Sets
The number, shapes, locations, and domain of fuzzy sets must be chosen according to design
needs for a particular model or a particular set of observed data. They can be customized for each
biological entity, e.g. concentrations of different proteins can be represented by different fuzzy
concepts. Moreover, the same property of an entity can be represented by several different fuzzy
concepts. For example, if it is an input to different fuzzy logic systems, i.e. when the biological
entity is part of several different processes, and different representations are reasonable due to
functional considerations. There are multiple aspects that influence the design of fuzzy sets:
Functional considerations Fuzzy concepts are used as inputs for fuzzy logic systems (Secti-
on 3). The number and shapes of fuzzy sets that represent a biological property determine
the possible design and power of fuzzy logic systems. Thus, one of the most important
design considerations is guided by the intended functionality. For example, it is often re-
asonable to design fuzzy sets such that they represent concentrations that imply a similar
functional behavior (Figure 2.4).
Type of biological property. The fuzzy set design depends on the type of biological entity and
the type of property that should be represented. For example, when creating a fuzzy re-
presentation of concentrations, one would introduce fuzzy sets describing different con-
centration levels, while when creating a fuzzy representation of fold-changes, one would
introduce fuzzy sets describing down-regulation, wild-type, and up-regulation (Figure 2.5
left).
Range of observed data. The range of actually observed data (in contrast to the domain of dis-
course) guides fuzzy set design (e.g. see fuzzy set design in Section 5). For example, if
protein concentrations between 0 and 10 nM were observed but never higher concentra-
tions, then one might use several fuzzy sets to fuzzy discretize the domain [0,10], e.g. to
represent nearly absent protein, low, medium, and high protein concentration. But a single
fuzzy set covering the domain [10,∞] might be sufficient to represent exceptionally high
concentrations.
Desired level of abstraction. The more fuzzy sets are used, the more fine-grained is the fuzzy
discretization. This might be useful for interpretation and to fine-tune the quantitative be-
havior of a system, but most often a qualitatively adequate functionality can be achieved
with very few fuzzy sets (e.g. see fuzzy set design in Section 4.2).
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Figure 2.4 Fuzzy sets designed to represent functional properties. Cooperative binding of
ligands to receptors might lead to sigmoid-shaped reaction rates depending on ligand concentration.
If the concentration is too low (nearly) no processes occur. The reaction rate saturates at high
ligand concentrations, i.e. a further increase of concentration does not increase reaction rates. This
concentration dependent functional behavior can be used as a guideline for fuzzy set design. If the
concentration is below or above an intermediate concentration range, the fuzzy values are close to
< 1,0,0 > (inactive) and < 0,0,1 > (active). Further decrease or increase of concentration does
not change the fuzzy value representation.
Detection limits, precision, and robustness. Measurement methods might not be able to relia-
bly detect concentrations if they are too low (or too high), thus a fine-grained distinction
of these concentration levels (e.g. by several triangle-like fuzzy sets) is not meaningful and
a single trapezoid-like fuzzy set could be used instead to cover a broad range. Replicate
measurements could differ due to technical noise or biological variances. If large variations
are found, wide fuzzy sets could be used, while narrow ones can be used otherwise.
Typical values. Fuzzy sets can be designed to represent typical values of a property, for example
expression levels of a certain mRNA species in two cell types. One cell type might have
a low expression level of this mRNA while the other has a high expression level. These
expression levels that are typical for a certain cell type could be modeled as Gaussian- or
trapezoid-like fuzzy sets centered at the respective expression level (Figure 2.5 right).
2.3 Discussion
A fuzzy set describes an aspect of a biological property or concept, e.g. low concentrations, medi-
um concentrations, or high concentrations, and can be interpreted as part of a fuzzy discretization
of the respective domain of discourse, e.g. a discretization of all possible concentrations. We de-
note a collection of fuzzy sets that describe the same property as fuzzy concept. The current state
of an entity with respect to a property is represented by a vector of membership values, a fuzzy
value. The membership values specify to which degree the different aspects currently apply to
the state of the entity.
In the following Section 3, we will describe how fuzzy logic systems can be used to represent
the interactions of a system. Fuzzy sets are used in these fuzzy logic systems to describe the
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Figure 2.5 Designing fuzzy sets. Fuzzy sets are designed according to the type of observed
data. If expression data is given as log-fold-changes, it might be reasonable to distinguish between
wild-type expression states (assuming noise) and differentially regulated states (left panel). If some
typical values are observed in experiments, according fuzzy sets could be defined. For example,
if the expression level of a mRNA species is specific for certain cell types (right panel). Fuzzy
concepts should cover the full domain of discourse. This can be achieved by defining appropriate
unbounded fuzzy sets.
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current states of the effectors of the interactions. Hereby, the same effector may be part of several
interactions and may be described using different fuzzy sets in each of the according fuzzy logic
systems. So the concentration of the same effector may be described using several fuzzy concepts
at the same time, each of which are used in different fuzzy logic systems. For examples, see
Figure 4.9 in Section 4.2 and Section 5.2.2.
Furthermore, the description of a state has a direct influence to the functionality of the model.
By changing the definitions of fuzzy sets, the outcomes of simulations can be changed without
changing the rule bases of fuzzy logic systems (see Section 3). The unified description of con-
tinuous as well as discrete properties like concentrations and phenotypic states by fuzzy values
allows for a straightforward combination of such properties in fuzzy logic systems.
The presented common shapes of fuzzy sets (Section 2.1) can be used to reflect the impact of
state changes of crisp values to a model. If small changes of a state are meaningful and should
affect a model, then triangle-like fuzzy sets are a suitable representation, as the derived fuzzy
values reflect these small changes. In particular, we have shown that fuzzy concepts can be desi-
gned such that there is a one-to-one correspondence of fuzzy value and crisp value representation,
and thus there is no information loss by fuzzification. If small state changes of an entity have no
relevant effect to a system, then this can be reflected by using trapezoid-like fuzzy sets. Such
fuzzy sets assign the same membership value to all crisp values within a certain range. Thus,
they “filter” small state changes.
A comparison to ODE and discrete logic models A drawback of ODE models is that they do
not offer a direct interpretation of states. ODE models represent states of entities by real-valued
variables only (Section 1.2.2). For example, although we may know the numerical value of the
concentration of a transcription factor, we do not know whether this concentration is relatively
low or high or typical for a certain cell type, or whether at this concentration the transcription
factor has a considerable effect on the transcription rates of its targets or not. This information
is hidden within the ODE model and only becomes apparent if the model is simulated and the
resulting data sets are interpreted. Or, such information has to be provided as additional infor-
mation. In contrast, a representation based on fuzzy sets inherently includes an interpretation
of the described states with respect to a biological relevant aspect, for example with respect to
the functional impact, typical values, etc (Section 2.2). As the same entity, for example a trans-
cription factor, can be represented by several fuzzy concepts at the same time, one can provide
interpretation with respect to different aspects at the same time.
Discrete logic models represent states using two or more categories, e.g. on and off, or present
and absent. These categories correspond to an interpretation of the state, but the strict borders of
these categories are unnatural and unintuitive, as was discussed in Section 1.2.1. Furthermore,
the state of an entity has to be exactly in one of the allowed states. In contrast, fuzzy sets can be
designed with arbitrary fluent transitions of one category to the next. Thus, there are no abrupt
changes of the interpretation of a state and an entity can be in a meaningful intermediate state.
The main advantage of using fuzzy sets to describe states is the inherently provided interpretation
of these states. This significantly facilitates understanding of models while not suffering the
drawbacks of unnatural strict discretization borders.
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Author’s contribution Fuzzy set are an established concept [106]. The author describes va-
rious aspects of their application to represent biological data.
Chapter 3
Fuzzy Logic Systems Give Functionality to
Interactions
Interactions between biological entities represent processes that influence the future state of the
target entities based on the current state of the effector entities. Computational models mimic
interactions by functions that operate on the computational representations of states (Section 1.1).
These functions map the current states of effectors (inputs) to new states or state changes of
targets (outputs). Repeated application of functions creates a trajectory of state changes which
describes the dynamics of a system.
Fuzzy logic systems are functions that can be used to describe such state changes. They map
input crisp values representing states to an output crisp value:
f ls : D1× . . .×Dn→ Dy
where Di is the domain of discourse of input crisp value xi and Dy is the domain of discourse
of the output crisp value y¯. This process of mapping can be split into the intermediate steps of
fuzzification, fuzzy inference, and defuzzification (Figure 3.1). Fuzzification and defuzzification
of input crisp values have been described in Section 2. For each input crisp value a fuzzy concept
is used for fuzzification, denoted antecedent fuzzy concept. Fuzzy inference is specified using a
set of if-then rules - the rule base - of the form:
R j : IF x1 is A j,1 AND x2 is A j,2 AND . . . AND xn j is A j,n T HEN y is B j
Where xi ∈ Di are the input crisp values, A j,i is a fuzzy set taken from fuzzy concept Ai used to
fuzzify the i’th input crisp value in rule j (antecedent fuzzy set), and B j specifies the consequent
fuzzy set. Consequent fuzzy sets are taken from a consequent fuzzy concept B.
Each if-then rule derives a conclusion fuzzy set µB∗j : Dy→ [0,1] based on input crisp values xi and
the according consequent fuzzy set µB j . The inference of the conclusion fuzzy sets µB∗j is based
on approximate reasoning theory. We will briefly summarize the main ideas. For details, see
Section A. In approximate reasoning the (classic) truth values 0 and 1 are extended to degrees of
truth taken from the interval [0,1]. Fuzzy sets are used to quantify the degree of truth of elements
of their domain of discourse. The degree of truth of the premise ’xi is A j,i’ is identical to the
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Figure 3.1 Fuzzy logic system flow-chart. A fuzzy logic systems maps input crisp values to an output
crisp value. First, input crisp values are fuzzified based on antecedent fuzzy concepts. Antecedent fuzzy
values are subsequently used by the inference engine to derive a conclusion fuzzy concept containing
weighted versions of fuzzy sets taken from the consequent fuzzy concept. The inference engine is specified
by a set of if-then rules. The conclusion fuzzy concept is defuzzified to obtain the output crisp value.
membership value µA j,i(xi). If-then rules define which conclusion might follow from the defined
premises. Using classical set notion, a rule could be read as: ’If x is any element of A, then y
is any element of B’, or using fuzzy set notion: ’If x is A (=ˆµA(x)) then y is B (=ˆµB(y))’. The
degree of truth of the conclusion is inferred from the degrees of truth of the premises. Generally,
it holds that the higher the degrees of truth of the premises, the higher is the degree of truth of the
conclusion. The degree of truth µB∗ is derived from the degrees of truth of the premises and the
antecedent fuzzy set µB. In general, µB∗ is a capped or scaled image of µB. Thus, ∀y : µB∗(y) ≤
µB(y), and µB∗(y) = µB(y) only if the truth values of all premises are exactly 1. The conclusion
fuzzy set defines a degree of truth to all elements of its domain of discourse. It quantifies the
validity of each element as a conclusion. The formal notation of a rule base is:
µB∗(y) =
m⋃
j=1
µB∗j (y) =
m⋃
j=1
(
n⋂
i=1
µA j,i(x
′
i) ? µB j(y)
)
(3.1)
where ∪ is a disjunction operation specified by a T-conorm, and ∩ and ? are typically the same
conjunction operation specified by a T-norm (Section A.2.1). According to Equation 3.1, each in-
dividual rule has to be composed of a conjunction of positive literals, each of which corresponds
to a fuzzified premise.
Despite this strict formal requirement for the composition of rule bases, individual rules can
be designed freely according to design needs as long as they can be converted to a disjunction
of conjunctions of positive literals, each explicitly comprising all premises exactly once. This
conversion can be performed by splitting of rules, special fuzzy set design, and intersection,
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union, and complements of fuzzy sets as defined in Section A. In the following, we provide
several examples of rule design and according conversions:
Negated premises A rule which contains a negative literal
R1 : IF NOT x is A T HEN y is B
can be written formally as
¬µA(x) ? µB(y)
which can be converted to
(1−µA)(x) ? µB(y)
which is a conjunction of positive literals. Instead of using fuzzy set µA as antecedent fuzzy
set, the complement fuzzy set (1−µA) is used.
Missing premises A rule base with a rule which misses a premise
R1 : IF x1 is A1 AND x2 is A2 T HEN y is B1
R2 : IF x2 is A2 T HEN y is B2
can be written formally as
µA1(x1) ? µA1(x2) ? µB1(y) ◦ µA2(x2) ? µB2(y)
which can be converted to
µA1(x1) ? µA2(x2) ? µB1(y) ◦ µ1(x1) ? µA2(x2) ? µB2(y)
with µ1 : R→ 1 is a fuzzy set that maps all elements of its domain of discourse to 1 and
◦ is a disjunction operator (T-conorm). Thus, rule R2 is still independent of premise x1,
although now all rules comprise all premises exactly once.
Disjunctions A rule which contains a disjunction of literals
IF x1 is A1 OR x2 is A2 T HEN y is B
can be written formally as
(µA1(x1) ◦ µA2(x2)) ? µB(y)
which can be split into two separate rules
µA1(x1) ? µ1(x2) ? µB(y) ◦ µ1(x1) ? µA2(x2) ? µB(y)
which are a disjunction of conjunctions.
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The disjunction of conclusion fuzzy sets of all if-then rules constitutes a conclusion fuzzy con-
cept µB∗(y). The conclusion fuzzy concept is subsequently defuzzified which results in a single
output crisp value (Section A.3.3). This output crisp value is interpreted as the most typical crisp
representative of the conclusion fuzzy concept. When using height defuzzification, the output
crisp value corresponds to the weighted average of the centers of gravity of conclusion fuzzy
sets. Hereby, the membership values of the centers of gravity, given by the conclusion fuzzy sets,
are used as weights:
y¯ =
∑mj=1 y¯ jµB∗j (y¯ j)
∑mj=1 µB∗j (y¯ j)
where y¯ j are the centers of gravity of conclusion fuzzy sets µB∗j . Note that the center of gravity
of a conclusion fuzzy set equals the center of gravity of the according consequent fuzzy set.
The values µB∗j (y¯ j) can be represented as a fuzzy value, denoted conclusion fuzzy value. Using
product inference and height defuzzification (Section A.3.3), a fuzzy logic system can be written
very compactly:
y¯ = f ls(x1, . . . ,xn) =
∑mj=1 y¯ jµB∗j (y¯ j)
∑mj=1 µB∗j (y¯ j)
=
∑mj=1 y¯ j ·∏ni=1 µA j,i(xi)
∑mj=1∏
n
i=1 µA j,i(xi)
(3.2)
In fuzzy logic theory, several different types of inference and defuzzification are known and
can be used to build fuzzy logic systems [107]. Nevertheless, here we suggest to use product
inference and height defuzzification for modeling of biological systems. When using product
inference, changes of fuzzified values in the antecedent of a rule always affect the conclusion
fuzzy sets. I.e. if the fuzzified value of one premise is decreased, then the conclusion fuzzy set
is decreased as well, and vice versa. In contrast, when using minimum inference, changes of
fuzzified values have no effect to the conclusion fuzzy set, if the minimum of fuzzified values
is not changed. Thus, using product inference follows the intuition that changes of the degrees
of truth of premises affect the degree of truth of the conclusion. The main reason for height
defuzzification is that it is a computational simple technique. The centers of gravity of conclusion
and consequent fuzzy sets are identical, and as consequent fuzzy sets are known beforehand,
centers of gravity do not need to be re-computed (Section A.3.3). Additionally, the only necessary
information about consequent fuzzy sets is the location of their centers of gravity, i.e. the shapes
of consequent fuzzy sets are irrelevant. Thus, when designing rules for fuzzy logic systems,
simple singleton fuzzy sets can be used as consequent fuzzy sets:
µsmp(x) =
{
1 if x = mp
0 else
which have their center of gravity at mp. Throughout this document, product inference and height
defuzzification are used for all fuzzy logic systems. Most often, rule bases will be designed
such that they contain a rule for all combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets. E.g. if premise x1 is
fuzzified using fuzzy concept < µA1,µA2 > and premise x2 is fuzzified using < µA3 ,µA4 >, then
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combining these antecedent fuzzy sets results in four different rules. A simple and clear way of
representing such a rule base with up to two premises is using a tabular notation:
R1 : IF x1 is A1 AND x2 is A3 T HEN y is B1
R2 : IF x1 is A2 AND x2 is A3 T HEN y is B2
R3 : IF x1 is A1 AND x2 is A4 T HEN y is B3
R4 : IF x1 is A2 AND x2 is A4 T HEN y is B4
⇔
x1
A1 A2
x2
A3 B1 B2
A4 B3 B4
3.1 A Numerical Example
In the following, an example for a fuzzy logic system is given. Consider a fuzzy logic system
f ls : [0,1]× [0,1]→ [0,1] that describes a reaction rate as a function of two educt molecules. This
fuzzy logic system maps two input crisp values x1 and x2 from the domain of discourse [0,1] to
an output crisp value y¯ ∈ [0,1]. Let the values of the crisp inputs be:
x1 = 0.15 and x2 = 0.7
These input crisp values are described using two different antecedent fuzzy concepts as defined in
Figure 3.2A. Input x1 is described as being either absent or present, while input x2 is described as
being present at either low, medium, or high concentration. Fuzzification results in the antecedent
fuzzy values:
< µabsent(x1),µpresent(x1)> = < 0.8,0.2 >
< µlow(x2),µmedium(x2),µhigh(x2)> = < 0.0,0.6,0.4 >
As we use height defuzzification, we only need to specify the centers of gravity of the consequent
fuzzy sets. Thus, we define consequent fuzzy sets ceased, slow, and f ast as singleton fuzzy sets
with centers of gravity y¯ceased = 0, y¯slow = 0.5, and y¯ f ast = 1 (Figure 3.2B). The rule base of f ls
is defined by a set of if-then rules:
R1 : IF x1 is absent AND x2 is low T HEN y is ceased.
R2 : IF x1 is absent AND x2 is medium T HEN y is ceased.
R3 : IF x1 is absent AND x2 is high T HEN y is ceased.
R4 : IF x1 is present AND x2 is low T HEN y is ceased.
R5 : IF x1 is present AND x2 is medium T HEN y is slow.
R6 : IF x1 is present AND x2 is high T HEN y is f ast.
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Figure 3.2 Example of a simple fuzzy logic system. A fuzzy logic system is created by defining
antecedent fuzzy concepts for each input, a consequent fuzzy concept, and a rule base. A) In this example,
the states of two input entities x1,x2 ∈ [0,1] are fuzzified by two antecedent fuzzy concepts. Entity x1 is
described as being either absent or present, while entity x2 is described as being present at a low, medium,
or high concentration. B) The states of the two entities are mapped to a reaction rate, which is described
by a consequent fuzzy concept. As we use height defuzzification, we only need to define the centers of
gravity of antecedent fuzzy sets. Thus, we define these fuzzy sets as singleton fuzzy sets for simplicity. C)
If-then rules can be represented by a rule table. From this rule table one can easily deduce that x1 has to
be present to allow a reaction, and that the reaction rate is proportional to the concentration of x2. D) The
fuzzy logic system maps input crisp values x1 and x2 to the output crisp value y¯. The plot shows the image
of y¯, where colored faces illustrate the value of y¯.
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or equivalently by a rule table as in Figure 3.2C. For each rule the conclusion fuzzy set is derived
using product inference:
µB∗1(y) = µabsent(x1) ·µlow(x2) ·µceased(y) = 0.2 ·0.0· µceased(y) = 0.0 ·µceased(y)
µB∗2(y) = µabsent(x1) ·µmedium(x2) ·µceased(y) = 0.2 ·0.6· µceased(y) = 0.12 ·µceased(y)
µB∗3(y) = µabsent(x1) ·µhigh(x2) ·µceased(y) = 0.2 ·0.4· µceased(y) = 0.08 ·µceased(y)
µB∗4(y) = µpresent(x1) ·µlow(x2) ·µceased(y) = 0.8 ·0.0· µceased(y) = 0.0 ·µceased(y)
µB∗5(y) = µpresent(x1) ·µmedium(x2) ·µslow(y) = 0.8 ·0.6· µslow(y) = 0.48 ·µslow(y)
µB∗6(y) = µpresent(x1) ·µhigh(x2) ·µ f ast(y) = 0.8 ·0.4· µ f ast(y) = 0.32 ·µ f ast(y)
The conclusion fuzzy value is derived by evaluating the membership values of the centers of gra-
vity of conclusion fuzzy sets. Hereby, the center of gravity of a conclusion fuzzy set is identical
to the center of gravity of the according consequent fuzzy set (Section A.3.3). Consequent fuzzy
sets are typically designed such that the membership value of their centers of gravity equals 1.
Thus, the entries of the conclusion fuzzy value can be seen as weights assigned to the consequent
fuzzy sets:
< µB∗1(y¯ceased),µB∗2(y¯ceased),µB∗3(y¯ceased),µB∗4(y¯ceased),µB∗5(y¯slow),µB∗6(y¯ f ast)>
=< 0.0, 0.12, 0.08, 0.0, 0.48, 0.32 >
By summing conclusion fuzzy value entries which correspond to the same consequent fuzzy set,
the conclusion fuzzy value can be compacted:
< µB∗1(y¯ceased)+µB∗2(y¯ceased)+µB∗3(y¯ceased)+µB∗4(y¯ceased),µB∗5(y¯slow),µB∗6(y¯ f ast)>
=< 0.2, 0.48, 0.32 >
Defuzzification of the (full) conclusion fuzzy value and defuzzification of the compacted conclu-
sion fuzzy value results in the same crisp value:
y¯ =
∑6j=1 y¯ jµB∗j (y¯ j)
∑6j=1 µB∗j (y¯ j)
⇔ y¯ = ∑
4
j=1 y¯ceasedµB∗j (y¯ceased)+ y¯slowµB∗5(y¯slow)+ y¯ f astµB∗6(y¯ f ast)
∑6j=1 µB∗j (y¯ j)
⇒ y¯ = 0.0 ·0.2+0.5 ·0.48+1.0 ·0.32
0.2+0.48+0.32
= 0.56
Thus, the fuzzy logic system f ls maps input crisp values x1 = 0.15 and x2 = 0.7 to output crisp
value y¯ = 0.56. The image of f ls is shown in Figure 3.2D. The qualitative behavior that we
observe in the image becomes already apparent when studying the rule base and antecedent fuzzy
sets of the fuzzy logic system. We observe in the image a linear increase of y¯ with increasing x2
if x1 is present. This is reflected by the linear transition of x2 from low to medium and from
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medium to high as defined by the fuzzy set design, and by the rule base that assigns larger
output values to higher x2 concentrations. If x1 is fully absent, we observe in the image that y¯
is zero independent of the state of x2. This behavior is apparent from the rule base. If x1 is in
the transition area between absent and present, the maximal y¯ drops strongly in the image, but
y¯ still linearly increases with increasing x2. This behavior can be interpreted as an intermediate
between the two extreme behaviors that are defined by the rules for absent and present x1.
3.2 Fuzzy Logic Systems Can Approximate Common
Functions
To show that fuzzy logic systems are suited to model biological system, we demonstrate how
fuzzy logic systems can be designed such that they are either identical to or approximate simple
functions commonly used in other modeling techniques. In the following Section 4, we introduce
the full Petri net and fuzzy logic framework and demonstrate how it can be used to simulate
common biological motifs.
3.2.1 Hill and Michaelis-Menten Kinetics
The Hill equation can be used to describe binding of ligands to a receptor molecule, i.e. the Hill
coefficient
θn,Km(L) =
Ln
(Km)n+Ln
quantifies the fraction of receptor-sites bound by ligands. Hereby, L is the concentration of li-
gands, Km the ligand concentration producing half occupation, and n controls the shape of the
sigmoid curve. If n = 1 Hill kinetics reduce to the well know Michaelis-Menten kinetics used
to describe the rate of enzymatic reactions. Ligand-bound receptors typically exhibit a certain
functionality in biological systems, e.g. by catalyzing the phosphorylation of downstream si-
gnaling molecules. In an ODE model, the rate of these downstream reactions can be quantified
as dydt = Vmax ·θn,Km(L) for activating effects, or dydt = Vmax · (1−θn,Km(L)) for inhibiting effects,
where Vmax is the maximal rate of the reaction. Please note that (1−θn,Km(L)) = θ−n,Km(L) holds.
Such a functionality can be easily approximated by fuzzy logic systems (Figure 3.3). To
design a fuzzy logic system that should approximate a sigmoid function fsig : X → Y , use the
following procedure:
1. Depending on the shape of fsig, restrict to a reasonable range of the domain of discourse.
States within this range will be described in detail by fuzzy sets. States outside this range
will be covered by unbounded fuzzy sets only, i.e. one assumes that the exact values of
such states do not matter. As an example, we restrict to the interval [0,1].
2. Choose the number of fuzzy sets that are used to discretize the chosen range of the domain
of discourse. In general, the more fuzzy sets are used, the more complex is the final fuzzy
logic system and the closer is the approximation. Here, we discretize the interval [0,1]
using four fuzzy sets.
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Figure 3.3 Fuzzy logic systems approximate Hill and Michaelis-Menten functions. Fuzzy logic
systems can be easily designed such that they approximate the sigmoid-shaped images of Hill functions
describing: inhibitory effects (left), activating effects (center), or Michaelis-Menten kinetics (right). Using
four fuzzy sets (top) and simple rule bases (middle), one creates piecewise linear approximations of Hill
functions for L ∈ [0,1] with n=(-3,5,1) and Km =(0.6,0.4,0.1) (left,center,right). See main text for a design
procedure. The approximation quality depends on the number of fuzzy sets, but is already quite good if
only four fuzzy sets are used (compare lines and dots in the bottom plots). The tuples specify examples for
(x, f ls(x)), where x is a ligand concentration and f ls(x) the fuzzy logic systems approximating the Hill
function.
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3. Choose an according number of pairs (x j, fsig(x j)) ∈ X ×Y . Here, that would be pairs of
(ligand concentration, Hill coefficient), e.g. (0.0,1.0), (0.3,0.9), (0.6,0.5), and (1.0,0.15)
(Figure 3.3, left).
4. Sort pairs ascending according to the value of x j. For each pair (x j, fsig(x j)):
(a) Add a triangular fuzzy set µX j with l = x j−1, r = x j+1, and mp= x j to the antecedent
fuzzy concept (Section 2.1). Use unbounded fuzzy sets as leftmost and rightmost
fuzzy sets.
(b) Add a singleton fuzzy set µY j with center of gravity y¯ j = fsig(x j) to the consequent
fuzzy concept.
(c) Add a rule to the rule base that maps the newly created antecedent fuzzy set to the
newly created consequent fuzzy set.
Proposition The resulting fuzzy logic system is a piecewise linear approximation of fsig.
Proof Let f ls : X → Y be a fuzzy logic system created by the aforementioned procedure. This
fuzzy logic system has a single input crisp value which is described by the antecedent fuzzy
concept < µX1, . . . ,µXm >. Per definition, the contained fuzzy sets are defined as following:
µX1(x) =

1 if x≤ x1
x2−x
x2−x1 if x1 < x < x2
0 if x2 ≤ x
µXm(x) =

0 if x≤ xm−1
x−xm−1
xm−xm−1 if xm−1 < x < xm
1 if xm ≤ x
µX j(x) =

0 if x≤ x j−1
x−x j−1
x j−x j−1 if x j−1 < x < x j
1 if x = x j
x j+1−x
x j+1−x j if x j < x < x j+1
0 if x j+1 ≤ x
where 1 < j < m.
Per definition, the fuzzy logic system has a consequent fuzzy concept < µY1, . . . ,µYm > with
centers of gravity (y¯1, . . . , y¯m). The rule base maps antecedent fuzzy set µXi to consequent fuzzy
set µYi . The fuzzy logic system can be written as:
f ls(x) = y¯ =
∑mj=1 y¯ jµY ∗j (y¯ j)
∑mj=1 µY ∗j (y¯ j)
=
∑mj=1 y¯ j ·µX j(x)
∑mj=1 µX j(x)
We consider three cases with respect to the value of x:
Case 1: Let x < x1. Then f ls(x) reduces to
f ls(x) =
y1 ·µX1(x)
µX1(x)
= y1
Case 2: Let x > xm. Then f ls(x) reduces to
f ls(x) =
ym ·µXm(x)
µXm(x)
= ym
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Case 3: Let x1 ≤ x≤ xm. Then obviously x j−1 ≤ x≤ x j for some j. Then f ls(x) reduces to
f ls(x) =
y j−1 ·µX j−1(x)+ y j ·µX j(x)
µX j−1(x)+µX j(x)
=
y j−1 · x j−xx j−x j−1 + y j ·
x−x j−1
x j−x j−1
x j−x
x j−x j−1 +
x−x j−1
x j−x j−1
⇔ f ls(x) = y j−1 · (x j− x)+ y j · (x− x j−1)
(x j− x)+(x− x j−1) =
y j−1x j− y j−1x+ y jx− y jx j−1
x j− x j−1
⇔ f ls(x) = (y j− y j−1)
x j− x j−1 x+
y j−1x j− y jx j−1
x j− x j−1 = ca · x+ cb
with constant slope ca and intercept cb. In all three cases, f ls(x) is a linear function. Thus, the
fuzzy logic system is a piecewise linear function. As f ls(x j) = fsig(x j) for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the
fuzzy logic system approximates the sigmoidal function in [x1,xm], q.e.d.
3.2.2 Mass-Action Kinetics
Functions representing mass-action kinetics are very common in ODE modeling (Section 1.1).
Hereby, the current states of entities are represented by their concentrations as (crisp) real values.
The state-change of a target entity depends linearly on the states of one or more input entities,
modified by a kinetic constant:
dy
dt
= k · x1 · . . . · xn = k ·
n
∏
i=1
xi (3.3)
Proposition If the domain of discourse of each xi is [0,1], i.e. when relative concentrations are
considered, then Equation 3.3 can be stated as a fuzzy logic system whose defuzzified output
value y¯ equals dydt .
Proof Each concentration xi is represented by two triangular fuzzy sets µlow and µhigh, such that
µlow(xi) = 1− xi and µhigh(xi) = xi holds (Figure 3.4). The conclusion fuzzy sets are µzeroRate
and µmaxRate, with the following centers of gravity:
y¯zeroRate = 0 y¯maxRate = k
The rule base consists of 2n rules, i.e. the antecedents consist of all possible combinations of
fuzzifications for the n input crisp values. Let the first rule specify that all input crisp values are
fuzzified using fuzzy set µhigh and that these are mapped to the consequent fuzzy set µmaxRate:
R1 : IF x1 is high AND x2 is high AND . . . AND xn is high T HEN y is maxRate
The other 2n−1 rules, where at least one xi is fuzzified by fuzzy set µlow, map the inputs to the
consequent fuzzy set µzeroRate with y¯zeroRate = 0. Thus, using the compact notion of a fuzzy logic
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system from Equation 3.2 the resulting fuzzy logic system can be simplified:
y¯ = f ls(x1, . . . ,xn) =
∑2
n
j=1 y¯ j ·∏ni=1 µA j,i(xi)
∑2
n
j=1∏
n
i=1 µA j,i(xi)
=
=
y¯maxRate ·∏ni=1 µhigh(xi)
∑2
n
j=1∏
n
i=1 µA j,i(xi)
(3.4)
As the antecedents of the rule base consist of all possible combinations of fuzzy sets for the n
input crisp values, the denominator of Equation 3.4 can be rewritten and reorganized:
2n
∑
j=1
n
∏
i=1
µA j,i(xi) = ∑
s1∈{low,high}
∑
s2∈{low,high}
. . . ∑
sn∈{low,high}
n
∏
i=1
µsi(xi) =
= ∑
s1∈{low,high}
µs1(x1) ∑
s2∈{low,high}
µs2(x2) . . . ∑
sn∈{low,high}
µsn(xn)
As ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} :∑si∈{low,high} µsi(xi) = µlow(xi)+µhigh(xi) = 1−xi+xi = 1, the denominator
of Equation 3.4 equals 1. Thus, Equation 3.4 can be reduced to
y¯ = f ls(x1, . . . ,xn) = y¯maxRate ·
n
∏
i=1
µhigh(xi) = y¯maxRate ·
n
∏
i=1
xi = k ·
n
∏
i=1
xi
which is identical to the right hand side of Equation 3.3. Thus, the defuzzified output value y¯ of
the fuzzy logic system is identical to dydt of the mass-action kinetics function of the ODE model,
q.e.d.
The conversion of absolute to relative concentrations is straightforward, including the according
adaption of kinetic constants. Hereby, each xi is dived by a sufficiently high real number and
the kinetic constant k is multiplied by the same numbers. Thus, fuzzy logic systems are able to
mimic mass-action kinetics if concentrations are bounded. See Figure 3.4 for an example.
3.2.3 Logical Gates
When representing the effects of different transcription factors binding to the promotor of a
gene and influencing its expression, functions similar to logic disjunctions or conjunctions are
commonly used (OR-like and AND-like functions). An OR-like function would represent the
effect of a transcription factor that can influence gene expression independent of the respective
other transcription factor, i.e. binding of one of the two transcription factors is sufficient to allow
gene expression. An AND-like function would represent the effect of dependent transcription
factors, i.e. both transcription factors have to be bound such that gene expression is performed.
In a Boolean model, such a functionality could be realized by OR and AND gates defined by the
following rule tables:
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𝒅𝒕
= 𝒌′ ∗ 𝒙𝟏′ ∗ 𝒙𝟐′  with 0 ≤ 𝑥1′, 𝑥2′ ≤ 𝑏. 
Let  𝒙𝟏 =
𝑥1′
𝑏
 , 𝒙𝟐 =
𝑥2′
𝑏
 , and  𝒌 = 𝑘′ ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑏. 
Define the fuzzy logic system as follows: 
𝑦 =
0 ∗ 𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑥1 ∗ 𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑥2 + 0 ∗ 𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑥1 ∗ 𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑥2 +
+ 0 ∗ 𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑥1 ∗ 𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑥2 + 𝑘 ∗ 𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑥1 ∗ 𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑥2
𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑥1 ∗ 𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑥2 + 𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑥1 ∗ 𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑥2 +
+ 𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑥1 ∗ 𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑥2 + 𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑥1 ∗ 𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑥2
 
𝑦 =
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This fuzzy logic system can be written as: 
Figure 3.4 Fuzzy logic systems can mimic mass-action functions. Mass-action functions as used in
ODE models can be stated as fuzzy logic systems. This is proven in the main text. Here, we give an
example of a fuzzy logic system which mimics a mass-action function with two factors x1 and x2. The
only necessary condition is that the values of x1 and x2 are bounded by a known value b. The plot shows
the image of y¯ (bottom right). Colored faces illustrate the value of y¯.
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OR gate
T F1
0 1
T F2
0 0 1
1 1 1
AND gate
T F1
0 1
T F2
0 0 0
1 0 1
Similar rule tables can be used in fuzzy logic systems that mimic OR and AND gates. Hereby,
the states of transcription factors are represented by suitable fuzzy sets. In the simplest case by
two fuzzy sets (Figure 3.5 left) or when considering more complicated effects by four fuzzy sets
(Figure 3.5 right) and appropriate consequent fuzzy sets. The appropriate fuzzy logic systems
exhibit the same qualitative behavior, but have a smooth transition from “falsehood” (0) to “truth”
(1) due to the fuzzy set design. Notice that fuzzy sets can be designed such that the transition
between absent and present is abrupt, i.e. that the right border and right top of absent and left
border and left top of present are identical, e.g. at 0.5. In such a case, the smooth transition
disappears and the fuzzy logic system would exhibit a switch-like behavior resulting in either
y¯ = 0 or y¯ = 1, but no intermediate values. Thereby, the fuzzy logic system reduces to a classical
OR or AND gate.
3.3 Discussion
Fuzzy logic systems have a one-to-one correspondence to linguistic descriptions of the represen-
ted processes. Linguistic descriptions of interactions between entities can be converted into the
rule bases that are a constituting part of each fuzzy logic systems. Vice versa, each rule base is
a linguistic description of the functionality of the fuzzy logic system and therefore a description
of the represented biological process. The rule bases can easily and straightforwardly be formu-
lated and can easily be understood by a user, even if this user is not particularly familiar with
mathematical formulations. The rules allow to interpret the behavior of a function in dependence
to each input entity’s state, which in turn can be interpreted based on its fuzzy set description
(see example in Section 3.1).
The fuzzy set based descriptions are used as antecedents for fuzzy logic systems. Different
descriptions for the same property of an entity can be used in different fuzzy logic systems. Thus,
there is not necessarily only one description of concentration, presence, activity, etc of an entity.
As we have mentioned in the previous Section 2, functional considerations influence fuzzy set
design. As an entity may be part of several processes and may affect each differently, a process
and thus fuzzy logic system specific representation is often meaningful.
A fuzzy logic system uses crisp (real valued) numbers as inputs, fuzzifies, performs appro-
ximate reasoning, defuzzifies, and finally creates a crisp number as output. Thus, the fuzzy set
based representation by fuzzy values is an inherent part of the reasoning process, but this process
itself uses and creates crisp number based representations of states. PNFL models, which will be
introduced in the following Section 4, store current states of entities as crisp numbers, which are
only converted to a fuzzy set based representation during the reasoning process, i.e. during fuzzy
logic system evaluation.
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Figure 3.5 Fuzzy logic systems can mimic logic gates. Logic gates are used in Boolean models to
represent cooperative effects (OR-like and AND-like functions). Such functions can be implemented by
fuzzy logic systems. Depending on the number of antecedent fuzzy sets (top), such fuzzy logic systems
reproduce a simple (left) or more complex behavior (right), representing e.g. a sigmoid-like response. The
rule bases are defined analogously to logic gates (center). The plots show the images of the fuzzy logic
systems (bottom). Colored faces illustrate the value of y¯.
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A comparison to ODE and discrete logic models In ODE models, virtually all imaginable
functions can be included to describe the processes of the modeled system. However, many
ODE models use a selection of simple functions for representing pairwise interactions [24, 78].
More complex functions typically only subsume and approximate several simple processes, for
example Michaelis-Menten kinetics that are used to calculate enzymatic reaction rates based on
substrate concentrations only. Hereby, the processes of enzyme-substrate complex formation,
catalyzation, complex dissolving, and the according reverse processes, which all follow linear
mass-action kinetics, are approximated by the well known nonlinear function. Thus, most cellular
processes can be represented by simple functions.
Section 3.2.2 demonstrates that despite the fuzzy discretization of input states, fuzzy logic
systems are capable to mimic mass-action kinetics and thus can be used to represent common
linear and concentration dependent reactions. Furthermore, Section 3.2.1 demonstrates that fuzzy
logic systems can be designed such that they approximate common non-linear kinetics, namely
kinetics based on the Hill equation with arbitrary parameters. Thus, fuzzy logic systems can
mimic or approximate complex functionalities of ODE models, while their rule bases can be
directly and easily interpreted.
The functions used in discrete logic models are based on rule tables that map discrete states
of input entities to a discrete state of the output entity. The rule bases of fuzzy logic system
correspond to this rule tables and may provide a similar functionality (Section 3.2.3). Predictions
of discrete logic functions are restricted to the predefined discrete state. In contrast, fuzzy logic
systems extend this functionality by allowing smooth transitions between states. This shows the
modeling power that fuzzy logic systems provide together with straightforward interpretability.
Author’s contribution Fuzzy logic systems are an established concept [107]. The author des-
cribes various aspects of their application to represent biological data and shows that fuzzy logic
systems can mimic common functionalities of ODE and discrete logic models.
Chapter 4
Joining Petri Nets and Fuzzy Logic: PNFL
Modeling
In the previous sections we have demonstrated how fuzzy sets represent states of entities and how
they are utilized within fuzzy logic systems to describe antecedents and consequents of rules. We
have seen that fuzzy logic systems specify the functionality of interactions and that they can
mimic common functions like sigmoids or mass-action kinetics.
In this section, we introduce the Petri net and fuzzy logic (PNFL) modeling framework for
biological systems. We combine fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic systems with Petri nets, which are
used to define the connectivity of networks and serve as graphical representations.
First, we give a brief formal definition of PNFL models. Second, we present several design
guidelines for building PNFL models. This includes modeling of processes involving multiple
effectors, and ODE- and Boolean-like modeling approaches. Third, we provide PNFL models
for four common biological motifs as application examples. These motifs can be seen as small
biological systems. We demonstrate how PNFL models can be designed to achieve the well
known functionality of the motifs, what kinds of analysis can be performed based on PNFL
models, and what effects the design of fuzzy sets has on the quantitative and qualitative behavior
of the models.
4.1 Definition of a PNFL Model
A Petri net with fuzzy logic (PNFL) is an instance of a hybrid functional Petri net [108] defined
as a 6-tuple PN = (P,T,A,F,W,M0) where
P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm} is a finite set of places,
T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a finite set of transitions,
A⊆ (P×T ∪T ×P) is a set of arcs,
F = { f0, f1, . . . , fs} is a finite set of functions fi : R× . . .×R→ R
W : A→ F is a function that assigns a single fi ∈ F to each arc,
M0 : P→ R is the initial marking
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with P∩T =∅. See Figure 4.1 for an exemplary PNFL model.
Each place represents a single property of a (biological) entity, for example, the concentration
of a certain protein species or the fold-change of a certain mRNA species. If multiple properties
of the same biological entity are of interest for modeling, then multiple places are used for the re-
presentation. For example, a place represents the concentration of a protein species while another
place represents the relative abundance of its mature form.
The current state of an entity with respect to a property is defined by the current marking of
the respective place. The marking of a place p at time k is a crisp number Mk(p)∈R. We assume
the domain of real values as the domain of discourse. Whenever we write about the value or state
of a place, we refer to the marking of this place.
Transitions represent arbitrary (biological) processes. For example, an enzymatic reaction,
translation of a certain mRNA, or regulation of a gene’s expression. A process depends on the
current states of some entities and causes state changes of others. An arc from a place to a
transition (input arc) represents that the place affects the according process, while an arc from
transition to place (output arc) represents that the entity is affected by the process.
A function assigned to an output arc (t j, pi) defines the value added to the current marking
of pi whenever transition t j fires, while a function assigned to an input arc (pi, t j) defines the
value that is consumed from the current marking of pi. The markings of all places connected to
a transition can be used as arguments for the functions assigned to the arcs.
In most cases these functions are fuzzy logic systems, but arbitrary functions are possible.
For example, the zero function f0 = 0 is often assigned to input arcs. It specifies that the marking
of the adjacent place is not changed during firing, while it can still be used in other functions of
arcs connected to the same transition. Such arcs are often called read arcs or test arcs. Read arcs
reflect the fact that many processes are influenced by entities which are themselves not affected
by the process, e.g. the pH-value of the cellular environment can be modeled as a place. It may
affect the conversion rate of an enzyme while the pH-value itself is not affected by the enzymatic
reaction.
4.1.1 Simulation of PNFL Models
Simulation of a model means computing state changes for all entities during a predefined time
interval starting from some initial states. In PNFL models, state changes are realized by firing
of transitions. If a transition fires, the functions assigned to input and output arcs are evaluated.
Immediately after function evaluation, the values of the input and output places are updated, i.e.
the current marking Mk of these places is updated to Mk+1. For example, we consider a transition
t and a place p with an input arc (p, t) as well as an output arc (t, p). The marking of p would be
updated as follows:
Mk+1(p) = Mk(p)+ f(t,p)(. . .)− f(p,t)(. . .)
where f(t,p)(. . .) is the function assigned to the output arc from t to p and f(p,t)(. . .) is the function
assigned to the input arc from p to t. Remember that output arcs add and input arcs subtract the
function values from the marking of the respective place. The elapsed time is quantified by the
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P = {S,S∗,E}
T = {translate,maturate,decay}
A = {(translate,S),(S,maturate),
(E,maturate),(maturate,S∗),
(S∗,decay)}
F = { f0 = 0, f1 = 0.1,
f lsmat(S,E) = (defined left),
f lsdec(S∗) = (defined left)}
W (a) =

f0 if a = (E,maturate)
f1 if a = (translate,S)
f lsmat(S,E) if a = (S,maturate)
f lsmat(S,E) if a = (maturate,S∗)
f lsdec(S∗) if a = (S∗,decay)
M0(S) = 1.0 M0(S∗) = 0.0 M0(E) = 0.8
Figure 4.1 Example of a PNFL model. A PNFL model is defined by a set of places P, a set of transitions
T , a set of arcs A connecting places to transitions and vice versa, a set of functions F , an assignment of
functions to arcs W : A→ F , and an initial marking M0. A place p represents a property of a (biological)
entity. Its state at time k is given by the marking Mk(p). If a transition t fires, the functions assigned to
incident arcs are evaluated. Output arcs (t, p) add, input arcs (p, t) subtract the function values from the
current marking of p. Functions may be arbitrary to allow for flexibility of models, but most often include
fuzzy logic systems. This simple PNFL model represents the concentration of a protein substrate as S, the
concentration of its mature form as S∗, and the concentration of an enzyme as E. The translation reaction
occurs at a constant rate ( f1 = 0.1). The maturation reaction of S to S∗ is represented by an enzyme-
dependent fuzzy logic system ( f lsmat(S,E)), the decay of S∗ mimics an exponential decay ( f lsdec(S∗)).
The enzyme’s concentration E is not influenced by the maturation process ( f0 = 0).
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number of firing iterations, i.e. the number of updates of the marking. The series of markings
M0, . . . ,Mk provides time courses for the states of all entities of the system. The order of firing is
determined by firing rules, i.e. a firing rule determines, which transitions are fired next. Examples
for firing rules are:
Random firing: Transitions are randomly chosen, one by one. The marking is updated after
each firing of a transition. The resulting simulation is non-deterministic and stochastic
effects might significantly change the resulting time courses.
Stochastic firing: Transitions are preferably chosen according to the marking of adjacent pla-
ces, e.g. using the Gillespie algorithm [109]. Transitions fire one by one. The marking is
updated after each firing of a transition. The resulting simulation is non-deterministic.
Simultaneous firing: All transitions fire simultaneously. The marking is updated after all tran-
sitions have fired. If multiple transitions fire simultaneously, all according functions are
evaluated based on Mk, which is then updated to Mk+1.
Mk+1(p) = Mk(p)+ ∑
t ∈ •(p)
f(t,p)(. . .)− ∑
t ∈ (p)•
f(p,t)(. . .)
where the first sum iterates over all transitions with output arcs to p and the second sum
iterates over all transition with input arcs from p. The resulting simulation is deterministic
and resulting time courses are reproducible.
If not stated differently, simultaneous firing for the simulation of PNFL models is implied throug-
hout this document.
4.1.2 Modeling Multiple Effectors
An entity of a system can be part of multiple processes that alter its state, and each of these
processes can be affected by several entities including the target entity. Such entities are denoted
as effectors. For example, the expression level of a mRNA species could be affected by the
concentration of several transcription factors. Additionally, the mRNA is subject to decay and
therefore is its own effector. Each effector has an individual effect on its target entity. An effect
is quantified by evaluating functions that are assigned to arcs.
Effects are mutually independent if they can be independently evaluated and additively in-
tegrated. I.e. the function value of one effect is not used as an input to another function which
evaluates another effect, and all effects can be independently added to or subtracted from the
current state of the target entity. Mutually independent effects can be easily implemented in PN-
FL models. Each of those effects can be modeled as an individual transition with according arcs
(Figure 4.2).
It is emphasized that although effects may be mutually independent, they can be part of the
same biological process, e.g. the effects of several transcription factors can be independent and
additive, but they still affect the same transcription process. Thus, multiple transitions could be
used to model the same biological process if this is reasonable.
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Mk+1(P) = Mk(P)+ f1(A)+ f2(B,C)− f3(C)
Figure 4.2 Mutually independent effects. The state of an entity C is affected by several effectors: A, B
and itself. The individual effects are mutually independent and quantified by evaluating functions f1(A),
f2(B,C), and f3(C). If this PNFL model is simulated using simultaneous firing, the effects are jointly
added or subtracted from the current marking Mk(C) to get the next marking Mk+1(C).
If mutually dependent effectors exert an effect on a target entity, their individual non-additive
effects have to be integrated. A single transition and an according arc are used to represent the
joint effect, and the function assigned to the arc is used to quantify it. Fuzzy logic systems can
be designed for this task basically in two ways. Either a single fuzzy logic system with multiple
antecedents and a multidimensional rule table is used, or the defuzzified output values of multiple
fuzzy logic systems with few inputs are totalized (Figure 4.3).
A fuzzy logic system with a multidimensional rule table allows the formulation of very com-
plex functions. If all possible combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets should be covered by a rule,
the number of rules increases exponentially depending on the number of antecedents. For ex-
ample, a fuzzy logic system with two antecedents each fuzzified using three fuzzy sets will have
32 = 9 rules, with three antecedents 33 = 27 rules, with four antecedents 34 = 81 rules, etc. Thus,
definition and interpretation is only feasible for a small number of antecedents.
Independent evaluation of simple fuzzy logic systems and totalizing their defuzzified output
values avoids this curse of dimensionality. The trade-off is that the potential complexity of the
resulting function is reduced. A convenient way of totalizing is to calculate a generalized mean
of defuzzified output values. This allows a simple representation of cooperative effects:
GMp(y¯1, . . . , y¯n) =
(
1
n
n
∑
i=1
y¯pi
) 1
p
where parameter p controls the type of cooperative effect:
p→−∞ : GMp =ˆ minimum
p < 1 : GMp =ˆ AND-like
p = 1 : GMp =ˆ arithmetic mean
p > 1 : GMp =ˆ OR-like
p→ ∞ : GMp =ˆ maximum
Several GMp functions can be nested to represent more complex dependencies, e.g. f (A,B,C) =
(A AND B) OR C can be approximated by f (A,B,C) = GM5(GM−5(A,B),C).
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Figure 4.3 Integration of multiple effects. Mutually dependent effects of multiple effectors can
be integrated using multidimensional fuzzy logic systems, e.g. f lsAND(A,B), or alternatively by to-
talizing the outputs of multiple, simple fuzzy logic systems, e.g. by using the generalized mean
GMp( f lsact(A), f lsact(B)). Totalizing simple fuzzy logic systems helps to avoid the curse f dimensio-
nality, i.e. keeps the number of necessary rules small. Generalized means can be used to approximate
AND- or OR-like dependencies. The plots at the bottom of this figure show the images of GM5(A,b) (left,
OR-like) and GM−5(A,B) (right, AND-like) for A,B ∈ [0,1].
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4.1.3 Semi-Continuous and Semi-Discrete Modeling
A computational modeling framework should allow the user to implement her knowledge and
hypotheses about the effects between entities of a biological system as convenient as possible.
This facilitates model creation, especially for laymen. There are two principal possibilities how
knowledge about effects can be structured and described.
First, change-oriented descriptions in the form of: The current state of a group of entities
induces a certain change of the state of a target entity. Or more formal: If x1 is A1 and x2 is A2
then ∆y is B. For example:
• If the concentration of the transcription factor is high, then the expression level of the
mRNA increases fast.
• If the concentration of the transcription factor is low, then the expression level of the mR-
NA increases slowly.
Ordinary differential equation (ODE) models are suited to directly implement this type of know-
ledge. The differential equations specify state changes depending on current states.
Second, state-oriented descriptions in the form of: The current state of a group of entities
causes that a target entity adopts a certain state. Or more formal: If x1 is A1 and x2 is A2 then y is
B. For example:
• If the concentration of the transcription factor is high, then the expression level of the
mRNA is high.
• If the concentration of the transcription factor is low, then the expression level of the mR-
NA is low.
Discrete logic models are suitable to implement this type of knowledge. Logic functions specify
new states depending on current states.
Both types of knowledge can be directly implemented in PNFL models using a semi-con-
tinuous or a semi-discrete modeling approach. The semi-continuous approach is similar to the
approach used in ODE models. Here, fuzzy logic systems are designed such that the resulting
defuzzified output values represent marking changes. Per definition, functions that are assigned
to arcs compute marking changes for incident places. Thus, the semi-continuous approach can
be straightforwardly realized by directly assigning fuzzy logic systems to arcs or by assigning
functions that totalize the defuzzified output value of several fuzzy logic systems to arcs. Multiple
effects can be integrated as described above. Especially, a place can be influenced by multiple
arcs. Fast or slow processes can be straightforwardly modeled by selecting consequent fuzzy sets
with large or small centers of gravity.
The semi-discrete approach is similar to the approach used in Boolean or discrete multi-
valued logic models. Here, fuzzy logic systems are designed such that the resulting defuzzified
output values represent new markings. All fuzzy logic systems that propose new markings for the
same place have to be integrated as described above and have to be embedded in a single function
that additionally removes the old marking (Figure 4.4). Modeling of fast or slow processes using
the semi-discrete approach can be done either by defining multiple consequent fuzzy sets and
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f (A) =−Mk(p)+ f ls(A) ⇒ Mk+1(P) = Mk(P)+ f (A)
⇔ Mk+1(P) = Mk(P)−Mk(P)+ f ls(A)
⇔ Mk+1(P) = f ls(A)
Figure 4.4 Semi-discrete modeling. Fuzzy logic systems can be designed such that they propose new
markings for entities, given the current markings of effectors. This modeling approach is similar to Boo-
lean or discrete multi-valued logic models. If semi-discrete modeling is applied, fuzzy logic systems have
to be embedded in other functions, such that the old markings of places are removed when transitions fire.
incorporating the current marking as antecedent into the fuzzy logic system, or by calculating
a weighted mean between current marking and new marking (Figure 4.5). Examples for semi-
continuous and semi-discrete models are given in the following Section 4.2.
4.2 PNFL Models Can Mimic Common Network Motifs
This section demonstrates the application of PNLF models to several well studied biological
network motifs: feed-forward loop, negative feedback oscillator, positive feedback toggle switch
and positive feedback one-way switch. Hereby, it is shown that PNFL models are suited to mimic
the functionality of these motifs. The influence of antecedent fuzzy set design to the qualitative
and quantitative behavior of models is discussed, and it is demonstrated that PNFL models can
be analyzed analytically, by bifurcation diagrams, and phase planes.
4.2.1 Feed-Forward Loop
A feed-forward loop is composed of three genes: A transcription factor F regulates a co-factor C,
which both jointly regulate a target gene T . Thus, the feed-forward loop has three regulatory in-
teractions (F to C, F to T , C to T ) which can be either activating or inhibiting, allowing for eight
different combinations. The effects of F and C are integrated at the cis-regulatory elements of T .
Two simple types of integration are AND-like or OR-like functions. Thus, 16 different configu-
rations of regulatory effects and integrations are possible. Mangan and Alon [110] performed a
theoretical analysis of these 16 types of feed-forward loops. They found that feed-forward loops
can accelerate or delay a signal transduction, and serve as persistence detectors or pulsers, de-
pending on the configuration of the regulatory interactions and integration. The most abundant
type of feed-forward loop found in E. coli as well as in S. cerevisiae has three activating regu-
latory interactions and an AND-like integration [110]. This feed-forward loop causes a delay in
initial signal transduction. Target gene T is not expressed immediately after its direct regulator
F is inserted into the system, but only after co-factor C has reached a minimum expression level.
On the other hand, expression level of T drops without delay as soon as F is removed. Due to
the initial delay, the feed-forward loop can act as a persistence detector. A short pulse of F is not
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Figure 4.5 Modeling of slow state changes. If the semi-discrete modeling approach is applied, fuzzy
logic systems are designed to propose target markings for places. Repeated firing of transitions must result
in a convergence to the proposed target markings. If the functions that are assigned to arcs are designed
such that they fully replace the current marking, target markings are reached after a single iteration (top).
Here, fuzzy logic system f lsA proposes a new marking for place P depending on the state of A. If the
state of A switches from absent to present at iteration k, then function fA causes that the marking of P
switches from 0 to 1 in one iteration. To slow down the marking changes, one could enforce intermediate
steps by taking the current marking of the target entity in consideration (center). Fuzzy logic system f lsPA
depends on the current states of P and A. If A is present, the state of P is increased by one step, from low
to medium, or medium to high. Hereby, the centers of gravity of low, medium, and high are 0, 0.5, and 1.
If the state of A switches from absent to present at iteration k, then function fB causes the marking of P
to switch from 0 to 1 in two iterations. As any further slowdown by one iteration can only be achieved
by adding an antecedent fuzzy set and adding several rules, this approach is extremely inefficient. A more
efficient approach is to design functions such that they do not fully replace the old marking, but instead
calculate a weighted mean between old marking and the marking proposed by the fuzzy logic system
(bottom). Function fC calculates a weighted average based on an update-factor ω ∈ (0,1].
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sufficient to cause a strong expression of T , while it is sufficient to cause a considerable response
in expression of C.
We created a PNFL model of this type of feed-forward loop using the semi-discrete modeling
approach (Figure 4.6). Thus, fuzzy logic systems assigned to arcs compute new states for target
places. The current states of targets are used as inputs to fuzzy logic systems. Rules were defined
such that only one-step changes of the target entities state are allowed, e.g. a state change from
low to medium is allowed, but not from low to high. This slows down the state changes. Fuzzy
logic system f lsC(F,C) represents a simple activating function, that increases expression of C
only if F is present and decreases it otherwise:
R1 : IF F is present AND C is low T HEN y1 is 0.5
R2 : IF F is present AND C is medium T HEN y2 is 1.0
R3 : IF F is present AND C is high T HEN y3 is 1.0
R4 : IF F is absent AND C is low T HEN y4 is 0.0
R5 : IF F is absent AND C is medium T HEN y5 is 0.0
R6 : IF F is absent AND C is high T HEN y6 is 0.5
The consequent fuzzy sets are identical to the antecedent fuzzy set low, medium, and high and
are represented by their centers of gravity in the aforementioned rules.
Three experimental setting were simulated:
1. Prolonged pulse. Expression level of F is set to 1 and subject to exponential decay with
rate 0.005. Expression levels of C and T increase to the maximum level and persist. The
initial expression of T is delayed as compared to C.
2. Long pulse. Expression level of F is set to 1 and subject to exponential decay with rate
0.05. Expression levels of C and T increase to the maximum level. When F drops below
70 % of its maximum, both C and T expression levels start to decrease and drop to zero.
3. Short pulse. Expression level of F is set to 1 and subject to exponential decay with rate
0.5. Expression of C increases to 50 % of its maximum and drops to zero immediately after
expression of F drops below 50 %. Expression of T increases only slightly to about 12 %
before dropping to zero again.
The simulations show that the PNFL model of the feed-forward loop with three activating regula-
tory interactions and AND-like integration behaves qualitatively similar to the theoretical results
of Mangan and Alon [110]. I.e. we observe a delay of the target gene’s initial expression and
observe that short signal pulses are filtered and do not cause a strong reaction of the target gene.
Fuzzy set definitions can be modified to change the quantitative behavior of the system. For
example, fuzzy sets absent and present can be modified such that given the same signal, the
response of the system is prolonged or shortened, or such that C and P decrease faster or slower.
We will discuss this in more detail in the following. Fuzzy sets absent and present are realized
as unbounded trapezoidal fuzzy sets and are defined by points L = 0.3 (right top of absent and
left border of present) and R = 0.7 (right border of absent and left top of present). A signal
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concentration smaller than L is considered as insufficient to trigger a response, a signal larger
than R triggers the maximal response, and a signal between L and R triggers an intermediate
response. We consider two special iterations in the time course of P. I1 is the first iteration
where P drops below the maximal value that was attained after the signal triggered, and I2 is the
first iteration where P drops to zero again. We consider four modified definitions of absent and
present:
1. The distance between L and R is shortened. This causes I1 to be shifted to the right and I2
to be shifted to the left, The result is a prolonged maximal response to the signal, but the
response drops more rapidly when the signal fades.
2. The distance between L and R is widened. This causes I1 to be shifted to the left and I2 to
be shifted to the right. The systems response starts to drop early but reaches zero later.
3. L and R are shifted to the left. I1 and I2 are shifted to the right. The system already reacts
to small signal concentrations.
4. L and R are shifted to the right. I1 and I2 are shifted to the left. The system reacts to high
signal concentrations only.
None of the discussed modifications to fuzzy sets absent and present influences the overall qua-
litative behavior, i.e. the delay of signal transduction and the filtering of signal bursts, although
the maximal length of filtered bursts may vary.
4.2.2 Negative Feedback Oscillator
Oscillating systems play an important role in cellular contexts, such as the circadian rhythm,
the cell-cycle, or the formation of somites in embryos [111]. One of the most simple oscillating
systems is a two-component negative feedback oscillator. An example would be a protein which
inhibits the transcription of its own gene (Figure 4.7A). Thus, such a system consists of two
components: a protein P and its mRNA R. Two processes occur here: translation of the protein
which can only occur if the mRNA is present, and transcription of the mRNA which only occurs
if the protein is absent (negative feedback). Such a system has to fulfill four requirements to allow
oscillations: a negative feedback that allows that the states of affected entities return towards their
initial states during oscillations; nonlinear kinetic laws that allow to over- or undershoot steady
states, a sufficient time delay of the feedback signal such that the system can not settle on the
steady state, and a similar timescale of reactions [111].
We created a PNFL model of this type of negative feedback oscillator (Figure 4.7) using
the semi-qualitative modeling approach. To slow down state changes, the weighted averages of
current states and outputs of fuzzy logic systems are computed and used as new states. The
update-factor ω is 0.3. The compact functional notations of fuzzy logic systems f lsR and f lsP
are:
f lsR(P) =

1 if P < 1
1.5−P
0.5 if 1≤ P≤ 1.5
0 if 1.5 < P
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Figure 4.6 Feed-forward loop. This PNFL model represents a feed-forward loop (panel A). The ex-
pression levels of genes F , C, and T are represented by individual places. The integrated activating effects
of F to T and C to T are represented by a single transition, as is the activation of C by F (panel B). We
utilized the semi-discrete modeling approach. Thus, the two fuzzy logic systems assigned to the output
arcs of the transitions compute new states for output places (panel D). These states could be either low
(y¯low = 0), medium (y¯medium = 0.5), or high (y¯high = 1, panel C). Fuzzy logic systems use the current ex-
pression level of the target entity as input and fuzzify it using the three fuzzy s ts low, medium, and high
mentioned before. The other antecedents were fuzzified using fuzzy sets absent and present (panel C), i.e.
it is assumed that F and C must reach a certain expression level before they affect their target genes. Rules
are designed such that they allow only one-step changes of target expression, e.g. if the current expression
is low, the consequent expression may either be low or medium, but not high. This slows down expression
changes. Fuzzy logic system f lsC(F,C) represents a simple activating function, increasing expression of C
only if F is present and decreasing it otherwise (see main text for rules). Fuzzy logic system f lsT (F,C,T )
is an AND-like integration of two activating functions (Section 3.2.3) which increases expression of T
only if F and C are present and decreases it otherwise. The according rule system has 2 ·2 ·3= 12 rules. It
is omitted for brevity. The time course of expression level of F is not influenced by the PNFL model, but
provided according to the experimental setting. Panel E shows the time courses of two simulated experi-
ments: a short signal burst (before iteration 10) and a long signal burst (after iteration 20). See the main
text for a description.
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f lsP(R) =

0 if R < 0.4
2 · R−0.40.2 if 0.4≤ R≤ 0.6
2 · 0.8−R0.2 +4 · R−0.80.2 if 0.6 < R≤ 0.8
4 if 0.8 < x
The two processes of the system, the (activating) translation and the (inhibiting) transcription
reaction form the negative feedback. The definitions of antecedent fuzzy concepts and fuzzy
logic systems result in (coarse-grained) piecewise-linear functions with a nonlinear response to
input values (Section 3.2.1). The time delay is realized by using R as an intermediate entity
instead of modeling a direct negative effect of P to itself. The half-life of both entities R and P
is three iterations, so the time scale of reactions is similar. The PNFL models exhibits sustained
oscillations for all combinations of initial concentrations and expression levels.
Proposition There is no stable steady state, but only an unstable focus for ω ∈ (0,1). This can
be proven by contradiction.
Proof Independent of the update-factor ω , a steady state is reached if at any iteration i the
following holds:
Mk(P) = f lsP(Mk(R)) ∧ Mk(R) = f lsR(Mk(P))
For brevity, we define P = Mk(P) and R = Mk(R) for the following proof. We consider six cases
based on the possible crisp values of P and R.
case 1: Assume (P < 1) ⇒ R = f lsR(P) = 1 ⇒ P = f lsP(R) = 4 (contradiction)
case 2: Assume (1≤ P≤ 1.5)∧ (R < 0.4) ⇒ P = f lsP(R) = 0 (contradiction)
case 3: Assume (1≤ P≤ 1.5)∧ (0.4≤ R≤ 0.6)
⇒ P = f lsP(R) = 2 · R−0.40.2 ⇒ R = f lsR( f lsP(R)) =
1.5−2 · R−0.40.2
0.5
⇒ R≈ 0.5238 and P≈ 1.238
case 4: Assume (1≤ P≤ 1.5)∧ (0.6 < R≤ 0.8)
⇒ R = f lsR(P) = 1.5−P0.5
⇒ P = f lsP( f lsR(P)) = 2 · 0.8− f lsR(P)0.2 +4 ·
f lsR(P)−0.8
0.2
⇒ P≈ 1.0476 and R≈ 0.905 (contradiction)
case 5: Assume (1≤ P≤ 1.5)∧ (0.8 < R) ⇒ P = f lsP(R) = 4 (contradiction).
case 6: Assume (1.5 < P) ⇒ R = f lsR(P) = 0 ⇒ P = f lsP(R) = 0 (contradiction).
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Thus, there is only one fixed point at R ≈ 0.5238 and P ≈ 1.238 (case 3). The Jacobian matrix
for case 3 is
J =
(
∂ fR(R,P)
∂R
∂ fR(R,P)
∂P
∂ fP(R.P)
∂R
∂ fP(R,P)
∂P
)
=
(
1−ω −2 ·ω
10 ·ω 1−ω
)
For any ω ∈ (0,1) both eigenvalues of the Jacobian are complex with positive real parts equal to
(1−ω). Thus, the fixed point is an unstable focus, q.e.d.
4.2.3 Positive Feedback Toggle Switch
Positive feedback may create a discontinuous switch, i.e. the cellular response to a signal S
changes abruptly if the value of S crosses a critical value [112]. For example, the concentration of
a protein A in the system is low until the signal S crosses the critical value. Then the concentration
switches abruptly to high. So, the system resembles some kind of on-off-switch, and switching
is controlled by the signal S. If switching is reversible, the system can be denominated as toggle
switch, i.e. if decreasing S until it crosses a possibly different critical value causes the cellular
response to abruptly change back to the initial state. Some examples for toggle switches are the
lac operon in bacteria or the activation of M-phase-promoting factor in frog egg extracts [112].
We created a PNFL model of a positive feedback toggle switch (Figure 4.8) using the semi-
continuous modeling approach. Multiple effectors are integrated using multidimensional rule
tables. Most fuzzy logic systems use triangular antecedent fuzzy sets low and high. The exception
is the antecedent fuzzy concept used for fuzzifying of A in the decay process of B. Here, we
designed a narrow transition from trapezoidal fuzzy set absent to present between concentrations
0.2 and 0.4 The synthesis of A is defined by the following rules:
R1 : IF S is low AND B is high T HEN y1 is 0.0
R2 : IF S is low AND B is low T HEN y2 is 0.0
R3 : IF S is high AND B is high T HEN y3 is 0.05
R4 : IF S is high AND B is low T HEN y4 is 0.2
Rules R1 and R2 define the minimal synthesis rate of A in case the signal S is low, effectively
independent of the state of inhibitor B. Rule R4 defines the maximal synthesis rate of A in case S
is high and B is low. Rule R3 states that an increase in signal S increases A also if the inhibitor
is high, although at a reduced rate. It is crucial for the toggle switch property of the system that
it can always react to state changes of S, as otherwise it would exhibit an irreversible one-way
switch behavior.
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Figure 4.7 Negative feedback oscillator. This PNFL model represents a negative feedback oscillator
(panel A). Two places P and R represent protein concentration and mRNA expression level, two transi-
tions represent transcription and translation reactions (panel B). Protein concentration is fuzzified using
trapezoidal fuzzy sets absent and present, while mRNA expression levels are fuzzified using fuzzy sets
low, medium, and high (panel C). The semi-discrete modeling approach is utilized. To slow down state
changes, the weighted averages of current states and outputs of fuzzy logic systems are computed and
used as new states (panel D). Fuzzy logic systems f lsR and f lsP compute the new states of R and P,
respectively. They mimic simple inhibiting and activating functions. The PNFL model exhibits oscillating
behavior (panel E).
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The bifurcation diagram in Figure 4.8E shows steady state levels of A and B depending on
the concentration of S. If the concentration of S is very low the system is in a steady state with
low A and high B. If S is increased, A increases slowly as well while B stays at its maximum
(symbolized by black arrows in Figure 4.8E). If A reaches a critical concentration (point I1 in
the time course), an abrupt change of concentrations A and B occurs. The system switches its
state to high A and low B. This system state can be reversed by decreasing S (symbolized by
gray arrows). A decreases proportional to S and eventually reaches another critical concentration
(point I2 in the time course). Here, the system switches back to its initial state with low A and
high B. If S is between I1 and I2, two steady states of A and B are possible. Which of those is
attained depends on past states of the system.
The design of fuzzy sets absent and present influences the quantitative behavior of the sy-
stem. Shifting the borders of the fuzzy sets causes a shift of critical points I1 and I2. If the borders
are shifted to higher concentrations, higher levels of A (and indirectly of S) are necessary before
the state-switch occurs, and vice versa. Widening the transition zone of fuzzy sets absent and
present increases the distance between I1 and I2, while narrowing the transition zone decreases
the distance. The qualitative behavior of the system is not influenced by such design changes, it
is still a toggle switch.
4.2.4 Positive Feedback One-Way Switch
Another type of switch-like systems are positive feedback one-way switches. Hereby, the cellular
response to a signal is irreversible, i.e. if the signal Z crosses a critical value, the concentration of
a protein X changes abruptly from low to high but will not change back if Z is decreased. Such
one-way switches play an important role in developmental processes, in general by controlling
and determining cell fates [113].
We created a PNFL model of an one-way switch (Figure 4.9) using the semi-continuous
modeling approach. Multiple effectors are integrated using generalized means which resemble
AND- or OR-like functions.
If the signal Z is absent, the system has two stable states, either X is low and Y is high
(state low/high) or vice versa (state high/low). Inserting the signal Z to the system causes an
abrupt switch from state low/high to state high/low (Figure 4.9E), as the system now has only
one stable steady state which is reached independent of the starting values of X and Y . State
high/low can not be reversed by decreasing Z. Thus, this state is irreversible. The potential
behavior of the system can be visually assessed by representing potential state changes by phase
planes (Figure 4.10).
4.3 Discussion
PNFL models join a Petri net based graphical representation of the structure with a fuzzy logic
based representation of states and processes of a system. Hereby, different aspects or properties
of entities that are of relevance to a model are represented by places. The current state of an en-
tity with respect to a property, e.g. its concentration, is stored as a real-valued crisp number. The
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Figure 4.8 Positive feedback toggle switch. This PNFL model represents a positive feedback toggle
switch (panel A). The signal S activates the synthesis of Protein A, which enhances the decay of a protein B.
Protein B inhibits the synthesis of A. Thus, activation of A leads to the suppression of its inhibitor (positive
feedback). Protein A is decayed independently and protein B is synthesized at a constant rate. Signal and
protein concentrations are represented as places, the two synthesis and decay processes are represented as
transitions (panel B). The concentration of S is not influenced by the PNFL model, but provided according
to the experimental setting. The definitions of antecedent fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic systems are very
simple (panel C). We utilize the semi-continuous modeling approach, i.e. fuzzy logic systems compute
changes of the current states. Multiple effectors are integrated using multidimensional rule tables. Most
fuzzy logic systems use triangular antecedent fuzzy sets low and high, resulting in a linear response to
crisp value changes. The exception is the antecedent fuzzy concept used for fuzzifying of A in the decay
process of B ( f lsAB, panel D). Here, a narrow transition from trapezoidal fuzzy sets absent to present
was implemented. This causes the abrupt response of the system to changes of A’s concentration. The
bifurcation diagram shows steady state levels of A and B depending on the concentration of S (panel E).
If the concentration of S is in the intermediate range between points crit1 and crit2, two steady state levels
of A and B are possible (low and high). Which state level is achieved depends on how S was changed, i.e.
whether its concentration was low and then increased or vice versa.
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Figure 4.9 Positive feedback one-way switch. This PNFL model represents a positive feedback one-
way switch (panel A). It comprises a signal Z which activates a transcription factor X and inhibits the
transcription factor Y . X and Y are mutually inhibiting, thus they inhibit their own repressor (positive
feedback). We implemented two synthesis and two decay processes using semi-continuous modeling (pa-
nel B). Simple triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy sets are used as antecedents (panel C). The synthesis of
transcription factor X or Y is influenced by Z and by the respective other transcription factor. Thus, mul-
tiple entities affect a single synthesis process. The effect of each entity (Z and a transcription factor) is
represented by an individual fuzzy logic system with one antecedent. The defuzzified output values are
integrated using generalized means which resemble AND- or OR-like functions (panel D). The concen-
tration of Z is not influenced by the PNFL model, but provided accordingly to the experimental setting. If
Z is inserted into the system, it switches from one steady state (X is low and Y is high) to the other steady
state (X is high and Y is low). This state switch can not be reversed by decreasing Z (panel E).
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Figure 4.10 Phase planes can be used to assess the behavior of the one-way switch. Arrows indica-
te state changes of X and Y given a fixed Z. Each arrow points from (Mk(X),Mk(Y )) in direction of
(Mk+1(X),Mk+1(Y )). Given an absent signal Z, the system has two stable steady states at X/Y is low/high
and X/Y is high/low (left). Depending on the initial states of X and Y , one of these steady states is rea-
ched. If the signal Z is set to one, the phase plane changes and only one stable steady state remains at X/Y
is high/low (right). Independent of the current states of X and Y , the system converges to this steady state.
If after convergence Z is again decreased, the system will stay in state high/low. Thus, the state change
can not be reversed by the signal.
transitions represent processes and are connected to effectors and targets by arcs. The effects of
a process to its targets are calculated using fuzzy logic systems, thus they define the functionality
of the model. The fuzzy set based representations are realized as part of the fuzzy logic sy-
stems. Hereby, several different fuzzy set based descriptions can be applied to describe the same
aspect/property of an entity, depending on the functional implications to the different processes.
This allows for a high degree of flexibility with respect to the functionality of a system. Further-
more, the real-valued markings can be easily plotted or compared to experimental data. PNFL
models have an inherent graphical representation of entities and interactions due to their Petri net
structure. This facilitates understanding of the effector-target relationships between entities and
allows for structural analysis of networks, e.g. the degree distribution, clustering coefficients, or
causal relationships.
Although the complexity of fuzzy logic systems is restricted by possible combinations of
antecedent and consequent fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic systems can still be very flexible and allow
for complex influences of effector to target entities, as fuzzy sets can be designed freely. As the
total number of possible combinations can be huge if an entity is influenced by many effectors,
the number of rules that have to be necessarily defined is huge as well. Due to the possibility to
totalize individual effects using generalized mean functions, PNFL models allow for a significant
simplification of rules that is suited to represent simple AND- or OR-like relations between
effectors.
Section 4.2 demonstrates that PNFL models can be used to successfully model small biologi-
cal systems, namely several well studied network motifs. The PNFL models are able to capture
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complex behavior like oscillations, or toggle and one-way switches. Standard analysis methods
can be applied to investigate the theoretical behavior of PNFL models, e.g. phase planes to vi-
sually assess convergence to steady states, or bifurcation diagrams to show systems behavior in
dependence to changes of an entities state. Thus, PNFL models can be conveniently analyzed
using well established techniques.
A comparison to ODE and discrete logic models Semi-quantitative and semi-qualitative
modeling approaches for PNFL models were introduced, which can be freely chosen accor-
ding to design needs (Section 4.1.3). These approaches resemble the functional representations
used in ODE and discrete logic models, respectively (Section 1.2). The ODE model-like semi-
quantitative modeling is especially suited if several independent processes that affect the same
entities should be implemented, for example, if decay and production processes are modeled ex-
plicitly. Here, individual functions are used to calculate state changes that can be simply summed
to derive their total effect.
The discrete logic model-like semi-qualitative modeling is based on functions that propose
new states for entities. If several processes affect an entity simultaneously, then their individual
effects have to be totalized to derive a joint new state. For example, decay and production are
realized by a single function, which is used to calculate the steady state that results from the
equilibrium of production and decay.
In the following Section 5, PNFL is used to model a bacterial transcription/translation system.
The modeling results are compared to an ODE model of the same system. Further, it is shown
that the qualitative PNFL models are suitable for testing several hypotheses about the systems
functionality.
Author’s contribution The author developed the Petri net and fuzzy logic modeling technique
and applied it to model various biological motifs.
Chapter 5
A Model of a Cell-Free
Transcription/Translation System
The following section provides an application example of PNFL modeling of a simple biological
system: green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression in a cell-free in vitro transcription/translation
system (Figure 5.1A). We introduce and compare an ODE and a PNFL model of this system and
illustrate that the qualitative PNFL model is suitable for model discrimination. The work presen-
ted here was performed during a joint project with Tobias Sto¨gbauer, and parts of it have been
published in [104]. The research focus of the project was to study the gene expression kinetics of
a cell-free gene expression system using a predictive computational model. The author develo-
ped, implemented, and evaluated the computational models, while TS performed all experiments
and participated in ODE model creation.
The investigated biological system is a bacterial (E. coli like) transcription and translation
system. All processes occur in vitro in a cell-free environment, i.e. the system was reconstituted
from individual components necessary for transcription and translation reactions only (polyme-
rases, ribosomes, tRNAs, NTPs, etc). All other cellular components were omitted. The template
DNA is provided by the experimenter; in this case plasmids encoding the GFP protein. In short,
the three main processes of this system are:
• transcription of GFP-mRNA from template DNA by RNA-polymerases and other neces-
sary transcription components,
• translation of pre-mature GFP from this mRNA by ribosomes and other necessary transla-
tion components,
• and finally unmediated maturation of GFP. Mature GFP is the end-product of the system.
Several measurements of mRNA and GFP time courses have been performed under varying
experimental settings (Section 5.1). The computational models of this system (Section 5.2) were
reverse-engineered such that they either allow a concurrent fit to GFP and mRNA concentrations
(ODE model) or give a qualitatively adequate description of GFP and mRNA kinetics (PNFL
model). These models allow to test hypotheses about the processes occurring in the cell-free in
vitro system. It was observed that transcription and translation slow down and cease after several
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Figure 5.1 A) A sketch of the bacterial transcription/translation system. Template DNA (plasmids)
is inserted into the in vitro environment. The plasmids encode a green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene. The
GFP gene is transcribed and mRNA subsequently translated to premature GFP. The latter maturates unme-
diated. The concentration of mature GFP (GFP*) can be measured by a spectrometer. Transcription and
translation are influenced by diverse molecular components. They are subsumed as transcription resources
(TsR) and translation resources (TlR). The cell-free system is free of exonuclease and protease. Thus
plasmids, GFP, and GFP* are not degraded. B) A sketch of the hypotheses about transcription/translation
resource reduction. TsR and/or TlR are depleted several hours after activation of the cell-free system (Sec-
tion 5.1). Whether they are consumed by the transcription and translation processes or whether they decay
is not known. The computational models are used to test three hypotheses H.1, H.2, and H.3 explaining
TsR/TlR reduction: consumption only (H.1, left), decay only (H.2, right), or both (H.3, shown in panel
A).
hours. This is caused by the depletion of some molecular components necessary for transcription
and translation (see Section 5.1 for a discussion). We propose three hypotheses that might explain
the depletion:
Hypothesis H.1 Some necessary molecular components are consumed (or degraded) by the
translation and transcription processes. Possible translation/transcription independent de-
cay processes occur at very slow rates and their influence is negligible. Candidate molecu-
les could be NTPs, tRNAs, etc.
Hypothesis H.2 Some necessary molecular components decay at significant rates while their
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consumption is negligible. This might apply to components that can be reused, like poly-
merases or ribosomes.
Hypothesis H.3 A mixture of hypotheses H.1 and H.2, i.e. consumption and degradation have a
considerable influence.
The computational models are capable to distinguish between these hypotheses using the availa-
ble experimental data (Section 5.3). The true hypothesis allows for a better fit to the experimental
data, which can be used for model selection using the ODE model. Each hypothesis actually im-
plies different qualitative behaviors of the GFP time courses. This can be predicted using the
PNFL model.
5.1 Experimental Methods and Acquired Data
We will only provide a brief description of the cell-free expression system and its constituents
and focus on those aspects which are important to consider for model creation. All further expe-
rimental details concerning plasmid DNA creation, cell-free gene expression kit, data acquisition
techniques, etc. can be found in [104].
To express green fluorescent protein (GFP) a reconstituted cell-free in vitro transcription/-
translation kit was used (PURExpress kit, [114]). The cell-free system contains about 50 purified
components necessary to allow transcription and translation as found in E. coli: most importantly
T7 RNA-polymerases, ribosomes, tRNAs, and NTPs. A detailed and quantitative composition is
not provided by the manufacturer, but all components are present at high copy numbers. Due to
the controlled reconstitution of components the system is essentially exonuclease, RNAse, and
protease free.
Due to the nature of the reconstituted cell-free expression system, one can make the following
prior assumptions for model creation:
• No stochastic effects on reactions, as all constituents are present at high copy numbers.
• No replenishment of any constituents of the system. Thus, components necessary for tran-
scription or translation can get exhausted.
• No plasmid degradation or decay. DNA is quite stable and the cell-free system is exo-
nuclease free. Thus, the total concentration of template DNA can be assumed constant
during all experiments.
• No active mRNA degradation, as the cell-free system is RNAse free. Thus, mRNA might
decay due to its instability only, if at all.
• No GFP degradation or decay. GFP is quite stable and the cell-free system is protease free.
Thus, one can assume that (maturated) GFP is not degraded and does not decay during
experiments.
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Acquired Data and discussion of the observed kinetics Six experimental settings and re-
spective series of measurements were available for model fitting and validation (Figure 5.2).
Experiment 1: GFP expression kinetics for different concentrations of template DNA. Im-
mediately after activation of the cell-free system by mixing of all constituents and heating,
template DNA was added to the system. GFP concentrations were measured in regular
intervals for about 5 h. Measurements were available for template DNA concentrations
spanning five orders of magnitude: 340 femtomolar (fM), 3.4 picomolar (pM), 34 pM,
340 pM, and 3.4 nanomolar (nM).
Experiment 2: GFP expression kinetics after delayed addition of template DNA. 3.4 nM
template DNA was added at six different time points after activation of the cell-free system
by mixing of all constituents and heating: 0 min, 37 min, 73 min, 112 min, 153 min, and
187 min. GFP concentrations were measured in regular intervals from the addition time
until about 5 h after activation of the cell-free system.
Experiment 3: GFP maturation kinetics. After the first 3 h of expression (protein levels were
still rising), ribosomes were inactivated to stop translation and thus any further increase
in premature GFP concentration. After inactivation of the ribosomes, GFP concentrations
were measured in regular intervals for about 30 min.
Experiment 4: mRNA synthesis kinetics for different concentrations of template DNA. Im-
mediately after activation of the cell-free system, template DNA was added to the system:
6.8 nM, 1.7 nM, and 340 pM. mRNA concentration was measured in regular intervals for
about 8 h (6.8 and 1.7 nM template) or 4 h (340 pM template).
GFP concentration saturates at different levels depending on template DNA concentration
(Experiment 1). The saturation time after about 4 h seems to be independent of template DNA
concentration. A steady-state between synthesis and reduction of GFP can be ruled out as a
reason for the saturation, since GFP is not degraded and does not decay (as discussed above).
This is additionally supported by Experiment 3, where synthesis was blocked but still no GFP
reduction was observed. Thus, the saturation of GFP has to be caused by a cessation of the
translation process.
The GFP-mRNA as template for translation is still present when GFP concentration satura-
tes (Experiment 4). In fact, mRNA concentrations continually increase for several hours after
GFP saturation. Thus, some other components necessary for translation (e.g. ribosomes, tRNAs,
NTPs) are either completely consumed and/or decayed and cause the cessation of the trans-
lation process. A consumption of translation components can not be the only reason for ces-
sation, as then GFP concentrations would saturate at the same level independent of template
DNA concentration. GFP concentration saturates at different levels depending on addition time
(Experiment 2). This indicates that some components degrade after activation of the cell-free
system, independent of the occurrence of any transcription/translation. Whether this transcrip-
tion/translation independent decay is the only reason for the expiration of protein synthesis, or
whether some partial depletion of (other) components has an additional influence, can not be
easily deduced from the available data.
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The concentration of mRNA saturates as well (Experiment 4). This occurs much later as
compared to GFP, i.e. after 8 h or later. As mRNA is not as stable as DNA or GFP, it might de-
cay at a noticeable rate. A steady-state between synthesis and decay might cause this saturation.
Saturating mRNA concentration was observed for 6.8 nM template DNA only. mRNA levels for
1.7 nM and 340 pM templates were still rising at the end of the measurement interval. Thus, one
can not decide whether they saturate on the same level, or not. It was observed that the satura-
tion times are dependent on template DNA concentrations. Thus, a DNA-independent decay of
transcription components can not be the only reason for expiration of mRNA synthesis.
Absolute GFP concentrations of Experiments 1 and 2 differ strongly. For example, based on
the same amount of template DNA (3.4 nM at addition time 0 min) we achieved 300 nM GFP
yield in Experiment 1 and about 1000 nM in Experiment 2. This is presumably caused due to
different conversions of the arbitrary fluorescence units to molar, and results in a linear scaling
of concentrations in Experiment 2 by a factor of 3.64 as compared to Experiment 1.
5.2 Computational Models of the Cell-Free System
We aim to devise a quantitative ODE model that fits the data sets presented so far (Figure 5.2),
as well as a PNFL model that qualitatively reproduces observed kinetics. A guiding principle of
model development was to keep the number of free parameters as small as possible while still
explain aforementioned experimental observations:
1. DNA concentration dependent saturation levels (Figure 5.2, top).
2. DNA concentration independent cessation of translation but not transcription after about
4 h (Figure 5.2, center).
3. Slow DNA concentration dependent saturation of mRNA (Figure 5.2, bottom right).
The final ODE and PNFL models described in this section result from the model selection process
described in Section 5.3.
5.2.1 The ODE Model
The core species of the model are DNA, mRNA, GFP and maturated GFP (GFP*). Initial DNA
concentrations are known from the experimental settings, while the concentrations of other core
species are initially set to zero. The sets of molecules influencing transcription and translation
are not fully known, nor are the initial concentrations of individual molecule types. Thus, varia-
bles TsR and TlR were introduced which represent the pools of all transcription and translation
resources (polymerases, ribosomes, tRNAs, NTPs, and other components). The derivation of
meaningful initial values for variables TsR and TlR prior to optimization is not reasonable for
the same reasons. Thus, initial values were set to 1 nM and scaling factors were introduced.
Several kinetics for transcription and translation were tested (including mass-action, Hill and
Michaelis-Menten kinetics) to cover several possible types of processes: from simple concen-
tration dependent reactions to cooperative and saturation effects. We found that the observed
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saturation levels of mRNA and GFP are not adequately captured by mass-actions kinetics for
transcription or translation, i.e. when using mass-action kinetics the protein yield for either low
or high template DNA concentrations could be fitted, but not both (data not shown). Adopting
Hill functions for these processes results in very good fits for sensible DNA concentrations and
insertion times. However, optimized Hill exponents n (Section 3.2.1) were very close to one,
thus Hill equations were effectively reduced to Michaelis-Menten equations. The final, best fit-
ting model is given by the following set of differential equations:
d
dt
[mRNA] =
kts · [T sR] · [DNA]
mts+[DNA]
−δmRNA · [mRNA] (5.1)
d
dt
[GFP] =
ktl · [T lR] · [mRNA]
mtl +[mRNA]
− kmat · [GFP] (5.2)
d
dt
[GFP∗] = kmat · [GFP] (5.3)
d
dt
[T sR] =−kT sR · [T sR] · [DNA]
mts+[DNA]
(5.4)
d
dt
[T lR] =− δT lR · [T lR]
mT lR+[T lR]
(5.5)
kts, ktl , and kmat are the rates of transcription, translation and GFP maturation. mts and mtl are
Michaelis-Menten constants. δmRNA is the decay rate of mRNA. Degradation of DNA and GFP
is neglected (see Section 5.1). The transcription resources TsR are consumed by the transcripti-
on process with rate kT sR, and thus depend on template DNA concentration, whereas translation
resources TlR decay independent of the presence of DNA and thus independent of a translati-
on process with rate δT lR and Michaelis-Menten constant mT lR (see Section 5.3). As the true
concentrations of TsR and TlR are not known, rates kts, ktl , kT sR as well as δT lR subsume the
according reaction rates as well as scaling factors for TsR and TlR concentrations.
Rates were optimized by fitting the model to the data from Experiments 1, 2, 3, and 4
numerically using a downhill simplex algorithm and subsequent least squares minimization
(Figure 5.2). First, the maturation rate kmat was deduced using data from Experiment 3. Second,
parameters affecting the transcription reaction and mRNA decay (kts, mts, δmRNA and kT sR) were
optimized to fit measured mRNA levels (Experiment 4). Finally, using the resulting optimized
transcription parameter set as initial values, all 8 free parameters (transcription and translati-
on, without kmat) were optimized simultaneously to fit all measured GFP levels (Experiments 1
and 2).
kts mts ktl mtl kmat
kinetic parameters 18.2 8.5 16.1 65.8 0.2
nM\min−1 kT sR δT lR mT lR δmRNA
1.1 ·10−2 4.5 ·10−3 6.3 ·10−5 4.5 ·10−4
Table 5.1 Parameter values of the ODE model as obtained by a fit to the experimental data.
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Subsequent to parameter optimization, a Bayesian ensemble of parameters was created using a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach (50000 steps in log space). Acceptance rate was at about
49.3 % resulting in 24669 accepted parameter vectors. Values of individual parameters of the
Bayesian ensemble exhibit very small variances, indicating that a stable and robust optimum
was reached by optimization (data not shown). See Table 5.1 for the median parameter values
and [104] for a comparison to values obtained from literature and a discussion. Model deve-
lopment, optimization, and parameter ensemble building has been performed using the Sloppy-
Cell [115, 116] and R software [117].
5.2.2 The PNFL Model
The PNFL model is realized as a semi-continuous model (Section 4.1.3), i.e. fuzzy logic systems
are used to calculate changes of values for each species of the system. The PNFL model was
created manually (Figure 5.3). This includes the definition of fuzzy sets for fuzzification and
defuzzification and the definition of fuzzy logic systems. The model contains fuzzy logic systems
for transcription, translation, TsR and TlR reduction, and mRNA decay. The maturation process
(GFP to GFP*) was omitted, i.e. we do not distinguish between newly translated and maturated
GFP. Transcription and translation fuzzy logic systems are modeled as simple activation reactions
proportional to plasmid and TsR values, and proportional to mRNA and TlR. TsR is consumed by
the transcription process, while TlR is decayed at a constant rate independent of the translation
process. mRNA is decayed proportional to its concentration, i.e. subject to exponential decay.
Initial plasmid concentrations are transformed prior to fuzzification using equation
y =
log10(x/3.4)+5
5
Thus, concentrations 3.4, 0.34, 0.034, 0.0034, 0.00034, and 0.0 nM are transformed to 1, 0.8, 0.6,
0.4, 0.2, and 0.0 (unit less). When fuzzified for the transcription fuzzy logic system, this results
in the following linguistic descriptions and fuzzy values:
• very high template concentration (< 0,0,0,0,0,1 >)
• high template concentration (< 0,0,0,0,1,0 >)
• medium template concentration (< 0,0,0,1,0,0 >)
• low template concentration(< 0,0,1,0,0,0 >)
• very low template concentration (< 0,1,0,0,0,0 >)
• absent template (< 1,0,0,0,0,0 >)
Thus, we represent each initial plasmid value (spanning several orders of magnitude) by an in-
dividual fuzzy set. The values of mRNA and GFP predicted by the model should be interpreted
analogously, i.e. fuzzy sets representing those species correspond to concentration levels diffe-
ring by orders of magnitude. Initial concentrations of mRNA and GFP are 0, initial concentrati-
ons of TsR and TlR are 1. To simulate Experiments 1, 2, and 4, the model is run for 100 iterations
(Figure 5.4). Template DNA is inserted at iterations 0, 8, 16, 24, 32, and 40, representing the
experimental addition times 0 min, 37 min, 73 min, 112 min, 153 min, and 187 min. TlR decay
rates are chosen such that TlR concentrations reach 0 at iteration 50.
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5.3 Selecting Models for Consumption and Decay
Some unspecified molecular components are necessary resources for transcription and translati-
on processes. A reduction or exhaustion of these resources presumably causes the cessation of
translation after about 4 h, and influences the slow saturation of mRNA levels. We stated three
possible hypotheses which might explain the reduction of these resources: consumption only (hy-
pothesis H.1), decay only (hypothesis H.2), consumption and decay (hypothesis H.3). Moreover,
the hypothesis applying to the transcription resources might be different to the one applying to
the translation resources. Our ODE and PNFL models can be used to further investigate these
processes and help to decide for one of the hypotheses.
Both computational models presented in Section 5.2 have been already restricted to hypo-
thesis H.1 for TsR and hypothesis H.2 for TlR, i.e. contain a consumption term for transcription
components and a degradation term for translation components. Here, we describe the model
selection process that led to these final ODE and PNFL models.
5.3.1 Model Selection using the ODE Model
Model selection for the ODE model was performed by including rate equations for consumption
and decay reactions for both transcription as well as translation resources. Thus, by replacing the
aforementioned Equations 5.4 and 5.5 by the following Equations 5.6 and 5.7 and by introducing
additional parameters δT sR, mT sR and kT lR:
d/dt[T sR] =−kT sR · [T sR] · [DNA]
mts+[DNA]
− δT sR · [T sR]
mT sR+[T sR]
(5.6)
d/dt[T lR] =−kT lR · [T lR] · [mRNA]
mtl +[mRNA]
− δT lR · [T lR]
mT lR+[T lR]
(5.7)
The additional parameters were optimized simultaneously with other model parameters as de-
scribed in Section 5.2. Thereby, the influence of an actual translation process to the amount
of the translation components was found to be marginal compared to the proposed translation-
independent decay. The rate of the consumption process kT lR always had its optimum very close
to or at zero after multiple optimizations and thus hypotheses H.1 and H.3 compromising a con-
sumption process can be rejected for translation resources. Analogously, hypotheses H.2 and
H.3 compromising a transcription-independent decay of transcription resources can be rejected
as optimizations always yielded a δT sR at zero.
5.3.2 Model Selection using the PNFL Model
PNFL models were created according to each hypothesis and mRNA and GFP kinetics were
simulated using experimental settings similar to those of available experiments. The simulated
qualitative kinetics were visually compared to measured kinetics. If the kinetics of a model con-
tradicted the observed kinetics, the model and the according hypothesis were be rejected.
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Transcription Process. We first investigated the influence of transcription resources consump-
tion and/or degradation to the mRNA levels. Therefore we created three different models repre-
senting the transcription process. Each of these models was simulated using initial template DNA
concentrations of 3.4 nM, 34 pM and 340 fM for 300 iterations (Figure 5.5, top):
• Transcription Model 1 (according to hypothesis H.1) includes the TsR consumption pro-
cess as defined in Figure 5.3. This PNFL model predicts identical mRNA saturation levels
and shifted saturation times proportional to template DNA concentration, i.e. mRNA satu-
rates faster if high template DNA concentrations are used and vice versa.
• Transcription Model 2 (according to hypothesis H.2) includes a TsR decay process ana-
logously defined to the TlR decay process as defined in Figure 5.3. This PNFL model
predicts different mRNA saturation levels proportional to template DNA concentration at
the same saturation time, i.e. higher template concentrations result in higher mRNA satu-
ration levels.
• Transcription Model 3 (according to hypothesis H.3) includes both processes. Numeric
values of centers of gravity of consequent fuzzy sets were halved to ensure that TsR re-
duction occurs at roughly the same speed as compared to transcription model 1 and 2. This
PNFL model predicts different mRNA saturation levels and shifted saturation times.
The kinetics observed in Experiment 4 indicate shifted saturation times and thus an influence of
consumption. Thus, hypothesis H.2 can be rejected and either hypothesis H.1 or H.3 may apply.
As we have not observed mRNA saturation levels, we can not further distinguish between these
two hypotheses.
Translation Process. We evaluated three models for the translation process which were de-
fined analogously to the aforementioned transcription models. All three models include a TsR
consumption process, i.e. transcription model 1. Using transcription model 3 results in similar
kinetics. For all models, experimental settings of Experiment 2 were simulated, i.e. 3.4 nM tem-
plate DNA added at different time points (Figure 5.5, bottom).
• Translation Model 1 (according to hypothesis H.1) includes a TlR consumption process
analogously defined to the TsR consumption process as defined in Figure 5.3. This PNFL
model predicts identical GFP saturation levels and shifted saturation times proportional to
the addition times, i.e. later addition results in later saturation.
• Translation Model 2 (according to hypothesis H.2) includes the TlR decay process as defi-
ned in Figure 5.3. This PNFL model predicts different GFP saturation levels proportional
to the addition times at the same saturation time, i.e. later addition results in lower satura-
tion levels.
• Translation Model 3 (according to hypothesis H.3) includes both processes. Numeric va-
lues of centers of gravity of consequent fuzzy sets were halved to ensure that TlR reduction
occurs at roughly the same speed as compared to translation model 1 and 2. This PNFL
model predicts different GFP saturation levels and shifted saturation times, i.e. later addi-
tion results in lower saturation levels and later saturation times.
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The kinetics observed in Experiment 2 indicate saturation levels proportional to addition time
but no significant shift in saturation times. Thus, hypotheses H.1 and H.3 can be rejected and H.2
is the only remaining hypothesis.
5.4 Discussion
The E. coli like transcription/translation processes constitute a simple biological system. They
occur in a reconstituted cell-free environment with a minimal number of molecular species that
are necessary to allow transcription and translation and thus without influences of other molecular
components that would be present in bacterial cells, e.g. proteases, RNAse, or regulatory factors.
This simplifies the investigation of transcription and translation processes.
We developed an ODE model and optimized rate parameters, such that predicted GFP and
mRNA kinetics fitted to the experimentally measured kinetics. Measurements were performed
using template DNA concentrations spanning several orders of magnitude (from fM to nM), and
resulting final GFP concentrations also spanned several orders of magnitude (from about 0.1 nM
to 100 nM). The ODE model allows quite accurate predictions for all these concentration levels
and predicts the observed reduction of GFP yield caused by a delayed template addition. The de-
viations we observed, especially for very low and very high GFP concentrations, might indicate
that the model is inadequate in some details, but might also result from experimental noise, e.g.
finite detector sensitivity, calibration errors, variations of actual DNA concentrations, and variati-
ons of actual addition times. Replicates for the experimental measurements were rarely available,
so the expected influence of experimental noise could not be estimated [104]. Nevertheless, as the
ODE model allows quite accurate predictions across several orders of concentrations and additi-
on times, we can still assume that it is an adequate representation of the transcription/translation
processes.
It is quite intriguing that the more general and thus more potent ODE model, namely the one
comprising two different types of decay processes, was effectively reduced to a simpler model
by a parameter optimization which evaluated parameter values solely by the fit of simulated to
experimental data. Typically, one would expect that a more general model is able to reproduce
(noisy) experimental data better, and that there is a trade-off between model simplicity and fit.
However, in the case of the cell-free system, it seems that the chosen experimental settings and
the acquired data were especially suited for model discrimination and support the reduced ODE
model.
In contrast to the quantitative ODE model, which predicts the absolute value of GFP concen-
trations given initial template DNA concentrations, the PNFL models were explicitly designed to
only provide a qualitative description of GFP time courses. Still, the PNFL models allow to pre-
dict essential properties of resource-dependent synthesis processes. For example, the transcrip-
tion and translation processes where a product (mRNA or GFP) is synthesized from a template
(DNA or mRNA), and where the processes are influenced by additional molecular components
(transcription or translation resources). The PNFL models predict that:
• Consumption of components by a process can not account for different saturation levels of
the product.
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• Consumption of components leads to shifted product-saturation times, given different tem-
plate concentrations.
• Process-independent decay of components causes different saturation levels of the product,
given identical template concentrations and shifted addition times.
• Process-independent decay of components can not account for shifted product-saturation
times.
Models including consumption and/or decay processes therefore exhibit specific qualitative be-
haviors. These can be compared to the qualitative behaviors of according experimental measure-
ments to decide which models are adequate. The final PNFL model predicts that saturation levels
but not saturation times depend on initial concentrations and that saturation levels depend on ad-
dition time. This corresponds to the experimental observations. Thus, the qualitative predictions
of PNFL models are sufficient for hypotheses testing if the experimental observations exhibit
qualitative different behavior.
Author’s contribution The work presented here was performed during a joint project with
Tobias Sto¨gbauer and Joachim O. Ra¨dler, and parts of it have been published in [104]. The
author developed, implemented, and evaluated the computational models, while TS performed
all experiments and participated in ODE model creation. The project was supervised by JR and
Ralf Zimmer.
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Figure 5.2 Experimentally measured kinetics of mature GFP (GFP*) and mRNA. All figures show
experimental measurements (dots) and predictions of the ODE model (lines). Figures show GFP* kinetics
for different initial template DNA concentrations (Experiment 1, top) or different template addition times
after activation of the cell-free system (Experiment 2, center). The figure of Experiment 3 shows maturati-
on kinetics for GFP after blocking of ribosomes at time t0. This figure was taken from [104] (bottom left).
Kinetics of GFP-mRNA for different initial template DNA concentrations were measured in Experiment 4
(bottom right).
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Figure 5.3 PNFL model of the cell-free transcription/translation system. The Petri net (top) defines
the connectivity of the species. Fuzzy logic systems or the zero function f0 are assigned to arcs. The
definitions of the fuzzy logic systems (bottom left) depict input species and according fuzzy sets (column
and row headings) as well as the centers of gravity for consequent fuzzy sets. As height defuzzification is
used, the shapes of consequent fuzzy sets have no influence on defuzzification and are not shown. Fuzzy
sets used for fuzzifications (bottom right) are triangular and equally spaced in the interval [0,1]. First and
last fuzzy set extend to (negative) infinity at height 1.
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Figure 5.4 GFP kinetics simulated using the PNFL model. The PNFL model reproduces the quali-
tative behavior of the GFP kinetics as observed in Experiments 1 (left) and 2 (right). When simulating
Experiment 1 using the five different initial plasmid concentrations, five clearly separated saturation levels
are obtained after about 50 iterations. When simulating Experiment 2, where the same amount of initial
plasmid is added at six different time points, clearly separated saturation levels and saturation after about
50 iterations are obtained.
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of mRNA and GFP kinetics for different transcription/translation models.
The top row shows mRNA kinetics according to transcription models 1 (TsR consumption, left), 2 (TsR
decay, center), and 3 (consumption and decay, right). Simulations with initial template DNA concentrati-
ons of 3.4 nM, 34 pM and 340 fM were performed. Experiment 4 (Figure 5.2) indicates shifted mRNA
saturation times, which contradicts the kinetics simulated using model 2. Thus, this model and the accor-
ding hypothesis can be rejected. The bottom row shows GFP kinetics according to translation models 1
(TlR consumption, left), 2 (TlR decay, center), and 3 (consumption and decay, right). We simulated initial
template DNA concentration of 3.4 nM added after 0 min, 37 min, 73 min, 112 min, 153 min, and 187 min.
Experiment 2 (Figure 5.2) indicates that GFP saturation times should be independent of addition time.
Only model 2 shows this qualitative behavior, thus hypotheses H.1 and H.3 can be rejected.
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Part II
Reverse-Engineering of PNFL Models

Chapter 6
A Genetic Algorithm for
Reverse-Engineering
An aspect of reverse-engineering of biological systems or networks is the procedure of deriving
effector-target relationships between entities, i.e. the underlying network structure, given expe-
rimental data and eventually additional prior knowledge. Reverse-engineering can be performed
using dynamic models. Candidate dynamic models are built and used to simulate experiments.
The simulated data is compared to experimental measurements. In general, one assumes that a
good fit of simulated data to experimental data is an indicator that a created model is an adequate
description of the biological system. Models are adjusted and simulations and evaluations are
repeated until the fit of simulated and experimental data can not be further improved. Reverse-
engineering can be done manually, but only for very small systems and a manageable amount of
experimental data. Typically, reverse-engineering involves application of computational reverse-
engineering algorithms.
To show that PNFL models can be successfully reverse-engineered, this section describes
an approach based on a genetic algorithm [105]. The genetic algorithm was developed by Ro-
bert Ku¨ffner especially to infer PNFL models for the DREAM4 in silico network reconstruction
challenge [118, 119]. The task of the DREAM4 challenge was to reverse-engineer artificial gene
regulatory networks. The presence of direct, directed gene regulatory interactions between se-
veral virtual transcription factors should be inferred based on data from simulated experiments.
These interactions represent regulatory effects of transcriptions factors (effectors) to the expres-
sion of their targets, which are other transcription factors.
The evaluation of the DREAM4 contest showed that our team was the best performing of 29
participants in the size 10 network reconstruction challenge ([105], Section 6.2.1). This already
demonstrates that the described genetic algorithm together with the PNFL modeling technique is
a successful and quite competitive reverse-engineering approach. In this thesis, the results of RK
are supplemented by additional evaluations of the genetic algorithm to demonstrate its prediction
quality on larger networks of up to 120 entities (Section 6.2).
The following sections describe the genetic algorithm (Section 6.1) and present evaluations of
prediction performance (Section 6.2) that the author has performed based on DREAM4 reference
networks as well as PNFL references. We do not present all details of the genetic algorithm, but
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focus on those that clarify properties of the algorithm that are relevant for the methods presented
in the following Sections 7 and 8. These properties are:
• The genetic algorithm is non-deterministic. Thus, repeated runs typically create similar but
non-identical models.
• Each performed mutation affects only a small part of a model, i.e. one or two interactions,
or a single entity.
• The applied simulated annealing technique allows for the acceptance of suboptimal muta-
tions and suboptimal models.
These properties will be discussed further below (Section 6.3).
6.1 The Reverse-Engineering Algorithm
Genetic algorithms are search heuristics used for optimization of arbitrary search problems in
high dimensional spaces [120, 121]. They mimic natural evolutionary processes. They are ba-
sically comprised of two operations that mimic mutations and crossovers. These operations are
repeatedly applied to a population of potential solutions of the search problem. Here, these solu-
tions correspond to concrete PNFL models that should explain the reference experimental data.
The presented genetic algorithm reverse-engineers models based on given reference experi-
mental data sets. These data sets provide expression measurements for the entities of the system
under various experimental conditions (Section 6.2.1). The entities of the system are known be-
forehand. The genetic algorithm only reverse-engineers the interactions of the system.
The algorithm initially creates a population of empty PNFL models, i.e. without interactions
(Figure 6.1). During several hundred generations, the models of the population are repeatedly
mutated (Section 6.1.2). After each mutation, the models are used to simulate the available ex-
periments. Simulated and reference data sets are compared to evaluate the fitness of each model
(Section 6.1.3). Whether a mutation is accepted or rejected is decided based on an acceptance
probability (Section 6.1.4). Finally, a network of direct, directed interactions is derived from the
best scoring PNFL model (Figure 6.2).
The structure and functionality of created PNFL models is strongly restricted (Section 6.1.1).
The most relevant aspects of this restrictions are that all fuzzy logic systems have to be taken
from a predefined collection and that only simple AND-, OR-, and MEAN-like totalizations
based on the generalized mean are allowed. The fuzzy logic systems of the predefined collection
represent individual effects of a single effector to a single target. They mimic simple activating
and inhibiting effects of different strengths. The restriction of allowed fuzzy logic systems and
totalizations massively reduces the search space (Section 6.3). Still, the restricted PNLF models
are sufficiently powerful to capture the experimentally observed systems behavior and thus allow
successful reverse-engineering of reference networks (Section 6.2).
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1: procedure REVERSE-ENGINEER(D,I)
2: P← replicate(I,nm) % Copy initial model nm times
3: repeat
4: T ← T0 % Reset temperature
5: S← ∑m∈Pσ(m)/nm % Store average model score, Section 6.1.3
6: for j← 1,ng do % Iterate for ng generations
7: for all m ∈ P do
8: m′← mutate(m) % Mutate a model, Section 6.1.2
9: if accept(m′, m, D, T ) then % Evaluate the mutated model, Section 6.1.3
10: P′← P′∪m′
11: else
12: P′← P′∪m
13: end if
14: end for
15: P← P′
16: T = T −T0/ng % Decrease the temperature
17: end for
18: until |S−∑m∈Pσ(m)/nm|< ε % Check for convergence
19: mbest ← argmaxm∈P(σ(m)) % Get the best model m of P according to its score
20: G← convert to graph(mbest) % see Figure 6.2
21: return G
22: end procedure
Figure 6.1 Pseudocode of the reverse-engineering algorithm. A reference network is reverse-
engineered based on data set D using an initial model I.
1: procedure CONVERT TO GRAPH(m)
2: for all p ∈ Places(m) do
3: V ←V ∪{vp} % For each place, add a vertex to set V
4: end for
5: for all (pe, pt) ∈ Places(m)×Places(m) do
6: if pe is an effector of pt in m then
7: E← E ∪{(vpe,vpt )} % For each effector/target pair, add an edge to set E
8: end if
9: end for
10: return G = (V,E)
11: end procedure
Figure 6.2 Pseudocode for converting a PNFL model to a directed graph. A PNFL model m is
converted to a directed graph G.
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6.1.1 Valid PNFL Models
All PNFL models created during execution of the genetic algorithm follow the definition given
in Section 4 and are further restricted as described here.
Structural restrictions Each transition has exactly one output place and each place is output
place of exactly one transition.
∀t ∈ T : |(t)•|= 1
∀p ∈ P : |•(p)|= 1
A place must not be input place and output place of the same transition.
p ∈ •(t)⇒ p /∈ (t)•
p ∈ (t)•⇒ p /∈ •(t)
Zero, one, or several places may be input places to a transition. A place can be input place to
zero, one, or several transitions.
|•(t)| ∈ Z≥0
|(p)•| ∈ Z≥0
Thus, we have a one-to-one correspondence of places and transitions. We denote a place and its
corresponding transition by using the same index: pi is the single output place of ti. All processes
that affect a single place pi are represented by its transition ti.
Functional restrictions The zero-function f0 is assigned to each input arc.
∀(p, t) ∈ A : W ((p, t)) = f0
If a transition ti has no input places, the zero-function f0 is assigned to its output arc.
|•(ti)|= 0⇒W ((ti, pi)) = f0
Otherwise, a function of the following form is assigned to the output arc to place pi:
|•(ti)| ≥ 1⇒W ((ti, pi)) =−ω ·M(pi)+ω · ri ·GMp(y¯1, . . . , y¯n)
No other functions may be assigned to arcs. M(pi) is the current marking of place pi. GMp is the
generalized mean with parameter p which controls the type of cooperative effect (Section 4.1.2).
Parameter p must be chosen from a predefined collection of values (e.g. Section 6.2.2). Multiple
effects to the same target are totalized by this generalized mean function. I.e. the generalized
mean is applied to one or more y¯ j = f ls j(M(p j)), which are defuzzified output values of fuzzy
logic systems. No nesting of multiple totalization functions is allowed.
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The effect of an effector to a target is described by a single fuzzy logic system y¯ j. Thus, there
is a single fuzzy logic system assigned to each effector-target pair. All fuzzy logic systems have a
single premise only. They use product inference and height defuzzification. A collection of fuzzy
logic systems is predefined (e.g. Figure 6.3). All fuzzy logic systems must be chosen from this
collection. Thus, candidate antecedent and consequent fuzzy concepts, as well as candidate rule
bases are predefined.
Parameter ω ∈ (0,1] is a predefined update ratio. The same ω is used for all output arc
functions. Parameter ri ∈ R≥0 is a factor used to apply perturbation effects. It is individually
adjusted according to experimental setups. Per default, ri is 1.
6.1.2 Mutation Operations
During each iteration, each model of the population is mutated either by a simple mutation or
by a recombination. Simple mutations affect single models and are performed without reference
models. Recombination effects affect a single model using another model as reference. Which ty-
pe of mutation is performed is randomly chosen according to a probability distribution Pmut . The
probability Pmut(θ) of selecting a specific mutation of type θ is proportional to the acceptance
rate of this type of mutation:
Pmut(θ) ∝ max(bθ ,α(θ , tmut)/pi(θ , tmut))
where pi(θ , tmut) is the number of performed mutations of type θ during the last tmut mutations
that were performed during algorithm execution, and α(θ , tmut) is the number of accepted mu-
tations. Thus, simple mutations and recombinations that were successful in past iterations are
preferentially selected. Parameter bθ is used to ensure that Pmut(θ) is nonzero. Parameter tmut
specifies the number of past mutations that are tracked.
Simple mutations
M1: Randomly exchange a single effect. Randomly choose one of the genes with equal pro-
bability. Choose one of its current effectors randomly with equal probability. Replace the
assigned fuzzy logic system by any other fuzzy logic system. Choose the other fuzzy lo-
gic system randomly with equal probability from the predefined collection of fuzzy logic
systems.
M2: Optimize a single effect. Randomly choose one of the genes with equal probability.
Choose one of its current effectors randomly with equal probability. Iteratively replace
the currently assigned fuzzy logic system by another one and evaluate the fitness of the
model (Section 6.1.3). Repeat this for all possible fuzzy logic systems. Keep the fuzzy
logic system which results in the best fitness.
M3: Add a single effector. Choose a gene g0 randomly with equal probability. Choose any
other gene g1 with probability proportional to a preference function p f (g1,g0). Add g1 as
effector to g0. Iteratively chose a fuzzy logic system and evaluate the fitness of the model.
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Repeat this for all possible fuzzy logic systems. Keep the fuzzy logic system which results
in the best fitness.
M4: Remove a single effector. Randomly choose one of the genes with equal probability. Ite-
ratively remove one of the effectors of this gene and evaluate the fitness of the model.
Add the removed effector again using the original fuzzy logic system. Repeat this for all
effectors. Finally, remove the effector whose removing resulted in the best-fitting model.
M5: Randomly exchange totalization parameter. Choose a generalized mean function as-
signed to an output arc randomly with equal probability. Choose any other parameter p
randomly with equal probability from the predefined set of totalization parameters.
M6: Replace effector or target. Choose a gene g0 randomly with equal probability. Do one of
the following with equal probability:
Replace one of g0’s effectors Choose one effector of g0 randomly with equal probability.
Denote this effector g1. Choose any other gene g2 randomly with with probability
proportional to a preference function p f (g0,g2). Remove g1 as effector of g0 and add
g2 as effector to g0. Choose any fuzzy logic system with equal probability.
Replace one of g0’s targets Choose one target of g0 randomly with equal probability. De-
note this target g1. Choose any other gene g2 randomly with probability proportional
to a preference function p f (g1,g2). Remove g0 as effector of g1 and add g0 as effector
to g2. Choose any fuzzy logic system with equal probability.
Recombination mutations
R1: Copy a single effect. Select any other model m1 randomly with equal probability from the
population of models. Choose a gene g0 randomly with equal probability. Choose one of
its effectors g1 in m0 randomly with equal probability. This g1 must also be an effector of
g0 in m1. Replace the according fuzzy logic system in m0 by the fuzzy logic system present
in m1.
R2: Add a single effector. Select any other model m1 randomly with equal probability. Choose
a gene g0 randomly with equal probability. Choose one of its effectors g1 in m1 randomly
with equal probability. This g1 must not be an effector of g0 in m0. Add g1 as effector to
g0 in m0. Use the same fuzzy logic system as in m1.
R3: Remove an effector. Select any other model m1 randomly with equal probability. Choose
a gene g0 randomly with equal probability. Choose one of its effectors g1 in m0 randomly
with equal probability. This g1 must not be an effector of g0 in m1. Remove g1 as effector
to g0 in m0.
R4: Copy a totalization parameter. Select any other model m1 randomly with equal proba-
bility from the population of models. Choose a generalized mean function assigned to an
output arc in m0 randomly with equal probability. An according output arc must also be
present in m1. Replace the totalization parameter of m0 by the totalization parameter of m1.
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R5: Replace effector or target. Select any other model m1 randomly with equal probability.
Choose a gene g0 randomly with equal probability. Do one of the following with equal
probability.
Replace one of g0’s effectors Find an effector of g0 in m0 which is not an effector of g0
in m1. Denote this effector g1. Find an effector of g0 in m1 which is not an effector
of g0 in m0. Denote this effector g2. These g1 and g2 must not be the same. In m0,
remove g1 as effector of g0 and add g2 as effector to g0. Use the same fuzzy logic
system as in m1.
Replace one of g0’s targets Find a target of g0 in m0 which is not a target of g0 in m1.
Denote this target g1. Find a target of g0 in m1 which is not a target of g0 in m0.
Denote this target g2. These g1 and g2 must not be the same. In m0, remove g1 as
target of g0 and add g2 as target to g0. Use the same fuzzy logic system as in m1.
If a mutation can not be performed successfully, e.g. if an effector should be removed but the
chosen gene has no effector, or if the mutation would create an invalid model, another mutation
is chosen instead.
We omit a detailed description of the preference function p f (gi,g j). Basically, it assigns a
high preference value to an unordered pair {gi,g j} if previous mutations of gi have significantly
affected g j or vice versa. Thus, a high value can only be assigned to {gi,g j} if there is already a
directed path of interactions connecting these two entities. The preference score is defined such
that is always nonzero. We omit the description of mutations that assign, modify, or remove per-
turbation effects ri that are relevant for time course experiments (Section 6.2.1). These mutations
are performed similar to those presented above.
6.1.3 Simulation and Scoring
The simulation of each experiment is performed for a predefined number of iterations using the
simultaneous firing rule. Initial states of entities are taken from the respective reference experi-
ments. In case of knock-out or knock-down experiments, parameters ri of the functions assigned
to output arcs are modified according to the individual experimental setups. They are used to
knock-out or knock-down genes either by setting the proposed new expression level to zero
(knock-out), or by multiplying the proposed new expression level by a knock-down factor in the
interval (0,1).
Simulated experimental data is compared to the reference data sets to evaluate the model’s
fitness. Measurements are taken from simulated time courses according to experimental setups
such that they correspond to the reference measurements. First, the weighted correlation of si-
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mulated data to reference data is calculated across all experiments for each entity individually.
Weighted mean: avg(Xg j ,W) = ∑
n
i=1Wi ·X
g j
i
∑ni=1Wi
Weighted variance: var(Xg j ,W) = ∑
n
i=1Wi · (X
g j
i −avg(Xg j ,W))2
∑ni=1Wi
Weighted covariance: cov(Xg j ,Yg j ,W) = ∑
n
i=1Wi · (X
g j
i −avg(Xg j ,W)) · (Y
g j
i −avg(Yg j ,W))
∑ni=1Wi
Weighted correlation: ρ(Xg j ,Yg j ,W) =
cov(Xg j ,Yg j ,W)√
var(Xg j ,W) · var(Yg j ,W)
where the sums are taken over all available measurement values of all data sets. Xg ji and Y
g j
i
are simulated values and reference values of a single entity. Each simulated and experimental
measurement value is weighted by a factor Wi ∈ R≥0 to account for
• different number of measurements per experiment
• relevance of experiments
• relevance of individual measurements
For example, high Wi’s can be used to increase the impact of knock-out experiments to the cor-
relation, or small Wi’s can be used to decrease the impact of repeated steady state measurements
of time courses.
The model’s fitness is quantified as a function of the average weighted correlation ρ across
all entities and a penalty for model complexity:
σ(m) =
log(1−ρ ·ρ)√
1+ s(m)
where the model size s(m) corresponds to the weighted number of effector-target pairs. The
weighting allows to influence the desired model size. The model’s fitness is always negative. The
higher the weighted correlation and thus the fit to experimental data, the smaller is σ(m).
6.1.4 Simulated Annealing and Acceptance Probability
After each mutation, a model is evaluated as described above. After evaluation, it is decided
whether the performed mutation is accepted or whether it should be undone. The probability of
accepting the model m′ is
Paccept(m′) =
{
1 if ∆σ (m′)< 0
e−
∆σ (m′)
∆¯ ·T−1 else
where ∆σ (m′) = σ(m′)− σ(m) is the score difference between mutated and original model.
The average score difference ∆¯ is calculated from the last t∆ score differences calculated during
algorithm execution.
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The mutated model has a higher fitness if its score is smaller than the score of the original
model. In this case, a mutation is always accepted, i.e. Paccept(m′) = 1. Otherwise, the acceptance
probability is influenced by the current temperature T . The higher the temperature, the more
probable it is that a suboptimal model is accepted nevertheless. The temperature T is decreased
by a constant value of T0ng after each generation, thus a linear cooling schedule is applied.
6.2 Evaluation of the Genetic Algorithm
We have evaluated the genetic algorithm on several artificial networks of different sizes and
different sources. The evaluation was performed to estimate the prediction quality and runtime
for several different reference network sizes. Two sources of reference networks have been used.
First, artificial reference networks and simulated reference data sets provided for the DREAM4
in silico size 10 and size 100 challenge [122]. Second, self-produced networks and simulated
data sets using PNFL models. In the following, we describe reference networks and data sets in
more detail.
6.2.1 DREAM4 in silico networks
The task of the DREAM4 in silico challenge was to reverse-engineer artificial gene regulato-
ry networks [122]. For this purpose, several data sets of simulated experimental measurements
based on five reference networks of 10 genes and five reference networks of 100 genes were
provided by the organizers.
Experimental setups and types of measurements All experiments were simulated for the sa-
me unknown total time interval and the unit of time is not specified. The number of simulated
measurements and therefore the size of the data sets available for participants, depends on the
type of experiment. At the beginning of each simulated experiment, the system is in a steady
state. These steady states are specific for each reference and are the same for all experimental
setups. Simulated measurements of expression levels for all genes were available. Protein con-
centrations were not included in the data set. After simulation, additive and multiplicative noise
was added to all simulated measurements, including the initial states. The simulated expression
levels were scaled to be in the interval [0,1]. Four different types of experiments were performed:
time course, knock-out, knock-down and multifactorial experiments:
Time course data sets Measurements from 20 time points are available. Plus a noisy steady
state at time point 0. The time intervals between measurements are equal. A constant per-
turbation was applied to about one third of genes from time point 1 to time point 9. This
perturbation is removed after time point 9. Which genes are perturbed is not known. A
perturbation corresponds to a factor that is multiplied to the maximal transcription rates of
affected genes. Perturbation factors are specific for each gene and are unknown. This type
of experiment mimics perturbation experiments, e.g. heat exposure or chemical treatment.
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Knock-out data sets Only one measurement of the final states is available. Each experiment
corresponds to a single knock-out of a gene. Each gene is knocked-out once. The knocked-
out gene is known. A knock-out is realized at time point 1, i.e. the system is initially in its
steady state and reacts to the knock-out. The maximal transcription rate of the knocked-out
gene is set to zero. This type of experiment mimics gene silencing, e.g. by RNA interfe-
rence.
Knock-down data sets Knock-down experiments are similar to knock-out experiments, except
that the maximal transcription rate of a knocked-down gene is multiplied with 0.5 instead
of zero.
Multifactorial data sets Only one measurement of the final states is available. The maximal
transcription rates of all genes were perturbed slightly across the whole time interval. The
strengths of the perturbations are much lower than in time course experiments. The pertur-
bation factors are not known.
Network types and available data We used the five size 10 and the five size 100 networks
for our evaluations and derived additional networks based on the DREAM4 size 100 networks
(Table 6.1).
DREAM4 size 10 networks are five reference networks each consisting of 10 genes. For each
network, 5 time course, 10 knock-out, 10 knock-down, and 10 multifactorial data sets were
provided by the DREAM4 organizers. Thus, 130 data-points per gene were available.
DREAM4 size 100 networks are five reference networks each consisting of 100 genes. For
each network, 10 time course, 100 knock-out, and 100 knock-down data sets were pro-
vided by the DREAM4 organizers. Thus, 400 data-points per gene were available.
DREAM4 size 100 networks reduced by 1 layer were derived by the author based on the size
100 networks. Thereto, for each DREAM4 size 100 network the set of genes without out-
going interactions was identified. These genes and all ingoing interactions were removed
from the network and from all data sets. This resulted in five reference networks of various
sizes. We denote this type of networks as DREAM4 layer-1 networks. On average, 276
data-points per gene were available.
DREAM4 size 100 networks reduced by 3 layers were derived by iteratively performing the
aforementioned procedure three times to get even smaller networks. We denote this type
of networks as DREAM4 layer-3 networks. On average, 244 data-points per gene were
available.
6.2.2 Reference Networks Based on PNFL Models
Random PNFL models were created as references and used to simulate reference data. These
PNFL models follow the specification provided in Section 6.1.1. The model creation procedure
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DREAM PNFL
size 10 layer-3 layer-1 size 100 size 30 size 60 size 90 size 120
genes 10 22 38 100 30 60 90 120
interactions 14 43 64 204 51 86 137 180
Table 6.1 Reference network statistics. The table provides the average number of genes and interacti-
ons of the five reference networks that were available or created for each setting.
is described in the following. A number of randomly chosen effectors was assigned to each gene
based on the in-degree distribution derived from DREAM4 layer-1 networks:
(P(in−degree = 0), . . . ,P(in−degree = 5)) = (0.22, 0.36, 0.19, 0.12, 0.06, 0.04)
Each effector-target relation could be described by either a weak, medium, or strong activating,
or a weak, medium, or strong inhibiting effect. These effects are described by appropriate rule
bases (Figure 6.3). The effects were assigned randomly, thus the same effector typically has
different effects to different targets. The same fuzzy concept was used for all antecedents and
consequents. Its fuzzy sets were defined as:
FS0 Trapezoid-like fuzzy set, unbounded to the left, mp = 0, r = 0.2.
FS1 Triangle-like fuzzy set, l = 0, mp = 0.2, r = 0.5.
FS2 Triangle-like fuzzy set, l = 0.2, mp = 0.5, r = 1.
FS3 Trapezoid-like fuzzy set, unbounded to the right, l = 0.5, mp = 1.
The totalization parameters used for the generalized mean functions were randomly chosen from
{−5,1,5}. The update ratio ω was 0.65 for all transitions.
weak activator
FS0 FS1 FS2 FS3
0 0 0.2 1
medium activator
FS0 FS1 FS2 FS3
0.2 0.2 0.5 1
strong activator
FS0 FS1 FS2 FS3
0 0.5 1 1
weak inhibitor
FS0 FS1 FS2 FS3
1 1 0.5 0.2
medium inhibitor
FS0 FS1 FS2 FS3
1 0.5 0.2 0
strong inhibitor
FS0 FS1 FS2 FS3
1 0.5 0 0
Figure 6.3 Rule bases for random PNFL models. The rule bases represent activating and inhibiting
effects of different strengths. The according fuzzy logic systems are piecewise linear functions that calcu-
late new expression values for the target entity. The tables specify the mapping of antecedent fuzzy sets to
the centers of gravity of the consequent fuzzy sets.
Each PNFL model was simulated 10 times for 20 iterations in each case starting with random
initial states to find the steady states of the models. If no gene was found to be oscillating in any
of the 10 time courses, then one or more different steady states have been found for each gene.
Then one of the time courses was selected randomly and its final states of all genes were used as
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initial states for the subsequent creation of reference data sets for the reverse-engineering runs.
If at least one gene was found to be oscillating in any time course, then for each gene the final
states of all 10 time course were averaged and the average value was used as initial state. Thus,
the initial states of non-oscillating genes correspond to their steady states and the initial states of
oscillating genes are somewhere in between the maximal and minimal value of the oscillations.
Experimental setups and types of measurements Time course data sets as described in Sec-
tion 6.2.1 were produced. Thereto, perturbation effects were assigned to 1, 2, or 3 genes per
experiment. The number of target genes and the target genes themselves were randomly cho-
sen. Each individual perturbation effect was randomly chosen from {0,0.25,0.5,1.5,1.75,2}.
Knock-out and knock-down experiments were produced as described in Section 6.2.1.
Network types and available data Random PNFL models of different sizes were produced
(Table 6.1).
Size 30 random networks are five PNFL reference networks each consisting of 30 genes. For
each network, 10 time course, 30 knock-out, and 30 knock-down data sets were simulated.
Thus, 260 data-points per gene were available.
Size 60 random networks are five PNFL reference networks each consisting of 60 genes. For
each network, 10 time course, 60 knock-out, and 60 knock-down data sets were simulated.
Thus, 320 data-points per gene were available.
Size 90 random networks are five PNFL reference networks each consisting of 90 genes. For
each network, 10 time course, 90 knock-out, and 90 knock-down data sets were simulated.
Thus, 380 data-points per gene were available.
Size 120 random networks are five PNFL reference networks each consisting of 120 genes.
For each network, 10 time course, 120 knock-out, and 120 knock-down data sets were
simulated. Thus, 440 data-points per gene were available.
6.2.3 Reverse-Engineering Parameter and Evaluation Criteria
Reverse-engineering was performed using the genetic algorithm described in Section 6.1.1. The
parameter for all reverse engineering runs were:
• Number of models in each population: nm = 10.
• Number of generations performed before convergence is checked: ng = 500.
• Minimal score difference necessary to continue algorithm: ε = 1.
• Initial temperature for simulated annealing: T0 = 0.2.
• Weights assigned to experimental data: time courses 1, knock-outs 8, knock-downs 6, mul-
tifactorial 4.
• Other parameters: tmut = 4000, t∆ = 4000, bθ = 0.1 if θ is a simple mutation, bθ = 0.05 if
θ is a recombination.
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The reference networks are known and predicted models are compared to those to check whether
interactions have been successfully predicted. An interaction is successfully predicted if there
is an according effector-target relationship present in a model. For each predicted model, the
following values were computed:
Recall The percentage of reference interactions that are contained in the prediction.
Precision The percentage of reference interactions of all interactions contained in the prediction.
Overall CPU time The CPU time elapsed from initialization of the population to convergence.
Total number of generations The total number of generations performed until convergence.
As the genetic algorithm is non-deterministic (Section 6.3), repeated reverse-engineering runs
typically predict different models. Thus, reverse-engineering was repeated 10 times to get an
ensemble of predictions. The prediction performance is assessed across all predicted networks
of all reference networks (Figure 6.4).
6.3 Discussion
We will not discuss the full details of the genetic algorithm that are presented in Section 6.1,
i.e. the restriction of valid PNFL models, selection and implementation of mutation operations,
scoring function design, simulated annealing procedure, etc. These have been conceived and
implemented by RK [105]. The success of the genetic algorithm in the DREAM4 challenge
justifies this design, which is, if not optimal, at least sufficiently good. Whether the design of
the genetic algorithm or the chosen parametrization (Section 6.2.3) are optimal with respect to
achievable prediction quality is of negligible importance for our discussion here as we do not
make any statements about the achievable prediction quality. Instead, we focus our discussion
on the influence of network size to prediction quality and on those properties of the genetic
algorithm that are of importance for the methods presented in the following Sections 7 and 8.
Properties of the genetic algorithm
1. The genetic algorithm repeatedly mutates each model during generations. The type of mu-
tation that should be performed as well as the entities that are influenced by the mutation
are chosen randomly from various probability distributions (Section 6.1.2). Thus, the ge-
netic algorithm is non-deterministic and performs a (guided) random walk in the search
space, i.e. the set of all possible valid models.
2. The probability of accepting a mutation is calculated based on the score difference bet-
ween modified and original model (Section 6.1.4). If the modified model has a better score
than the original, a mutation is always accepted. But due to the applied simulated anne-
aling procedure, mutations that result in a worse score might be accepted as well. Thus,
the genetic algorithm can create suboptimal models during iterations and might terminate
outside of an optimum.
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Figure 6.4 Genetic algorithm evaluation results. The top box-plots visualize the distributions of pre-
cision and recall for the 10 predictions of the 5 reference networks for each setting. Precision as well as
recall drop significantly with increasing network size. The bottom box-plots visualize the according dis-
tributions of total CPU runtime in seconds and number of performed generations. CPU runtime increases
due to the increasing number of generations but also due to increasing networks sizes, as the runtime
needed for individual simulations increases.
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3. All mutation operations affect only a small part of a model (Section 6.1.2), i.e. simple
mutations M1-M4 affect a single effector-target relationship, M5 affects a single entity, and
M6 affects two effector-target relationships. Recombination operations affect at most one
model and affect only a small part of this model, i.e. R1-R3 affect a single effector-target
relationship, R4 affects a single entity, and R5 affects two effector-target relationships.
Thus, the genetic algorithm performs only small changes to models during generations.
Because of the first two properties, repeated reverse-engineering runs typically predict different
models. The algorithm might terminate outside of an optimum, terminate in different local opti-
ma, or terminate in different global optima. Thus, predicted models can be similar, but may be
quite different as well. The third property causes the genetic algorithm to perform only small
steps through the search space, but no big leaps. Thus, it depends on the presence of paths of
small, mostly beneficial mutations that lead to optimal models (see below for more details).
Prediction quality The evaluation of prediction performance shows that the genetic algorithm
performs very well when predicting small networks (e.g. DREAM4 size 10 networks), but that
prediction quality drops when network sizes increase (Figure 6.4). For DREAM4 size 10 net-
works, the reverse-engineered models contain on average about 64 % of all reference interactions,
and about 80 % of predicted interactions were reference interactions. These values drop to about
15 % and 32 % for DREAM4 size 100 networks.
We see an essential reason for the decrease of prediction quality for larger networks in the
massive increase of the search space that has to be searched by the genetic algorithm. The search
space of the reverse-engineering algorithm corresponds to the number of possible valid models.
For the model specifications and experimental settings used in out evaluations, the size of the
search space |H| can be calculated as follows:
|H| ≈ 7g(g−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
· 3g︸︷︷︸
b
· 7gp︸︷︷︸
c
Term a is the number of different possible effect assignments for g(g− 1) effector-target pairs
given seven possible effects, i.e. one of six fuzzy logic systems is assigned or there is no effect.
Term b is the number of different possible parametrizations of generalized mean functions. Term
c is the number of different possible assignments of p perturbators to g genes given six possible
perturbation effects or no effect. For a network of g = 10 genes with p = 5 perturbation time
courses, this search space is already immense and contains about 1.2 ·10123 different models.
Obviously, it is highly unlikely that a reverse-engineering algorithm that would only create
unrelated random guesses about model structure is able to create a good prediction. Still, we
observe that our reverse-engineering algorithm performs surprisingly well when predicting small
networks from such huge search spaces. (e.g. DREAM4 size 10 networks, Figure 6.4).
We presume that such a surprisingly good performance can only then be achieved, if models
can be stepwise improved by a series of small mutations, i.e. by adding, removing, or modifying
single effects, each of which are in general beneficial for the model’s fitness.
As we have seen, our reverse-engineering algorithm performs only such small steps within
the search space. After each mutation, the mutated model is evaluated and the mutation is only
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accepted, if the model’s fitness is sufficiently improved such that it outperforms the penalty for
model size. Thus, most of the accepted small mutations necessarily improve fitness and can be
seen as steps directed towards an optimum in the search space. The only exceptions might be
some few unfavorable mutations which may be accepted due to the applied simulated annealing
procedure.
Necessarily, there have to be paths of mostly beneficial mutations that lead from initial models
to the final models that are similar to the reference networks, i.e. final models that contain a high
fraction of reference interactions and a low fraction of non-reference interactions. This seems
only then reasonable, if the addition of a single reference interaction or the removal of a single
non-reference interaction is a beneficial mutation in general.
As naturally the reference interactions are not known beforehand, the genetic algorithm can
not specifically test them. Instead, whenever the genetic algorithm performs a mutation that aims
to add an effect, the respective effector-target pair is chosen randomly amongst all possible in-
teractions. Thus, the probability that a reference interaction is chosen for addition to the model
depends on the proportion of reference interactions among all possible interactions. The actual
number of reference interactions is typically much smaller than the number of possible interacti-
ons. For example, in the DREAM4 size 10 reference networks about 14 interactions are contained
on average. This corresponds to about 16 % of the 90 possible interactions. In contrast, in the
DREAM4 size 100 reference networks about 204 interactions of 9900 possible interactions are
contained. This corresponds to a proportion of only about 2 %.
So, we see that the probability that a reference interaction is chosen strongly decreases with
network size, as the number of possible interactions increases as a quadratic function of the
number of entities, while the number of reference interactions is linearly proportional to the
number of entities (as typical for scale-free biological networks). Due to their strongly decreasing
proportion, it becomes more unlikely that reference interactions are tested and added during the
generations of the reverse-engineering runs. Thus, it is scarcely assessed whether adding a certain
reference interaction would be beneficial for the current model.
We see this as the essential reason why the prediction quality significantly drops with net-
work size, both in terms of precision as well as recall (Figure 6.4). The genetic algorithm often
appears to be not able to find beneficial mutations during an iteration and terminates. One could
strongly increase the number of performed mutations to ensure that reference interactions are te-
sted frequently. But this would drastically increase the runtime of the genetic algorithm. Instead,
we propose an iterative prediction procedure for the reverse-engineering of larger networks, that
increases the probability that reference interactions are selected during the genetic algorithm’s
execution (Section 7).
Author’s contribution The genetic algorithm was developed by Robert Ku¨ffner [105]. The
author designed and performed the evaluations presented in Section 6.2.
Chapter 7
Iterative Prediction of Large Network
Models
The evaluation of the reverse-engineering algorithm described in Section 6 showed that its pre-
diction performance significantly drops with increasing number of genes. We hypothesized that
this is caused by the massive increase of the search space size, i.e. the massive increase of possi-
ble models. The applied reverse-engineering algorithm is obviously not able to find good models
within the huge model space in an acceptable time. It typically terminates after several hundred
generations without finding sufficiently beneficial mutations. The increase of search space goes
along with a significant decrease of the proportion of reference interactions amongst the set of
possible interactions (reference interactions are those interactions that are actually present in the
reference network). Due to the low proportion of reference interactions, they are rarely evaluated
by the genetic algorithm, as the interactions affected by mutations are selected randomly.
A possible approach used to improve prediction quality of larger networks is a systematic
incorporation of prior knowledge about network structure. Several groups have evaluated the in-
fluence of prior knowledge to prediction performance [86, 123, 124]. These approaches typically
restrict the set of possible directed pairwise interactions a reverse-engineering algorithm might
choose from to build a model of the system. The number of possible interactions increases as a
quadratic function of the number of genes in a network. Thus, to significantly restrict the number
of possible interactions, a comprehensive prior knowledge about interactions is required. Such
comprehensive prior knowledge is often not available, cumbersome to obtain, and error prone.
We have developed an approach which uses scores that are derived from the already available
experimental data as prior knowledge to restrict the huge search space. The main idea of the ap-
proach is to apply an iterative procedure which first trains preliminary PNFL models in a strongly
reduced search space, then relaxes the search space and uses the preliminary models as starting
points for further reverse-engineering. Hereby, the restriction of the search space is performed
such that the proportion of reference interactions is significantly increased. This allows that the
genetic algorithm evaluates these presumably beneficial interactions more frequently.
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1: procedure PREDICT-ITERATIVELY(D,C)
2: create an empty initial model m
3: for all c ∈C do
4: Kc← restrict interactions(D,c) % Restrict the set of allowed interactions
5: m← reverse-engineer(D,m,Kc) % Reverse-engineer in the reduced model space
6: end for
7: m← reverse-engineer(D,m) % Finally, reverse-engineer in the full model space
8: return m
9: end procedure
Figure 7.1 Pseudocode of the iterative procedure. The iterative prediction procedure encapsulates the
genetic algorithm presented in Section 6.1. A sorted collection of cutoffs C = (c1, . . . ,cn) with ci > ci+1
is given as additional parameter next to the reference data D. The set of g(g− 1) possible interactions is
restricted based on a scoring scheme (Section 7.2) and the given cutoffs. During each iteration, the genetic
algorithm is only allowed to select from the restricted interaction set. After each iteration, the restricted
interaction set is relaxed by selecting the next smaller cutoff.
7.1 Iterative Prediction Procedure
At first, the reverse-engineering is performed on a very restricted set of candidate interactions on-
ly. This way, a preliminary model of the system is trained. Preliminary models will already show
similarities to the reference model although they might contain fewer interactions, especially
only a subset of the reference interactions. After each convergence of the reverse-engineering
algorithm, the restrictions are relaxed such that more interactions could be included into mo-
dels. The reverse-engineering is repeated on the relaxed set using the previous model as initial
model. Relaxation and reverse-engineering is iterated several times. During the final round of
reverse-engineering the full search space is available and all possible models could be reached in
principle by starting from the last preliminary model (Figure 7.1).
Restriction of interactions has to be done such that the proportion of reference interactions is
increased in the set of candidate interactions. This can be done based on some prior guess about
which interactions are actually reference interactions, for example based on prior information
about interactions from yeast-two-hybrid experiments or other sources [86, 123, 124], or the
restriction could be derived from the available experimental data sets as described in Section 7.2.
There are three basic assumptions that have to hold if the iterative procedure should be successful:
1. The reverse-engineering algorithm can find an optimal model more easily within the re-
stricted search space.
2. The resulting preliminary model is a better initial model for further optimization runs than
a random or empty model.
3. A preliminary model can still be modified in subsequent iterations when the restrictions of
the search space are relaxed.
The first assumption is rather trivial. The smaller the search space, the easier it can be searched
for optimal models. This is supported by our evaluations in Section 6 where we have found
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that our genetic algorithm performs significantly better when predicting smaller networks in ac-
cordingly smaller search spaces. The third assumption holds as the effector-target relationships,
fuzzy logic systems, and other aspects of initial PNFL models can be freely mutated by the ge-
netic algorithm. Furthermore, due to the applied simulated annealing approach and therefore the
possibility that suboptimal mutations are accepted, any other possible model can be reached in
principle starting from any initial model. This has already been shown in Section 6. To support
the second assumption, we argue that:
Preliminary models that are already similar to the reference are preferred initial models,
as they facilitate the prediction of further reference interactions. In general, one can state
that some reference interactions are beneficial for models although their full reference-context
is not established yet, i.e. the model yet misses other reference interactions due to the restricted
search space or other reasons. Such reference interactions can be denoted as context insensitive
interactions. Other reference interactions might only have beneficial effects to a model’s fitness,
if a context of other reference interactions is already established (context sensitive interactions).
If reference interactions can be enriched using a preliminary model, parts of the necessary con-
text might thereby be established. During subsequent iterations, this established context should
facilitate the prediction of context sensitive reference interactions. Thus, models that are already
similar to the reference are preferred initial models.
The preliminary models that result from predictions on the restricted search space are al-
ready significantly more similar to the reference than random models. This holds if the
restricted search space contains reference interactions, and if the reverse-engineering algorithm
predicts some or most of these interactions, while predicting relatively few non-reference inter-
actions. The former can be achieved by a procedure that restricts the search space to a subset of
interactions such that reference interactions are enriched within this subset. We present an appro-
priate procedure in Section 7.2. The latter can be seen from the evaluation results (Section 7.3)
and is addressed in the discussion (Section 7.4).
7.2 Data-Driven Restriction of Candidate Interactions
The set of g(g− 1) possible directed interactions between g genes should be restricted such
that reference interactions are enriched within the remaining candidate interactions. Therefore,
we initially assess for each gene which other gene it might influence based on the available
experimental data sets that later will be used for the reverse-engineering. I.e. we assess whether
a direct or indirect interaction is present between a pair (gA,gB) of genes. We investigated two
different scores. The first score c(gA,gB) is the weighted absolute correlation of all measurements
obtained from all available data sets:
c(gA,gB) = |ρ(XgA,XgB ,W )| = | cov(X
gA,XgB,W )√
var(XgA ,W ) · var(XgB ,W ) |
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where Xgi are all measurements of gene gi. Weighted covariance and weighted variance are
described in Section 6.1.3. This score is symmetric, thus an interaction from gene gA to gene gB
has the same score as the interaction from gB to gA.
The second score z(gA,gB) is the maximal absolute z-score of gB in knock-out and knock-
down experiments of gA:
z(gA,gB) = max
XgB
( |X
gB−mgB
σgB
| ) (7.1)
where the maximum is evaluated over measured values of gB in all knock-out and knock-down
experiments where gA is knocked-out or knocked-down. Value mgB is the mean steady state value
of gB, and value σgB is the standard deviation of gB’s steady state value. The score z(gA,gB) is
asymmetric.
The weighted absolute correlation reflects whether there is a positive or negative correlati-
on of expression levels or concentrations between two genes. A high correlation indicates that
there might be an effector-target relationship between the two genes, or that they are at least
co-regulated. The maximal absolute z-score indicates whether the knock-out or knock-down of a
gene has a significant effect to the expression of another gene. This indicates that there is either a
direct interaction or a series of interactions connecting the knocked-out and the influenced gene.
In DREAM4 size 100 networks, weighted absolute correlation as well as maximal absolu-
te z-score of reference interactions are increased as compared to the respective scores of non-
reference interactions (Figure 7.2). Both scores enrich reference interactions in high scoring
subsets of interactions, but the effect is considerably more pronounced when using the maximal
absolute z-score. The same holds for DREAM4 size 10 as well as layer-1 and layer-3 networks
(data not shown).
7.3 Evaluation Results
We evaluated the iterative prediction procedure using the same settings as described in Secti-
on 6.2. The restrictions of interactions were based on the maximal absolute z-score. The sets of
candidate interactions are derived by selecting all pairs of genes with a score greater than given
score cutoffs. The applied cutoffs were 5, 3, and 2 (Table 7.1). Thus, three iterations and a final
prediction without restrictions were performed. The restricted interaction sets contain on average
only about 3 %, 6 %, and 14 % of all possible interactions. Reference interactions are signifi-
cantly enriched in these sets and on average account for 53 %, 38 %, and 20 % of the contained
interactions as compared to 2 % in the full set (DREAM 4 size 100).
The restricted interaction sets that are created during the iterative procedure can be seen
as score based prediction of the network’s structure (Figure 7.2, right). Hereby, all candidate
interactions above a certain score could be classified as reference interactions and all other can-
didate interactions could be classified as non-interactions. This provides some baseline values for
precision and recall. The predictions of the iterative procedure considerably outperform the pre-
dictions based on the applied score in terms of precision (Figure 7.3). The recall of the iterative
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Figure 7.2 Evaluation of interaction scores. The cumulative distributions (top) and receiver operating
characteristics (bottom) of weighted absolute correlations (left) and maximal absolute z-scores (right)
for DREAM4 size 100 networks are shown. Reference-interactions (solid lines) have increased scores as
compared to non-reference interactions (dashed lines). The average areas under the ROC curves are 0.698
(left) and 0.811 (right). Interactions were considered as undirected for the evaluation of weighted absolute
correlation.
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predictions is necessarily lower than the recall of score-based predictions. After the first iterati-
on, the iterative predictions nearly achieved the theoretically possible recall, but recall increased
only slightly in later iterations, i.e. when the search space is relaxed. Most reference interactions
are found during the first iteration, where the most stringent cutoff is applied. In later iterations,
still several interactions are added and interactions of the preliminary models are removed or
modified (Figure 7.4). Thus, the preliminary models are not static but are repeatedly modified
during iterations.
The total runtime of the iterative procedure including the final prediction on the full inter-
action set is similar to the runtime of the simple genetic algorithm (Figure 7.5). This holds for
both total CPU time as well as the number of generations before termination. Although the num-
ber of candidate interactions strongly increases with each iteration (Table 7.1), the number of
generations performed during the iterations only slightly increases (Figure 7.6).
The main result of the evaluations is that the predictions of the iterative procedure outperform
the simple genetic algorithm in terms of precision as well as recall (Figure 7.7). For the smallest
networks of up to about 20 genes (DREAM4 size 10, DREAM4 layer-3), precision and recall of
the iterative procedure and the simple genetic algorithm are still comparable. For larger networks
the iterative procedure significantly outperforms the simple genetic algorithm. Most importantly,
precision as well as recall are nearly doubled for the largest networks (DREAM4 size 100, PNFL
size 120).
7.4 Discussion
To evaluate a model, its score is derived by comparing the simulated data sets to the reference data
sets. The better the fit of simulated and reference data, the higher the model scores. Each model is
typically penalized for its size, for example by taking into account the number of interactions that
are contained in the model. But scoring does not take into account the size, nor other properties
of the search space. Thus, the score of a model is not influenced by restricting or relaxing the
search space, as long as the model remains unchanged. From this follows that a model which
is locally or globally optimal in the full search space must also be locally or globally optimal
in any restricted search space, as long as it is contained in this search space. Following the
basic assumption of reverse-engineering, i.e. that a good score of a model is associated with a
higher proportion of reference interactions, we can conclude that reference interactions should
be enriched in an optimal model that was created by applying the reverse-engineering algorithm
on the restricted search space.
Although most reference interactions are excluded during the first iteration (Table 7.1), we
observed that many of the allowed reference interactions are contained in preliminary models,
and that reference interactions are enriched compared to non-reference interactions (Figure 7.3).
Thus, many reference interactions are beneficial for preliminary models although the set of can-
didate interactions is restricted. It seems that these reference interactions can be included into
models without prior establishment of a certain context, i.e. these are context insensitive interac-
tions. If a reverse-engineering algorithm adds such a context insensitive interaction to the current
model, it increases the score of this model in most cases. By repeatedly adding of context in-
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sensitive interactions, the algorithm performs small beneficial steps through the model space and
creates the preliminary models. In contrast, it is quite hard to predict context sensitive reference
interactions, as their necessary context has to be established beforehand. Thus, such interactions
will only be added if the model has already achieved the necessary context by other beneficial
modifications. So we assume that the reverse-engineering algorithm is only then able to predict
models that are similar to the reference, if most reference interactions are context insensitive and
most non-reference interactions are either context sensitive or generally non-beneficial.
Although one can assume that the preliminary models are good initial models for the sub-
sequent iterations of reverse-engineering, we observe only a slight increase of recall in later
iterations. This might be due to three reasons. First, the proportion of reference interactions in
the restricted interaction sets decreases in later iterations (Table 7.1). Thereby, the probability
that these are tested by the genetic algorithm decreases as well. Thus, the original problem of the
genetic algorithm stated at the beginning of this section might still persist. Second, the algorithm
might have reached a local optimum during the first iterations and is not able to leave it in later
iterations to find a better optimum, i.e. a model that contains more reference interactions. Third,
it could be that adding an interaction from an effector to a target is only beneficial if the target re-
acts strongly to a knock-out or knock-down of the effector. Or vice versa, only if the target shows
a strong reaction to an effector, the interaction between this effector-target pair can be predicted.
Thus, the strict restriction of interactions might correspond to masking those interactions that
can hardly be predicted by the applied reverse-engineering approach anyway. What is actually
the case is subject of further evaluations.
Concluding, we can state that the iterative procedure allows for high-precision predictions
of larger networks with sizes of up to a few hundred genes. Nevertheless, the prediction quality,
especially the recall, still decreases with increasing network size, while the runtime increases
strongly. Thus, the iterative procedure is not suited for predictions of networks with 100 genes.
The iterative approach can be easily extended to incorporate other prior knowledge about network
structure. For example, if some candidate interactions should be excluded from all models due to
prior knowledge, the restricted interaction sets can be adjusted accordingly during all iterations
and the final prediction. Thus, if prior knowledge is available, it can be utilized to further increase
prediction quality.
Author’s contribution The author developed the iterative procedure. Further evaluations are
currently performed, and a manuscript describing the iterative approach is in preparation.
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precisionFigure 7.3 Comparison to score based pred ctions. These plots show the mean recall and precision
values of the iterative procedure as well as those obtained by simply applying the restriction cutoffs to
interactions (score-based prediction, Section 7.3). The mean recall of the score-based predictions can be
seemingly lower than the mean recall of the iterative procedure. This is an artifact of taking the mean of
predictions for different references (compare to Figure 7.7). We observe that the precision of score-based
predictions is significantly lower compared to the model-based predictions for all applied cutoffs. Thus,
the iterative procedure outperforms the score-based predictions with respect to overall prediction quality.
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Figure 7.4 Modifications of models. The figures show the number of added, removed, and modified
interactions at the end of an iteration compared to the initial model of each iteration. As at iteration 1 an
empty initial model is used, no interactions can be removed or modified. Although most interactions are
added during the first iteration, some are still added during later iterations. The preliminary models used as
initial models are not static but modified by removing or modifying interactions. Modifying interactions
corresponds to a change of the assigned fuzzy logic system or of the parameter of the generalized mean
function that is assigned to the respective transition.
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experimental cutoffs
setting 5 3 2 0
DREAM4 size 10 7.0 (4.4) 12.6 (6.9) 21.8 (9.8) 90 (14.2)
DREAM4 layer-3 21.4 (14.6) 40.8 (23.2) 84.6 (26.5) 480 (42.9)
DREAM4 layer-1 38.0 (22.9) 77.8 (34.3) 196.4 (41.6) 1406 (63.8)
DREAM4 size 100 120.8 (63.5) 325.4 (99.5) 1112.2 (125.0) 9900 (203.9)
PNFL size 30 29.2 (12.8) 59.2 (21.5) 127.4 (29.0) 870 (51.1)
PNFL size 60 66.8 (33.4) 152.0 (49.5) 440.4 (59.8) 3540 (86.3)
PNFL size 90 135.0 (56.7) 315.4 (75.0) 1029.8 (90.0) 8010 (137.7)
PNFL size 120 132.2 (60.8) 406.6 (93.5) 1589.2 (118.5) 14280 (179.9)
Table 7.1 Sizes of restricted interaction sets averaged over all five references that were available for
each experimental setting. The average number of contained reference interactions is shown in parenthe-
ses. All interactions with a maximal absolute z-score above the given cutoffs are included in the restricted
sets. For cutoffs 5, 3, and 2, there are on average 3 %, 6 %, and 14 % of possible interactions contained
in the respective restricted sets. A cutoff of zero corresponds to the full set of possible directed pairwise
interactions.
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Figure 7.5 Comparison of runtimes. The plot shows the average CPU runtime in seconds and number
of generations across all prediction runs for the according types of references. For the iterative procedure
CPU time and number of generations were totalized across all iterations as well as the final prediction.
Both CPU runtime and number of generations do not differ strongly between the iterative procedure and
the (non-iterative) simple genetic algorithm.
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Figure 7.6 Relative number of generations during iterations. Although the number of candidate inter-
actions strongly increases with each iteration (compare Table 7.1), the number of generations performed
by the genetic algorithm only slightly increases. The relative number of generations is hardly influenced
by the reference network size.
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precisionFigure 7.7 Evaluation of iterative predictions. Each of these plots summarizes the prediction quali-
ties for the ten predictions that were performed for each of the five reference networks. Thus, means and
standard deviations are calculated based on 50 models for each plot. Recall and precision of preliminary
models after first, second, and third iteration, as well as of the final model are shown as lines. For compa-
rison, the prediction quality of the simple genetic algorithm is shown as box-plot (compare to Figure 6.4).
Especially for larger networks, the iterative procedure performs significantly better than the simple genetic
algorithm.
Chapter 8
Ensemble Approach for
Reverse-Engineering
The reverse-engineering algorithm introduced in Section 6 is based on random mutations of mo-
del parameters. Thus, this algorithm performs a non-deterministic optimization of PNFL models.
Non-deterministic optimization is typically repeated several hundred or thousand times to collect
high scoring networks [105, 125, 126]. In the case of reverse-engineering of dynamic models,
high scoring networks are those networks that are derived from models that are able to reproduce
the experimental data well. Most of these models are structurally different to each other, and no-
ne of them might be identical to the reference network. This is due to three fundamental reasons
which might apply individually or jointly (adapted from [127], Figure 8.1A):
Representational The applied mathematical framework is not suited to represent the true regu-
latory relations, for example due to simplifications. In such a case, also the best scoring
predicted network might not be identical to the true gene regulatory network.
Statistical Several different models reproduce experimental data equally well and thus lead to
different acceptable hypotheses. Even if a derived network equals the true regulatory net-
work, the associated model can not be distinguished from others by its fit to the data.
Computational The applied optimization algorithm might get stuck at high scoring local opti-
ma. Thus, resulting networks are sampled from suboptimal regions of the search space.
Nevertheless, it can be expected that interactions which are present in the reference network
are enriched in high scoring networks. This follows from the basic assumption of reverse-engi-
neering, i.e. that dynamic models that are able to reproduce experimental data well are adequate
models, and that networks derived from these models are similar to the underlying biological
networks [59].
If a confidence for individual effector-target relations should be derived by reverse-engi-
neering, it is more promising to consider the frequencies of interactions in all high scoring net-
works than to select a single prediction. Several of such ensemble approaches have been propo-
sed and have been found to be superior in terms of precision, recall and robustness ([128] and
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Figure 8.1 Motivation for ensemble averaging and its drawback. A) The search space H contains
all networks that can be represented by the mathematical framework that is used for reverse-engineering.
Depending on the available experimental data, the applied scoring functions, and the mathematical frame-
work, several different model parametrizations, and therefore network structures, might score similarly.
There might be no single optimum in H, as these different network structures are equally valid. Addi-
tionally, optimization procedures starting from different initial parametrizations might get stuck at local
optima and create suboptimal predictions. If the applied framework is adequate, the reference structure is
included in H and could be predicted by the optimization procedure. Otherwise, predicted high scoring
networks should be at least similar to the reference. Here, all high scoring predicted networks are very
similar to each other and to the reference. In such a case, the frequencies of interactions in all networks
are reliable indicators for the confidence of an effector-target gene relation, thus applying ensemble voting
is advisable.
B) Depending on the reference structure, the applied mathematical framework, and the available expe-
rimental data, several groups of topologically different high scoring networks might be predicted by a
probabilistic reverse-engineering algorithm (blue areas I, II and III). Combining all of these structurally
different networks by ensemble voting would obscure characteristics of individual groups of networks.
The search space H is symbolized by the black shape. Each point within the black shape symbolizes a un-
ique network structure. Similarly high scoring networks are those contained in the blue area. The random
walks of optimization procedures are symbolized by dashed arrows. The bases of these arrows correspond
to initial model parametrizations and the final models are symbolized by red dots. The distance between
red dots symbolizes the distance between network structures. The network structure which is identical to
the reference network is symbolized by a green square. Figures are adapted from [127].
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references therein). For example, voting schemes like majority voting, signed or unsigned vo-
ting, or weighted voting, can be applied to derive scores for each possible effector-target relation
(Figure 8.2).
mv(A) =

1 if p > max(a,n)
−1 if n > max(a, p)
0 else
sv(A) =
∑m∈N s
(m)
A
|N| wv(A) = ∑m∈N w
(m) · s(m)A
∑m∈N w(m)
p = |{M ⊆ N|∀m∈M s(m)A = 1}|
n = |{M ⊆ N|∀m∈M s(m)A =−1}|
a = |{M ⊆ N|∀m∈M s(m)A = 0}|
uv(A) =
∑m∈N |s(m)A |
|N|
Figure 8.2 Ensemble voting schemes. The set of predicted networks is denoted N. The sign of an
interaction A in the network m ∈ N is denoted s(m)A ∈ {−1,0,1}, where s(m)A = 1 describes an activating
interaction, s(m)A = −1 describes an inhibiting interaction, and s(m)A = 0 if the interaction is absent in the
network. w(m) is a weight assigned to network m. (Left) When using majority voting, a score of either 1,
-1, or 0 is assigned to each interaction A according to whether this interaction is activating, inhibiting, or
absent in the majority of networks. (Top center) The signed voting score sv(A) can be seen as the average
sign of an interaction A. For example, if the number of networks that contain A as activating interaction is
larger than the number of networks that contain A as inhibiting, sv(A)will be positive. It is 1 if all networks
contain activating interaction A. A small absolute value of sv(A) indicates that either most networks miss
interaction A or that the number of activating and inhibiting occurrences is similar. (Bottom center) The
unsigned voting score uv(A) corresponds to the fraction of networks that contain interaction A, ignoring
whether it is activating or inhibiting. (Right) Weighted voting is similar to signed voting, but here each
network is weighted according to its score. Networks which are derived from models that reproduce the
experimentally data better gain a higher weight.
These scores (weights) typically correspond to the frequency of an interaction in proposed
networks. In the case of weighted voting, scores might range from 1 (high confidence interaction)
via intermediate scores (low confidence interaction) to 0 (high confidence non-interaction), whe-
re “high confidence” is synonymous to “observed in most/few considered networks”. High con-
fidence interactions are apparently necessary to reproduce experimental data, as they are present
in all high scoring networks. On the contrary, high confidence non-interactions might contradict
experimental data, or their presence does not increase the models fit but only its complexity and
thus is disfavored. Low confidence interactions constitute variable sub-regions of networks, i.e.
their functionality seems to be beneficial, but might as well be realized by alternative interac-
tions. Therefore, these interactions are only present in a subset of high scoring networks while
alternatives are present in others.
8.1 Flaws of Ensemble Voting And How to Overcome Them
Ensemble voting can be an adequate technique if considered networks are sufficiently similar
to each other. However, if networks differ strongly in overall or local topology (Figure 8.1B),
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then ensemble voting “lead[s] to a meaningless blur of alternative structures” [128]. In the follo-
wing, we will discuss this flaw of ensemble voting in more detail and motivate our approach to
overcome it. The discussion is illustrated by the small gene regulatory network in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3 Illustration of an ensemble. An ensemble of several hundred predicted networks is created
by calculating the frequencies of interactions. Reverse-engineering algorithms may produce suboptimal
predictions, thus a certain amount of (random) variations in network topologies has to be expected. A) En-
semble average with annotated relative frequencies for activating (blue) and inhibiting (red) interactions.
High confidence interactions (bold) are present in nearly all networks. High confidence non-interactions
(dotted) are missing in most. Interactions present in subsets of networks have intermediate weights and
are considered as low confidence interactions. B) Interactions connecting genes 3 to 6 constitute two cha-
racteristic sets (low confidence interactions). Either the left set of interactions or the right one is realized
in predicted networks, but rarely a mixture of sets or subsets. The co-occurrence of these interactions is
not apparent in the ensemble in A). C) Interactions affecting gene 3 are mutually exclusive, but do not
co-occur with other interactions. They can occur in combination with any of the characteristic sets and
constitute unspecific, highly variable sub-regions of networks.
Assume that several hundred or thousand networks with different topologies have been created by
a reverse-engineering algorithm due to statistical, representational, and computational reasons as
described before. The interactions derived from all these networks can now be divided according
to their frequencies: first, interactions that are present in nearly all networks; second, interactions
that are missing in nearly all networks; third, interactions that are present in subsets of networks
only. When applying ensemble voting, the latter would constitute low confidence interactions.
Low confidence interactions can be further subdivided according to their mutual dependen-
cies. First, interactions that always co-occur with one or more other low confidence interactions;
second, variable interactions without co-occurrence relations. We define two interactions as co-
occurring if the presence of one interaction is a reliable indicator for the presence of the other
interaction and vice versa. In general, the presence of interactions is conditioned by the availa-
ble experimental data, the chosen mathematical framework, and the applied reverse-engineering
algorithm. Thus, the simultaneous presence of a pair of interactions seems to be necessary for a
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required functionality, i.e. only then a network can be high scoring. Obviously, some networks
do not contain the set of co-occurring interactions, as otherwise these interactions would not be
of low confidence. In these networks, some competing set of low confidence interactions has to
exhibit the otherwise missing functionality, and these interactions could be co-occurring as well.
An example for competing sets of co-occurring interactions is given in Figure 8.3B. Interacti-
ons that do not co-occur with others constitute highly variable sub-regions of predicted networks.
They typically arise whenever multiple effector candidates for a single target exist that can not be
distinguished by the available data, and thus can be freely exchanged. Interactions arising from
multiple effector candidates might have a redundant functionality, so they increase the comple-
xity of a model without increasing its fit to experimental data. Thus, such interactions are often
mutually exclusive, although not necessarily.
If ensemble voting would be applied using all predicted networks, mutual dependencies
would be obscured as associated interactions become indistinguishable from unspecific, highly
variable interactions, and meaningful information would be lost. Thus, we propose that networks
should be grouped according to the contained sets of co-occurring interactions (characteristic
sets) and that ensemble voting should be performed separately on each group. Thereby, the inte-
resting common characteristics can be preserved, as co-occurring interactions would be enriched
in the resulting group-ensembles.
In the following, we present an approach for identifying mutually dependent interactions
from a set of network predictions, combining co-occurring interactions to characteristic sets, and
grouping networks according to the presence of these characteristic sets. We show that group-
ensembles derived by an ensemble voting are superior to the ensemble of all networks in terms
of interpretability, and that co-occurring interactions are especially suited for experimental veri-
fication.
8.2 A Characteristic Interaction Set Extraction Approach
The approach consists of three subsequent steps: Calculation of interaction frequencies, deriva-
tion of scores for mutual dependencies, and finally grouping of networks. Due to the inherently
high variability of networks caused by suboptimal predictions, a certain amount of noise has
to be expected, i.e. redundant or missing interactions in any network. The input data is a set
of high scoring networks predicted by a non-deterministic reverse-engineering algorithm, e.g.
the reverse-engineering algorithm introduced in Section 6. Each of these networks has the same
number of nodes, representing genes, and a variable number of interactions, each representing a
regulatory influence of an effector-gene to a target-gene. During the following explanation signs
of interactions (activating or inhibiting) are omitted for simplicity. The extension of the approach
is straightforward and was applied for evaluations.
Step 1: Interaction frequencies Each interaction A is classified according to its relative fre-
quency f (A) in all networks as
1. high confidence interaction if its relative frequency is above a cutoff,
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2. high confidence non-interaction if its relative frequency is below a cutoff,
3. and low confidence interaction otherwise.
Only low confidence interactions are of interest for further processing, as stated in the introducti-
on. For each pair of low confidence interactions (A,B) the relative frequency of its co-occurrence
f (A,B) in all networks is calculated.
Step 2: Mutual Dependencies For each pair of low confidence interactions a score for two
mutual dependency relations is calculated as follows:
sAND(A,B) =
f (A,B)
max( f (A), f (B))
sEX(A,B) = min
(
f (A,¬B)
f (A)
,
f (¬A,B)
f (B)
)
Where sAND(A,B) is a score for co-occurrence and sEX(A,B) is a score for mutual exclu-
siveness of interactions A and B. Hereby, f (A,¬B) denotes the relative frequency of networks
that contain interaction A and miss interaction B. The relative frequencies as well as scores ha-
ve to exceed respective cutoffs to consider a pair of interactions AND or EX related. Scores
are in the range [0,1] and if the score cutoff is > 0.5, either co-occurrence-score or mutual-
exclusiveness-score can exceed the cutoff, but not both.
We define characteristic interaction sets as sets of AND related interactions. Individual AND
related pairs of interactions constitute the initial characteristic sets. These two-element sets are
then merged to characteristic sets of higher cardinality. Two characteristic interaction sets Cx
and Cy are merged if there is an AND relation between any A ∈ Cx and B ∈ Cy, and if there is
no EX relation between any A ∈ Cx and B ∈ Cy. If there is an EX relation between any A ∈ Cx
and B ∈ Cy, then the characteristic sets Cx and Cy are considered competing, i.e. one of these
characteristic sets can be present in a predicted network, but not both. Although it is possible that
two characteristic sets have AND as well as EX relations between them, it was never observed
during evaluations. Such rare conflicting cases need to be resolved manually.
Step 3: Groups of Networks All networks are then grouped according to the combination of
characteristic sets they contain. E.g. if three characteristic sets Cx, Cy and Cz have been identified,
where Cx and Cy are competing, then there are five possible combinations allowed in predicted
networks (only Cx, only Cy, only Cz, Cx and Cz, Cy and Cz). If no characteristic set is present, a
network is not considered for subsequent ensemble creation.
Ensemble voting can now be applied separately to each group of networks. Therefore, all
interactions classified as low confident in step 1 that are part of the constituting characteristic
sets are per construction enriched in the group-ensemble. Notice that each group-ensemble not
only contains interactions from characteristic sets, but also all interactions previously classified
as high confident, as well as other low confidence interactions.
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8.3 Evaluation Results
Three hundred random gene regulatory networks were created for each of several different expe-
rimental settings (Table 8.1). The different experimental settings reflect different network sizes
and an increasing amount of experimental data. Network sizes range from very small 5 gene
networks to medium-sized networks of 15 genes. For each network a wild-type time series and
the effects of a varying number of single and double knock-out perturbations were simulated:
Low amount of data Single knock-outs of about half of the genes. Affected genes were ran-
domly selected. No double knock-outs.
Medium amount of data Single knock-outs of all genes. No double knock-outs.
High amount of data Single knock-outs of all genes. A fraction of possible double knock-outs.
Affected genes were randomly selected.
Effector-target relations in the references were considered to be either activating or inhibiting
with equal probability and were assigned using a given in-degree distribution of (pind(1) =
0.7, pind(2) = 0.2, pind(3) = 0.1), i.e. all genes had between one and three effectors.
For each reference, 1000 network predictions were created and the 20 % with smallest root
mean square deviation (RMSD) to the simulated data were used for characteristic set extraction.
The following cutoffs were applied: interaction and non-interaction frequency cutoffs 0.8 and
0.1, joint frequency cutoff 0.1, AND and EX relation score cutoff 0.7. Signed voting as defined
in [128] was applied to create all ensembles. Using these cutoffs, characteristic interaction sets
were found in the predicted networks of a varying fraction of references, depending on network
size and available data (Table 8.1). An actual example for reverse-engineered networks compri-
sing a mixture of topologies is given in Figure 8.4.
The similarity of an ensemble, i.e. a set of weighted interactions, to a reference network can
be quantified by calculating the area under the precision-recall-curve (AUPRC). Hereby, inter-
actions are sorted according to their frequency, precision and recall with respect to the reference
are calculated for all frequency cutoffs, and finally the area under the precision-recall-curve is
derived. AUPRCs range between 1 (all reference interactions are top-ranked in the ensemble) and
0 (no reference interaction is present in the ensemble), thus they indicate the predictive quality
of an ensemble.
The quality of predicted models and the amount of characteristic sets depend on the network
size and the amounts of available experimental data. In general, we observe that prediction quali-
ty increases with an increasing amount of data, and decreases with increasing network size. The
quality of predicted models in low-data experiments is quite bad with ensemble AUPRCs around
0.5 and seldom a case where the reference structure was found. Additionally, characteristic sets
were hardly found in medium-sized networks. This indicates a high variability in predicted net-
works. The available experimental data is obviously insufficient to restrict the search space well
enough to cause an enrichment of groups of networks with similar substructures. In general, the
frequency of detected characteristic sets depends on network size. The larger the networks, the
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more infrequent could characteristic sets be detected. We observe that the frequency of characte-
ristic sets detected in small 5 gene networks decreases with increasing amount of data. This in-
dicates that the increasing amount of available experimental data sufficiently restricts the search
space to a single optimal area.
A B C D E F G
5 3 0 1.3 % 0.51/0.20 40 % 75/39/7/0
7 4 0 0.6 % 0.54/0.20 23 % 51/16/2/0
10 5 0 0.0 % 0.47/0.13 7 % 19/03/0/0
15 8 0 0.0 % 0.49/0.16 1 % 03/00/0/0
5 5 0 6.0 % 0.64/0.21 30 % 60/23/5/3
7 7 0 1.0 % 0.63/0.16 34 % 74/22/5/1
10 10 0 0.0 % 0.66/0.14 25 % 59/12/4/0
15 15 0 0.0 % 0.66/0.12 13 % 34/05/0/0
5 5 3 12.0 % 0.73/0.21 21 % 47/16/1/0
7 7 4 3.7 % 0.70/0.21 34 % 68/30/4/1
10 10 5 0.3 % 0.69/0.15 25 % 58/14/3/0
15 15 8 0.0 % 0.66/0.13 14 % 36/06/0/0
Table 8.1 Performance of reverse-engineering for varying network sizes and varying amounts of
experimental data. For each of the twelve combinations of size and experimental setting, 300 random
reference networks were created. For each reference, a wild-type time series and a varying number of
knock-out perturbations were simulated. Knocked-out genes were randomly chosen. A) Number of genes
in networks. B) Number of different simulated single knock-out experiments. C) Number of different
simulated double knock-out experiments. D) Percentage of cases where a predicted network was identical
to the reference. E) AUPRC of the ensemble of all networks (mean/standard deviation). F) Percentage
of cases where characteristic interaction sets have been identified. G) Number of cases where 2/3/4/5
characteristic sets were identified.
Networks are grouped according to the presence or absence of sets of related low confident
interactions. Thus, these interactions should be either frequently present or absent within the re-
sulting groups of networks. Other variable low confident interactions should be not affected. To
evaluate this, the entropies of group-ensembles were calculated and compared to the entropy of
the ensemble of all networks. An ensemble’s entropy can be used as a measure of its overall con-
fidence, i.e. ensembles with a large proportion of low confidence interactions (intermediate fre-
quencies) have a higher total entropy compared to ensembles with many high confidence interac-
tions (very high or low frequencies). An ensemble’s entropy is defined as−∑A f (A) · log2( f (A)),
where f (A) is the relative frequency of interaction A. Group-ensemble entropies are on average
reduced to 45 % compared to the entropy of the ensemble of all networks (Figure 8.5A).
Each created group of networks constitutes an alternative hypothesis about the true gene re-
gulatory network, and it is essential to decide which of those is most similar to the reference.
Typically, one would assume that the hypothesis which is superior in explaining experimental
data is most similar to the reference. But only in 31.2 % of the cases where two or more group-
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Figure 8.4 Example for extracted group-ensembles. Using simulated data from a random reference
network (A), the applied reverse-engineering algorithm created a set of networks which were combined
to an ensemble (B). Two group-ensembles were derived using the described characteristic interaction set
extraction approach (C). Both group-ensembles explain the simulated data very well (average RMSD
0.075 and 0.081) but effector-target relations differ strongly (AUPRC to reference 0.898 and 0.311).
ensembles were found, the group-ensemble with highest similarity to the reference also has the
smallest root mean square deviation to the simulated data. Hereby, the group-ensembles RMSD
was calculated by averaging the RMSD of all contained networks. Additionally, the RMSD dis-
tribution of ensembles with highest similarity to the reference is not significantly different to the
RMSD distribution of all other ensembles (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p-value ≈ 0.61). Thus, the
score of a group-ensemble, i.e. the ability to reproduce the experimental data by the contained
networks, is not suited to decide for one of these hypotheses.
We checked whether some group-ensembles have an increased AUPRC as compared to the
ensemble of all networks and thus are better predictions of the reference network than the ensem-
ble of all networks (Figure 8.5B). A positive correlation between AUPRCs of group-ensembles
and the precision of characteristic sets was observed. The precision of a characteristic set is the
fraction of its interactions that could be found in the reference. This correlation can be expected,
as characteristic interactions are per construction enriched in group-ensembles, and only if these
characteristic interactions could also be found in the reference, then the AUPRC should increase
due to this enrichment.
The networks which are most similar to the reference could be identified by further expe-
rimental evidence or additional prior knowledge concerning the presence of individual interac-
tions. If the presence (or absence) of a certain interaction could be established, all hypotheses
lacking (or containing) this interaction could be rejected. Interactions with intermediate frequen-
cies are well suited targets for validation, as knowledge about their presence or absence would
allow to reject a substantial proportion of networks by few experiments. Therefore, we simu-
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Figure 8.5 Entropy and AUPRC evaluation results. (A) The entropy of group-ensembles is on ave-
rage decreased to 45 % as compared to the entropy of the ensemble of all networks (full-ensemble). This
is caused by the reduced fraction of low confidence interactions. (B) AUPRCs of group-ensembles are
increased if their characteristic sets are present in the reference. The precision of characteristic sets ranges
between 1 (all interactions are present in the reference) and 0 (no interaction is present in the reference).
A small amount of horizontal jitter (<0.02) was added to the precision values for better visualization. The
red lines indicate identity. (C) Rejecting alternative hypothesis by testing for the presence of characteri-
stic set interactions (white box-plots) in general increases AUPRC, while testing for other low confidence
interactions (gray box-plots) has a less pronounced or even negative effect. Thus, interactions that are pre-
dicted to be co-occurring with other interactions are preferred targets of further experimental verification.
The full-ensemble AUPRC distribution is shown as dark-gray box-plot.
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lated such experimental validations of individual low confidence interactions to test whether
co-occurring interactions are especially suited for it. For each low confidence interaction, we
checked whether it was actually present in the reference and accordingly rejected all networks
containing (or lacking) the tested interaction. On average, the AUPRC of the ensemble of remai-
ning networks increased only when testing for characteristic set interactions (Figure 8.5C). Thus,
it is beneficial for experimental designs to distinguish between characteristic set interactions and
other highly variable interactions beforehand.
8.4 Discussion
Knowing the mutual dependencies between interactions and grouping networks respectively has
some clear-cut benefits. Firstly and obviously, these dependencies between interactions become
accessible for interpretation. Second, by grouping the typically hundreds or thousands of high
scoring networks according to local similarities, the results of a reverse-engineering run become
more interpretable. If ensemble voting is applied to each group, the fraction of low confidence
interactions within each group-ensemble is decreased in favor of high confidence interactions.
Third, guidance for the design of further experiments is provided. As either all interactions of a
characteristic set are present or all interactions of the competing one, experimental verification
of a single interaction should be sufficient to identify which characteristic set is actually realized
in the biological system.
The described approach refines ensembles of gene regulatory networks as predicted by dy-
namic model based reverse-engineering algorithms. Thus, it depends on their prediction quality,
proper sampling of models and the availability of a sufficiently large number of networks (a least
a few hundred). These networks could be created by non-deterministic optimization, by separate
(deterministic) optimizations based on different experimental data or cross-validation [129], by
incorporation of a varying amount of prior knowledge, or a combination of these.
The characteristic set extraction algorithm is intended to be simple, comprehensible, tracea-
ble and computationally fast. Pairs of co-occurring (AND related) and mutually exclusive (EX
related) interactions are identified by calculating scores from their joint and individual frequen-
cies. Notice that the typical number of observed effector-target relations is much less than the
number of possible pairs, thus counting joint occurrences can be done very fast. Our definition
of a score of AND relations was derived from the concept of confidence used in association rule
learning [130]. Hereby, the association rules (A⇒ B) and (B⇒ A) were combined by the mini-
mum conjunction. The score of EX relations was defined analogously by combining (¬A⇒ B)
and (¬B⇒ A). The interpretation of pairwise relations is straightforward. Both AND related in-
teractions have to be present to achieve a biologically meaningful effect. EX related interactions
might either represent redundancies, which are discouraged as sparseness of networks is typi-
cally demanded in reverse-engineering, or the presence of both interactions might contradict the
reference data. Pairs of co-occurring interactions are then merged to (competing) characteristic
sets. This resembles a bottom-up procedure where large entities are constructed by joining of
frequent smaller parts, and can be done very efficiently.
Cutoffs applied during characteristic set extraction are used to distinguish reliable observati-
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ons (here, occurrence of certain interactions or characteristic interaction sets) from spurious ones,
which might be artifacts of the applied reverse-engineering approach (noise). The specific choice
of cutoffs is interdependent with the number and frequency of distinct characteristic sets hidden
in the predictions. Additionally, the number of high-scoring networks with different topologies,
and therefore the number of characteristic sets, depends on the reference topology, available data,
and the applied mathematical framework. Therefore, cutoffs have to be assessed case-specific,
e.g. by starting with relatively stringent cutoffs, repeatedly reducing them and assessing extracted
characteristic sets by number, size and biological meaning.
The presented procedure can be extended in various ways, e.g automatic adjustment of cu-
toffs, considering scores of predicted networks during ensemble voting to give high-scoring net-
works a higher weight, fuzzy assignment of interactions to characteristic sets and fuzzy grouping
of networks to account for random variations, and using grouped networks as priors for repea-
ted rounds of reverse-engineering and characteristic set extraction to explore different network
hypotheses in more detail.
Author’s contribution The content of Section 8 has been compiled to a manuscript and sub-
mitted for publication. Co-authors are Robert Ku¨ffner who developed the genetic algorithm used
to create network predictions, Jonas Zierer who participated as student assistant in the imple-
mentation of the described procedure, and Ralf Zimmer who supervised to the work. The author
developed the characteristic set extraction algorithm and wrote the manuscript.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Outlook
The two main parts of this work introduced the Petri net and fuzzy logic (PNFL) modeling
framework and associated reverse-engineering approaches. The main aspects and findings of
these parts are shortly summarized in the following.
9.1 Petri Net and Fuzzy Logic Based Modeling
We have shown that PNFL models can represent states of biological entities and their interac-
tions, can mimic mass-action kinetics, and approximate Hill kinetics (Sections 2 and 3). PNFL
models are capable of reproducing the complex behavior of biological systems and can be ana-
lyzed using standard analysis techniques (Section 4). They can be used to predict a system’s
behavior based on varying experimental conditions and are therefore suited for hypotheses te-
sting (Section 5). The main advantage of PNFL models is the pronounced inherent graphical and
structured representation of not only network connectivity, but also of the functional aspects of
the model: the fuzzy sets and rule bases of fuzzy logic systems. These aspects strongly facilitate
model creation and understanding. A representation based on fuzzy sets inherently includes an
interpretation of the described states with respect to a biologically relevant aspect, for example
with respect to functional implications, typical values, etc. Fuzzy logic systems have a one-to-one
correspondence to linguistic descriptions of the represented processes. Linguistic descriptions of
interactions between entities can be converted into the rule bases and, vice versa, each rule base
is a linguistic description of the represented biological process. Thus, the Petri net and fuzzy
logic modeling framework allows for a straightforward conversion of qualitative knowledge and
descriptions into executable models.
9.2 Reverse-Engineering
PNFL models can be reverse-engineered based on experimental measurements using the genetic
algorithm described in Section 6. The reverse-engineered models were some of the best pre-
dictions in the DREAM4 in-silico network reconstruction challenge. This further supports that
PNFL models are well suited to model reference systems, and that the genetic algorithm is very
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well suited for reverse-engineering PNFL models. Unfortunately, the genetic algorithm performs
poorly on larger networks due to the massive increase of the search space, and a single predicti-
on has a runtime of several hours. Although the number of possible models is already strongly
restricted due the restricted definition of valid PNFL models, including a reduced selection of
fuzzy logic systems and generalized mean parameters, the search space grows exponentially
with an increasing number of entities. Section 7 describes an iterative procedure that allows for
the reverse-engineering of larger networks. This iterative procedure results in an increase of pre-
diction performance for models of up to 120 genes. A problem of the iterative procedure seems to
be that the genetic algorithm gets stuck in local optima after the first iteration and therefore mo-
del sizes hardly increase although the candidate interaction sets are relaxed. The post-processing
of ensemble predictions, as described in Section 8, further improves the information gain from
network predictions. It is suited to distinguish different classes of models that result from the
presence of multiple, similarly scoring optima in the search space. Such a post-processing is
meaningful if there is a moderate amount of variability in predicted models. As especially in
large networks many combinations of characteristic interaction sets are possible, an analysis of
subnetworks might become necessary.
9.3 Outlook
Structural analysis using Petri net analysis techniques There are several techniques that
allow structure-based analysis of Petri nets, the most prominent of these are based on place and
transition invariants. Unfortunately, p- and t-invariants can not be computed straightforwardly
for PNFL models. The reason for this is that an incidence matrix of the Petri net is required for
the standard p- and t-invariant analysis. To derive such an incidence matrix, fixed arc-weights are
required, i.e. constant functions have to be assigned to arcs. This is obviously not given for PNFL
models, as fuzzy logic systems and most other allowed functions are not constant but depend on
input states. One approach to solve this problem could be to convert PNFL models into discrete
logic models and further into standard Petri nets. A t-invariant analysis of these Petri nets could
be used to draw conclusions about potential steady states or oscillating states of the discrete logic
model. Whether the achieved results can be applied to the original PNFL model remains to be
investigated.
Further improving reverse-engineering of large networks The data-driven scores used to
restrict the search space are very basic. One could try to apply more involved prediction approa-
ches like ARACNE [48], MRNET [49], etc. to derive initial static models of the system, which
could then be converted into dynamic PNFL models. These can subsequently be extended by
adding interactions that are necessary for the expected dynamic behavior, or reduced by remo-
ving redundant interactions. Nevertheless, the problem of search space explosion persists. We
presume that very large networks can only then be predicted with success, if networks can be
partitioned into subnetworks that in turn can be predicted independently in a modular fashion.
These subnetworks could then be integrated into a full network.
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9.4 Conclusion
The ambition of systems biology is to get a comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of
biological systems. Especially due to the complexity and size of networks, the various levels of
regulations, and the individual or cell-type specific variations, detailed quantitative information
about entities and interactions is often missing and cumbersome to obtain. This includes for
example reliable and fine grained concentration time course measurements or measurements of
reaction rates. However, the PNFL modeling technique can be readily applied to such problems.
It helps to formulate (initial) hypotheses as executable, and easy to interpret, dynamic models,
even if detailed kinetic information is not yet available. As for any other modeling technique as
well, data interpretation, pre-processing and selection are still necessary work steps preceding
model creation. According to the available data and the problem statement at hand, fuzzy sets,
fuzzy concepts and rule bases have to be carefully designed, both for manual model creation as
well as for automated reverse-engineering.
The incorporation of prior information of various types and from various sources is getting
increasingly important due to the fast development of high-throughput experimental techniques.
In most cases, such prior information is qualitative. Especially the ENCODE project [131] crea-
ted a vast source of qualitative experimental information that can be used to supplement the
creation of (genome-wide) gene regulatory networks: knowledge about the presence and locali-
zation of proximal and distal transcription factor binding sites allows to get an initial idea about
effector-target relationships, activating or inhibiting roles of transcription factors, or mutually
dependencies between them; knowledge about chromatin conformation and DNA methylation
patterns allows to deduce cell-type specific transcriptional activity; knowledge about the various
non-coding RNAs even allows to include another level of regulation, etc. Such qualitative infor-
mation can and should be used to improve dynamic models and to guide reverse-engineering.
Especially concerning the incorporation of qualitative prior information, we see a great potential
for the application of the PNFL modeling approach.
Due to the easily interpretable descriptions of entities and interactions by fuzzy sets and na-
tural language based rules, the properties and functionalities of PNFL models become apparent.
Therefore, PNFL models are especially comprehensible. This facilitates the creation and under-
standing of dynamic models. We see Petri net and fuzzy logic based modeling as a valuable
addition to the pool of established modeling techniques, suited to the challenges of incorporating
heterogeneous and not easy to quantify data.
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Appendix

Appendix A
Ordinary Logic Reasoning and Fuzzy
Logic - Theoretical Background
This theoretical foundations justify the rule bases of fuzzy logic systems which are used in our
PNFL framework. The content of this section was compiled based on [107, 132, 133]. Before
introducing fuzzy sets, we will first go through some aspects of ordinary logic reasoning which
will then be generalized to fuzzy logic reasoning.
A.1 Ordinary Logic Reasoning
We want to use rule bases to define the dynamics of a system, i.e. to derive the new state of an
entity from a given set of states of other entities. Those rule bases are given as linguistic if-then
sentences. To implement such sentences in a computational framework, they have to be converted
to (mathematical) functions first. These functions have to map several specified input sets to a
single, specified output set. In the following section we will show how such functions can be
derived for ordinary sets using ordinary relations and logic implication and that the conclusions
are backed by the modus ponens.
A.1.1 Modus Ponens
Definition 1 One of the most important inference rules in traditional propositional logic is the
modus ponens
Premise 1 (Fact) x is A
Premise 2 (Rule) if x is A then y is B
Conclusion y is B
which allows to derive a conclusion from given (combined) propositions.
If both premises are true, i.e. the fact is true (“x is actually A”) and the rule is valid, then it can
be logically concluded that the conclusion must also be true (the argument is sound). If one or
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both of the premises are false, the modus ponens does not apply. We want to emphasize that false
premises do not imply that the conclusion has to be false too. Modus ponens does not allow any
deductions from false premises.
A.1.2 Ordinary Relations
Definition 2 A (two-valued) relation R ⊆ X ×Y contains pairs (x,y) which are in some kind of
relation described by R, i.e. (x,y) fulfill conditions defining the relation.
E.g. let G= {g1,g2,g3} be a set of gene products and C = {c1,c2} be a set of cell compartments.
Then a relation R ⊆ G×C may describe that certain gene products can be found in certain cell
compartments only: R= {(g1,c1),(g2,c2),(g3,c1), (g3,c2)}where R contains an element (gi,c j)
if and only if gene product gi can be found in compartment c j.
Definition 3 Let R ⊆ X ×Y be a relation, then the image RM of the relation with respect to the
set M ⊆ X is defined as
RM =
{
y ∈ Y
∣∣∣ ∃x ∈ X : (x,y) ∈ R∧ x ∈M} (A.1)
and contains all elements y ∈ Y which are in relation to an element x ∈M.
We want to point out that a set as well as a relation and its image can be represented by indicator
functions
IM : M→{0,1}, x 7→
{
1 i f x ∈M
0 else.
IR : X×Y →{0,1}, (x,y) 7→
{
1 i f (x,y) ∈ R
0 else.
IRM : Y →{0,1}, y 7→
{
1 i f ∃x ∈ X : (x,y) ∈ R∧ x ∈M
0 else. (A.2)
An equivalent definition of RM can be given by using indicator functions instead of logical nota-
tions
IRM(y) = sup
{
IM(x) · IR(x,y)
∣∣∣ x ∈ X} (A.3)
which yields IRM(y) = 1 if and only if there is an x ∈M which is in relation R to the given y ∈ Y
and zero otherwise. The supremum (sup) of a set of real numbers is the smallest real number that
is greater or equal to every number in this set. In contrast to the greatest element of a set, the
supremum is not necessarily part of the set.
A.1.3 Logic Implication
An implication x ∈ A→ y ∈ B for A⊆ X and B⊆Y can be defined using the following relation:
RA→B =
{
(x,y) ∈ X×Y
∣∣∣ x ∈ A→ y ∈ B}= (A×B) ∪ A¯×Y (A.4)
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The image with respect to the set A is RA→B[A] and its indicator function is defined as
IRA→B[A] : Y →{0,1}, y 7→
{
1 i f ∃x ∈ A and (x ∈ A→ y ∈ B)
0 else. (A.5)
or equivalently
IRA→B[A] : Y →{0,1}, y 7→ sup
{
IA(x) · IRA→B(x,y)
∣∣∣ x ∈ X}. (A.6)
The definition of the indicator function has the structure of a modus ponens with first premise
(fact) x ∈ A, second premise (rule) if x ∈ A then y ∈ B and the conclusion y ∈ B. Obviously,
IRA→B[A] indicates the set of all sound conclusions deduced by modus ponens. Therefore, it can
be seen as a mapping of the input set A to the output set RA→B[A] ⊆ B with respect to the given
implication rule. This functions allows a general statement about conclusions of the rule. It is
suited to answer the question, which conclusions are possible, given an unspecified element of X
as premise (i.e. independent from a specific premise x′ ∈ X).
We need to answer the question, which conclusion can be derived from a specific input x′ ∈X .
This is easily done by restricting the image to the singleton set {x′}:
IRA→B[{x′}] : Y →{0,1}, y 7→ sup
{
I[{x′}](x) · IRA→B(x,y)
∣∣∣ x ∈ X}
⇔ y 7→ IRA→B(x′,y) (A.7)
The resulting set RA→B[{x′}] then contains all valid conclusions given a specific x′. Obviously
this conclusion is still backed by the modus ponens if x′ ∈ A, i.e. the argument is sound. But
unfortunately, a serious problem arises when applying this type of inference to any x′ 6∈ A: the
implication operation evaluates to truth whenever a false antecedent is given (independent of
the consequent!). Therefore IRA→B[{x′}] will always yield 1 (true) if x
′ 6∈ A is chosen. In this case
the argument is not sound, as the modus ponens does not apply. Although the deduction is still
(logically) correct, it violates common sense and is not desired in any practical application. It
violates the cause and effect assumption, as here non-cause leads to anything. We will point out
a practical solution to this problem in Section A.3 when considering fuzzy implication.
In the next sections we will introduce a more formal definition of fuzzy sets, define operations
on fuzzy sets and extend the relations and implications introduced above to finally define the rule
bases working on fuzzy sets.
A.2 Fuzzy sets
Definition 4 A fuzzy set µM defined over a domain of discourse D is a function µM : D→ [0,1]
which assigns to each element x ∈ D a degree of membership µM(x) to the fuzzy set µM. The set
of all fuzzy sets over D is denominated F(D).
If µM(x)∈ {0,1} for all x ∈D, then µ is the indicator function of a classical, or crisp, set M ⊆ X .
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Definition 5 The process of mapping a crisp point x to [0,1] using a fuzzy set µM is called
fuzzification and µM can be called a fuzzifier.
In most cases the domain of discourse is the set of real numbers D=R or any interval onR. Then
µ is a real-valued function and can be displayed as for example shown in Section 2. Typically,
fuzzy sets describe linguistic terms like “nearly inactive”, “at an average level” or “close to 100”
and describe either an imprecise value or interval. Such fuzzy sets should be convex, i.e. they
should monotonically increase(decrease) when converging(diverging) to(from) a specific value
or a specific interval, e.g. when “getting closer to 100” or “leaving the average level”. The most
commonly used convex functions for fuzzy sets are triangular, trapezoidal or Gaussian functions.
The choice of number, shape and parameters of fuzzy sets (e.g. median and standard deviation
of a Gaussian) define the context and user dependent setup of the fuzzy model.
One of the greatest advantages of a discretization of a state space (domain of discourse) using
fuzzy sets compared to the use of crisp sets is the fact that it is meaningful to overlap fuzzy sets.
This allows us to express that e.g. the expression of a gene is “somewhere between its normal
level and its over-expressed state” instead of having to define it either as over-expressed or not
(as both at the same time would be contradictory).
A.2.1 Operations on Fuzzy Sets
T-Norms and T-Conorms The classical logic assumes that propositions are either true or fal-
se, but not both true and false. In fuzzy logic there is a gradual transition from truth to falsehood.
Therefore, functions like the conjunction and disjunction have to be extended to operate on the
unity interval w∧,w∨ : [0,1]2→ [0,1] and the most basic requirement for such “fuzzy” conjunc-
tion and disjunction functions is to yield the same results as their classical counterparts when
provided with either 0 or 1. Candidates for such conjunction and disjunction functions are T-
norms (triangular norms, denoted t(. . .) or ?) and T-conorms (denoted s(. . .) or ◦), respectively.
The most commonly used T-norms are
minimum t(α,β ) = min{α,β}
bounded product t(α,β ) = max{α+β −1,0}
algebraic product t(α,β ) = α ·β
Examples for commonly used T-conorms are
maximum s(α,β ) = max(α,β )
bounded sum s(α,β ) = min{α+β ,1}
algebraic sum s(α,β ) = α+β −α ·β
All T-norms and T-conorms are commutative, associative and monotone, while additionally T-
norms fulfill t(α,1) = α and T-conorms fulfill s(α,0) = α (Figure A.1).
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Union, Intersection and Complement of Fuzzy Sets The intersection of fuzzy sets can be
derived from the respective definition for classical sets. An element x is in the intersection of two
classical sets A and B if it is member of both sets:
x ∈ A∩B ⇔ x ∈ A ∧ x ∈ B (A.8)
The intersection of two fuzzy sets µA and µB with respect to a T-norm t can then be defined as
fuzzy set µA∩tB with
µA∩tB(x) = t(µA(x),µB(x)) = µA(x)?µB(x) (A.9)
Analogously, an element x can be in the union of two classical sets A and B:
x ∈ A∪B ⇔ x ∈ A ∨ x ∈ B (A.10)
And the union of two fuzzy sets µA and µB with respect to a T-conorm s can be defined as fuzzy
set µA∪sB with
µA∪sB(x) = s(µA(x),µB(x)) = µA(x)◦µB(x) (A.11)
The complement of a fuzzy set is derived from the definition x ∈ A¯ ⇔ ¬(x ∈ A) for classical sets
and corresponds to the fuzzy set µA¯(x) = 1−µA(x) (Figure A.1).
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Figure A.1 Operations on fuzzy sets. A) Two fuzzy sets µA and µB are defined with triangular and
trapezoidal shape, respectively. A (crisp) point x is fuzzified by µA, i.e. µA(x) is calculated using the
triangular function. B) The intersection µA∩t B(x) using the minimum T-norm. C) The union µA∪sB(x)
using the maximum T-conorm. D) The complement of µA.
A.3 Fuzzy Logic Reasoning
The use of fuzzy sets in logic reasoning leads to an extension of the classical modus ponens.
This extension facilitates to reason with gradual truth values, i.e. to infer conclusions from vague,
imprecise knowledge.
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A.3.1 Generalized Modus Ponens
Definition 6 In fuzzy logic the modus ponens is extended to the generalized modus ponens
Premise 1 (Fact) x is A∗
Premise 2 (Rule) if x is A then y is B
Conclusion y is B∗
The generalized modus ponens applies as long as there is a non-zero degree of similarity between
the fuzzy set A∗ of premise 1 (fact) and the fuzzy set A of the antecedent of premise 2 (rule), and
as long as there is a non-zero similarity between the fuzzy set B of the consequent of premise
2 and the fuzzy set B∗ of the conclusion. If additionally the degrees of truth of the premises are
non-zero, a non-zero degree of truth for the conclusion can be deduced. In general, it holds that
the higher the degree of truth of the premises, the higher the degree of truth of the conclusion is.
When A, A∗, B, B∗ are considered to be ordinary sets with A = A∗ and B = B∗ the generalized
modus ponens reduces to the modus ponens.
A.3.2 Fuzzy Relations and Implication
A fuzzy set is a generalized ordinary set and analogously a fuzzy relation can be seen as a
generalized ordinary relation. A two-valued fuzzy relation µR assigns a degree of membership to
each pair (x,y) ∈ Dx×Dy reflecting the strength of relation between x and y. Obviously, such a
fuzzy relation can be defined as a fuzzy set with domain of discourse X×Y .
The image of a fuzzy relation µR : Dx×Dy→ [0,1]with respect to a fuzzy set µM : Dx→ [0,1]
is defined as a fuzzy set
µR[µM ](y) = sup
{
µM(x)?µR(x,y)
∣∣∣ x ∈ Dx} (A.12)
with Dy as domain of discourse and ? as an intersection of fuzzy sets using a T-norm. The image
of an ordinary relation (Equation A.3) is a special case of this fuzzy set with the product as
T-norm.
Implication The fuzzy implication relation µA→B(x,y) measures the degree of truth of the
implication x ∈ A→ y ∈ B and the image of this fuzzy implication relation with respect to the
(premise) fuzzy set µA∗ is
µB∗(y) = sup
{
µA∗(x)?µA→B(x,y)
∣∣∣ x ∈ Dx} (A.13)
which has the structure of a generalized modus ponens. The right-hand-side of this equation
defines the degree of truth µB∗(y) of a conclusion y ∈ Dy depending on an uncertain fact µA∗(x)
and an uncertain rule µA→B(x,y). As mentioned in Section A.1.3, we want to derive a conclusion
from a specific x′ ∈ Dx. In ordinary logic, this is done by restricting the image to the set {x′}.
In fuzzy logic this restriction is performed by specifically defining µA∗ as a fuzzifier for x′, for
example µA∗(x) = 1 for x= x′ and µA∗(x) = 0 otherwise. Such a µA∗ is called a singleton fuzzifier.
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In general the fact µA∗ can be used to reflect our uncertainty about a crisp point x′ ∈ Dx,
which could for example be a measurement of a parameter of any type (e.g. a concentration).
Therefore one could choose µA∗ to have its maximum at the observed value x′ and could choose
a wider support if the uncertainty about x′ is large and a small support otherwise. The choice
of µA∗ influences the interval containing a possible supremum of Equation A.13. Notice that the
supremum can be different from the actual parameter x′.
Singleton fuzzification is widely used as it leads to a tremendous reduction in computational
cost due to the disappearance of the supremum operation:
µB∗(y) = µA∗(x′)?µA→B(x′,y)
= 1?µA→B(x′,y)
= µA→B(x′,y) (A.14)
So in the case of singleton fuzzification the degree of truth of y is deduced by an uncertain rule
from a (certain) measurement x′.
To evaluate Equation A.13 a meaningful membership function for µA→B(x,y) has to be cho-
sen. A possible candidate could be derived from the logical equivalence (p→ q)⇔ (¬p∨q) by
using a T-conorm:
µA→B(x,y) = µA¯∪sB(x,y) = s(1−µA(x), µB(y)) (A.15)
But this choice would cause the same problem as mentioned in Section A.1.3, i.e. yielding non-
zero results although the antecedent µA(x) is zero. Diverging from the standard definition of
implication in propositional logic, a T-norm evaluates to zero if any of its arguments is zero.
The monotonicity of T-norms assures that the higher the degrees of truth of its arguments are,
the higher the degree of truth of the result is. Thus, a T-norm can be seen as an extension of an
implication operation which preserves cause and effect, and therefore it is reasonable to choose
one as fuzzy implication operator. Using the two most common T-norms minimum and product,
one could derive the following membership functions for the fuzzy implication:
µA→B(x,y) = min{µA(x), µB(y)}
µA→B(x,y) = µA(x) ·µB(y) (A.16)
Until now we only considered two-valued (fuzzy) relations, which only allow implications
from a single antecedent to a single consequent. The extension to multiple antecedents is straight-
forward by replacing the single element x by a vector of elements~x ∈ D1×D2×·· ·×Dn. Equa-
tion A.13 then extends to
µB∗(y) = sup
{
µ~A∗(~x)?µ~A→B(~x,y)
∣∣∣~x ∈ D1×·· ·×Dn}
= sup
{
µA∗1×···×A∗n(~x)?µA1×···×An→B(~x,y)
∣∣∣~x ∈ D1×·· ·×Dn} (A.17)
where µA∗1×···×A∗n(~x) is the Cartesian product realized by combining µA∗1(x1), . . . , µA∗n(xn) by T-
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norms to µA∗1(x1)? · · ·?µA∗n(xn) leading to
µB∗(y) = sup
{
n⋂
i=1
t
µA∗i (xi) ?
n⋂
i=1
t
µAi(xi) ? µB(y)
∣∣∣ (x1, . . . ,xn) ∈ X1×·· ·×Xn
}
= sup
{
µA∗1(x1)? · · ·?µA∗n(xn) ? µA1(x1)? · · ·?µAn(xn) ? µB(y)∣∣∣ (x1, . . . ,xn) ∈ X1×·· ·×Xn} (A.18)
which in case of singleton fuzzification reduces to
µB∗(y) = µ~A→B(~x
′,y) =
n⋂
i=1
t
µAi(x
′
i) ? µB(y)
= µA1(x
′
1)? · · ·?µAn(x′n) ? µB(y) (A.19)
Keep in mind that this image of the fuzzy implication relation µA→B(~x,y) is itself a fuzzy set with
Dy as its domain of discourse. Equation A.18 or its reduced form A.19 deduce a valid conclusion
from a given explicit premise ~x′ backed by generalized modus ponens. Due to the choice of a T-
norm as implication operator the problem of an unsound argument as a result of a false premise
disappears.
A.3.3 Fuzzy Logic Systems
We have seen how a fuzzy implication relation can be used to map a set of antecedents to a
consequent, i.e. how a conclusion can be derived from a set of premises using a single rule of the
form if ~x ∈ ~A then y ∈ B. In practice one typically wants to derive a single result from a set of
rules which define consequents for different (or each) combinations of antecedents.
If a conclusion should be derived from several rules, the individual results have to be com-
bined appropriately. The image of a set of fuzzy implication relations is the disjunction of their
individual images using a T-conorm:
µB∗(y) =
m⋃
j=1
s
µB∗j (y) =
m⋃
j=1
s
sup
{
µ~A j∗(~x)?µ~A j→B j(~x,y)
∣∣∣~x ∈ Dx} (A.20)
which can be further reduced when using singleton fuzzification to
µB∗(y) =
m⋃
j=1
s
µB∗j (y) =
m⋃
j=1
s
(
n⋂
i=1
t
µA j,i(x
′
i) ? µB j(y)
)
(A.21)
Definition 7 A fuzzy inference engine is a function D1×·· ·×Dn→ F(Dy) which maps a vector
of crisp inputs ~x ∈ D1× ·· · ×Dn to a conclusion fuzzy set µB∗(y) ∈ F(Dy). The mapping is
specified by a fuzzifier, a set of rules (fuzzy rule base)
R j : IF x1 is A j,1 AND x2 is A j,2 and . . . and xn j is A j,n j T HEN y is B j,
where n j is the number of premises of rule j and A j,i specifies the fuzzy set of premise i in rule j,
and the definition of a T-norm and T-conorm for conjunction and disjunction operations.
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The most common combinations of disjunction and conjunction are (bounded) sum-product
and max-min:
µB∗(y) = min
{
m
∑
j
(
µB j(y) ·
n j
∏
i
µA j,i(x
′
i)
)
,1
}
µB∗(y) = max
j∈{1,...,m}
{
min
{
µA j,1(x
′
1), . . . ,µA j,n j (x
′
n j),µB j(y)
}}
(A.22)
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Figure A.2 A schematic representation of a fuzzy logic system. Crisp inputs x1 and x2 are fuzzified
by the premises of the given rules. For each rule a single conclusion fuzzy set µB∗1 and µB∗2 is derived by
a minimum T-norm. Those conclusions are then combined to the final concluding fuzzy set µB∗ using a
max T-conorm. As a last step µB∗ is defuzzified using the height defuzzification. The centers of gravity y¯1
and y¯2 are those from the conclusion fuzzy sets µB∗1 and µB∗2 , i.e. known beforehand. Notice that µB∗ does
not need to be computed explicitly when using height defuzzification. Here, it is shown for the sake of
completeness.
A fuzzy inference engine maps a (crisp) vector ~x′ of premises to a conclusion fuzzy set
µB∗(y) which assigns a degree of truth to every possible y ∈ Y . Often, one is interested in a
single (crisp) representative y¯ from the set of possible solutions Dy, which should correspond to
some kind of “most typical” solution. The process of deriving such a single, crisp value is called
defuzzification.
Definition 8 A defuzzifier is a function F(Dy)→ Dy which maps a fuzzy set µ ∈ F(Dy) to a
single, crisp value y¯ ∈ Dy.
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As for fuzzification, again there exist a wide variety of different defuzzification strategies. We
will introduce only two of them, the centroid defuzzifier and the height defuzzifier.
The centroid defuzzifier computes the centroid (center of gravity) y¯ of the conclusion fuzzy
set µB∗:
y¯ =
∫
Y y ·µB∗(y)dy∫
Y µB∗(y)dy
(A.23)
Using y¯ as the representative of the conclusion is quite intuitive. It can be seen as the mean or
expected conclusion. However, it is quite expensive to compute. The height defuzzifier uses the
centroids of each individual rule conclusion to determine the defuzzified value of the full result:
y¯ =
∑mj=1 y¯ j ·µB∗j (y¯ j)
∑mj=1 µB∗j (y¯ j)
(A.24)
Notice that when using height defuzzification the single rules do not need to be combined to
µB∗(y) using a T-conorm, as the defuzzified value can be computed directly from the individual
rule conclusions. Typically, the center of gravity y¯ j of each single conclusion is known before,
so the main computational effort reduces to the evaluation of each µB∗j (y¯ j). From Equation A.19
(or more generally A.18) and the definition of T-norms it is obvious that the center of gravity of
any µB∗j equals the center of gravity of µB j of the according consequent fuzzy set and thus is not
influenced by the parameters ~x′.
Definition 9 A fuzzy logic system (FLS, also called fuzzy logic controller) is a function f ls :
D1× ·· · ×Dn → Dy which maps a vector of crisp input values to a crisp output via a fuzzy
inference engine (including a fuzzifier) and a defuzzifier.
The fuzzy inference engine is defined by a set of if-then rules. Each crisp input xi is discretized
by the fuzzy sets used in the premises of the rule set. The evaluation of the inference engine
for a given input ~x′ yields a fuzzy set µB∗(y) which is then defuzzified to a single crisp output y¯
(Figure A.2).
A fuzzy logic system can be represented as a single formula. Using the product as T-norm
and height defuzzification, the according fuzzy logic system is defined as:
y¯ = f ls(x1, . . . ,xn) =
∑mj=1 y¯ j ·∏
n j
i µA j,i(x
′
i)
∑mj=1∏
n j
i µA j,i(x′i)
(A.25)
We have derived the validity of fuzzy reasoning from basic assumptions of propositional logic.
The whole process of discretization and reasoning was condensed to a simple, single function -
a fuzzy logic system.
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